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QUARTERMASTER BOARD 
UMITIO ¡»TATIS ARMY 

■PORT L«I, VWaiMIA 

)R »«!»».▼ 

«««TO, Q14®"118 1 May 1962 

SUBJECT: QMCCD 56-9» Grave» Regí »trat loa Operation» Under Concept:» of 
Futwr« Warfare 

TO: Commanding General, 
ATTN: ■ Combat Development» 
US Continental Army Command 
Fort Monro«» Virginia 

l. The final report of subject »tiidy is forwarded for review, The 
Quartermaator General has approved the study as completing the require¬ 
ments of paragraph 1410b(4)(d) of the Department of the Army Combat 
Development Objective» Guide. 

2. The study presents a concept for grave» registration operation# 
in support of future warfare with the emphasis placed upon the handling 
of remain» from the forward area of the combat «one to the field army 
cemetery. For limited warfare, the"study finds that the present system 
of grave# registration support 1« basically sound and suitable and 
requires only minor changes. However, general warfare employing mass 
destructive weapons will require substantially increased GRS support. 
To meet this situation» the study points out changes which will be 
necessary in military policy, doctrine, organisâtion and training. The 
•tudy alao identifie* appropriate requirements for research and materiel 
development. 

Acting President 
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So' live, that when thy Bumnons comes tO1 Join 
The innumerable caravan, which moves 
To that mysterious realm, where each shall take 
His chamber in the silent halls of death, 
Thou go not, like the quarry-slave at night, 
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed 
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave 
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch , 
About him, and lie® down to pleasant dreams. 

1, Excerpt from "''THAMTOPSIS" by William Cullen Bryant. 



FOREWORD 

Gravea registration service in support of the army in the field 
provides for the search* recovery* mä evacuation of deceased military 
personnel^ the initial identification and temporary disposition of the 
remains; the recovery and handling of personal affecta found on the 
remains ; the establishment» operation» and maintenance of temporary 
military cemeteries; and the accomplishment of pertinent records and 
reports in connection with such activities. 

During past conflict«» procedures have been developed to accomplish 
the above tasks which have proven workable and efficient and which are 
generally acceptable to tactical commanders and the public, This study 
considers the application of these procedures under concepts of warfare 
in the future and propose.« changes where such change« appear to be 
necessary. 

The greatest changes in policy and procedures will be required in 
the event of nuclear warfare, or warfare involving the use of chemical and 
biological agents, resulting in masa casualties. Warfare of this nature 
may preclude handling of remains as we would like to and force adoption 
oi procedures which, will not be acceptable in conventional warfare. What 
at first glance may seem callous and repugnant proposals in, this study* 
will, upon serious reflection, be recognized as the beat, that can be 
accomplished in, terns of realism and military necessity. 

Colonel* QMC 
Acting President 
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SUMMARY 

GRAVES REGISTRATION OPERATIONS UNDER CONCEPTS OP FÜTURB WARFARE 
(QMCCD 56-9) 

1, Mia¿ten of GRS. Girav«t- regiáti&tion servie« in support of 
the army in the field ptevídes for the recovery;, and evacuation 
of deceased military personnel; the identificanion and temporary dis¬ 
position of the remains; the recovery and handling of personal effects 
found on the remains; the establishment,, operation and maintenance of 
temporary mUkary cemeteries; and the accomplishment of pertinent 
recorda and reports in connection with auch activities:. 

2, Scope of the Study, (Abridged) Thi® ttudy develops a 
concept for graves regiatraMon operation«' in support of future warfare, 
It la recogniaed that, future war* may be fought with conventional type 
weapon« or they my involve the use: of ma»a diartructlort weapons resulting 
in Mas#' cae unit: Imu The application of present policy and procedure* to 
future tact:leal concepts is considered and change* are proposed where 
such changea are considered necessary. A* a policy, standard GRS policies 
and procedures will continue to be applied and renwiina will be recovered 
and handled' with the fwlleat reverence and in accordance with our best 
tradltfim# to the maximum extent permitted by circumstances and military 
necessity, 

3, Search and lecovery, In conventional warfare, inittaL search 
and recovery of remain» will normally be done by the unit sustaining the 
loss to the extent that the unit'» tactical mission permits. In warfare. 
Involving the use of chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons the unit 
sustaining the loss will probably not be able to recover the remains 
because of contamination or the necessity for immédiate withdrawal from 
the battle area. Under these conditions search and recovery procedure* 
will be conducted by quartemaater GRS personnel in the post-battle 
phase of operation«. If the area is. contaminated,, recovery must be 
delayed until it: is safe to enter the area. This may be from a few hours 
to several months or longer. 

4, Evacuation, When conventional type weapon « are being employed,, 
evacuation of remain« from point of recovery to the quartermaster GI.S 
collecting point,: normally established in the brigade trains area, will 
be done by tactical unit«. The unit sustaining the loss (company) will 
evacuate remains to the next higher tactical, echelon (battalion)" if this 
action will not interfere with if,a: primary mission. If it: is not: feasible 
for the company to evacuate remains, the service element of the 'battalion 
will evacuate from, point of recovery to the quartermaster collecting 
point at brigade level. Evacuation from the 'brigade collecting point to 
the army rear are*, Is the renpouaibllity, of,quartermaster GRS organLeafions 
In the event, recovery is done by GIS personnel» evacuation of the remains 
fr«, point of recovery to point; of disposition «ill alio be done by GB.S 
perscmrifiL',,: 



. tcqulrement for a quicky 
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consider«*»:!« yer iod,ltlé«ii tf icatlon is i serious proklent even in : conven* 
tionel warfare and wíll bé impossible in the event of mass casualties ,if 
an improved means is not developed. Possible solutions» as discussed in 
the study, may be to place a permanent identifying symbol on a major bone 
in the body or on the buccal surfaces of costerlor teeth. 

b* Disposition 
he .eccompiInked either by imnediatA 
temporary"" Intiment in" at 

Once remains^ are.recovered, disposition. 
• .!•. i 

1 ‘A 

accomplish 
normal proetdu 
s are suitaine 

volume of remains The use. of mass casualty (CM) weapons 
Chet precludes the possibility of normal identification and evacuation 
and- reduces the problem to one of capability, expediency and sanitation 
rffckfr than graves''registration. Under such condition«: the only possible 
procedure may be Jburial In mass: graves using mechanical earth moving 
equipment, when nuclear contamination had subsided to safe levels. 

7. Personal Effects, Personal effects will be returned to the 
neat of kin, as In the .past, but the problem will he aggravated by posslbli 
contamination. Contaminated effects must be monitored to determine If 
they are hazardous. Generally, if contaminated personal effects are re¬ 
tained at the Effects Depot for 60-90 days, they will become safe to 
return to next of kin. Positive command action should be taken to -limit 
the number of personal items an individual may take to a theater of 
operations or acquire while there. 

8, Organisation and Training. Changes- in present organisation .fo 
GRS support at the direct support and general support levels are not 
proposed, although substantial personnel augmentation will be required by 
all GRS units in the event of CBR warfare. At division level it Is 
proposed that the GRS unit be made an organic element of the division in 
the sa»« status us any other essential cambar or logistical support unit. 
GRS specialists, in addition to normal training» must be trained in the 

■proper use of CBR detection equipment to permit monitoring of contaminated 
remains and personal effects and in decontamination methods and protective 
measures. All combat troops should be given minimum instruction in basic 
search and recovery techniques and proper handling of personal effect*. 

V11 i 
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9. Hain donclu«ions. It is oontuiiidod^l^Éi 

:ORS support system devoiopaiá 4||irij||;;: 
;:tjÍít(,:Kpiit'tiÀ: ^'iWi is fouiá: tfiti it«<fliii:l* ittd.:WÍÍÍ .fequtti only ' a^idri|4ip'■ ■:: 
.to,; if fiotiviiy. support ■ Iwtiir*; conysintlopal war faro, 

b. Under CBR warfar*, significant changes in CRS policy and 
procedures will be required: 

(1) Because of tactical conditions and contamination 
involved, combat units generally will be unable to recover. Identify and 
evacuate their dead, it will have to be done by Gil units, 

(2) Remains will have to be left lying in contaminated 
areas perhaps up to several months, depending upon agent employed and 
intensity of contamination, until it becomes safe for recovery personnel 
to enter the ares. This applies mostly to nuclear contamination (sea 
annex B). 

(3) Hass deaths can be expected to be a frequent occurrence. 
This will necessitate burial on the battlefield in mass graves. 

c. Identification of remains is a most difficult problem in 
GRS operations unless identity is established immediately following death. 
Under most CBR warfare conditions, immediate recovery and identification 
will not be possible. An improved, simple, positive means of identifica¬ 
tion is required. 

d. The present concept of furnishing necessary GRS personnel to 
the division on an augmentation basis Is unsound and should be discontinued. 
The GRS platoon should be an organic element of the division in the same 
status as any other essential logistical or combat support unit. 

e. No reliable estimate of overall CBR casualty rates can be 
made. It is considered that they will be substantially higher than those 
for conventional warfare. 

lx 
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c. Military policy and 
bility of unit 
to relieve them of the mandatory 
vented from accomplishinc this 

doctrine be modified regarding responsi 
recovery and evacuation of remains 

nature of this responsibility when pre- 
by the tactical situation,, 

d, All 
instruction in s 
guarding personal effects. 

units receive, as part of their unit tn 
and recovei y procedures and the importance of safe- 

by expansion 
addition of 
and by the 
commended in 

Provision be made for providing GRS support for CBR war 
of current GRS elements, at the DS and GS level, with the 

sufficient technical augmentation cells, and supporting 
dditional equipment, methods, and specialized training re 
this study. 

f. GRS elements of current and 
as an organic unit of the division rather 

divisions be author teed 
on an augmentation basis. 

* 

g. The following 
CRS units as required: 

items of equipment be developed and furnished 

A 
seal remains during evacuation 

sposaoie,, wrap or to shroud and 

of recovery to 
as the Army 
carrier. 

A device 
evacuation 

to facilitate 

Medical Service's proposed lightweight roll 

movement of remains, f 
' thin the army cernet;e 

weicht ro l lagon-type 
% 

point: 
such 

I it:ter 

similar type) 
recording of the 
clothing and 

A light,, simple, 
:e to provide for 

bone Imprint or 

the marking techniques proposed in 

*» portable hand X-ray ( 
instant reading and automat 

amrking Identification t 
be developed concurrently w: 

paragraph b above. 



Appropriât« AU and CW détection and measuring equipment 
now available or under development be provided to GR$ units tot monitor¬ 
ing contaminated remains, personal effects, and GRS personnel, 

i. Commercially available, mechanical earth moving attach¬ 
ments (of the back-hoe type) for use on organic vehicles be made 
organic to GRS cemetery platoons for use in digging graves or trenches 
at army cemeteries. 
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HEADQUARTERS 
DEPARTMENT OP THE ARMY 

OFFICE OK THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C„ 

QMGPO-C 14 August 1961 

SUBJECT: Combat Development Study Directive: "Graves Registration 
Operation» Under Concept* of Future Warfare, QMCCD 56.9lM' 

TO: Pre«ident 
Quartermaster Board, TO Army 
Fort lee, firginit 

I» General. The Quartermaster Board, US Amy, will conduct a study 
to develop a concept of graves registration support for the future army * 
in the field. The study will be in conaonance with the general objective* 
stated in paragraph l41Qb(4)(d)., Combat Development Objectives Guide, 

2, Objective* and Scope. To develop policies and guidelines for 
organization, procedures, and materiel., with regard to recovery, Identifi¬ 
cation, evacuation, and burial of deceased troop* under concept* of future 
warfare in the army in the field in the 1966-1971 period. The study will 
consider implieat ion* of mass casualties, effect® of contamination (from 
nuclear explosions, CBR Warfare, and other causes), handling of personal 
effects, reporting procedures, and return of remain* program.. 

3. Reference*: 

a. US Army War College Study, Ä.RWC 59-3, "Very Long Range 
Strategic Forecast", 31 .December 1959. 

b. US Army War College Study, ARWC 60-1, "The Role of the 
Army in Future Warfare", 30 June 1.960,. 

c. Office of The Quartermaster General, "Graves Registration, 
Automatic Data Processing System Study", June I960. 

d„ QMC Historical Studies, Number 21, "The Graves Registration 
Service in World War IT",, April 1952, 

e. Appropriate Technical Service Long Range Forecasts., 

xlil 



QMGPO-C ,. 

aWICT: Combat Development Study Directive! "Craves Registration 
operations Under Concept* of Future Warfare, QMCCD 56-9" 

in R®8i8tration Organisation and Functions 
in Support of Mijior Military Opitation»'1, 7 :March. - 

Remains", *28 Aprifltsg.'Per80nne1, Care and Deposition of 

h. AR 643-55, "Disposition of Personal Effects", 2: June 1961. 

i, FM 10 
February 195:2. 

"QM Organization and Service in the Army and Corps' 

Í»’» wi,!0!«® l1Iandli08: of Deceased Personnel in Theater« of 

k, 

Operation®",, July 1959. 

FM 27-10, "Ttit .Law of ’Land Warfare"1 

1, 

March 
TM 10-286» "Identification of Decenniad Personnel' 

a. FM. 10-3, W«JM Direct Support Battalion", January 1961. 

n. FM 10-4, "QM General Support Battalion", June 196!, 

ms ]Q7fy?;„wf Studyi ?°lSC 6l‘8> "Army Organization for the Period 1965-19/0 (U) (in process), 

a a i 4 . P\ CG?C Study’ CCSC 62 2» ^on8 «ange Reorganization Objectives 
Administrative Support Theater" (U) (in process), 

q, US Army War College Study, ARWC 60-2, "Visualization of 
Theater Operations" (U), 25 May 1961, 

4. Guidance, 

., a* Z11® stuAJ wil1 evaluate current concepts of graves reelstratio' 
aerylce and isolate the major problem® that are likely to develop in pro- 
viding graves registration aervice to the Army in, the field under condition, 
of future warfare, Thtee problems will than be evaluated, to determine how 
the current GRS aystem, and/or GÄS policy, must be altered to meet future 
r ©<| ij lr 8®® n t s * 

,,1 . b* /rhí; stud>' win «valúate the graves registration service which 
will be required at variou® levels of conflict ranging from small police 
actions to major nuclear wars. In each, instance, the current aystem 
be applied to the level of conflict and only those changes which are 
necessary to meet estimated requirements will be recommended,,, 
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QHGPO-C 1.4 August 1961 
SUBJECT! Combat Development Study Directive? "Craves Registration 

Operations Under Concepts of Future Warfare, QMCCD 56-9" 

c. The itudy will give special considérâttoo to-the following; 

¢1) Initial «earch.and recovery procedurea. An investiga- 
tton will be made to determine If Initial search and 
recovery by 'combat units will, be feasible1 under future 
tactical, concepts, 

¢.2) Handling and evacuation of bodies which are contaminated 
by a CM agent,. The study will investigate the possibili¬ 
ties of removal of bodies from, contaminated areas as well 
as the practicality of burial of remains in a contaminated 
area by use of shielded or remote controlled equipment. 

(3) Identification, The study will investigate possibilities 
of providing a simple, positive means of identification 
when only the »keletai structure of an individual is 
recovered, 

(4) Concurrent return of remains progrann's). The study will 
determine the feasibility of return of remains program, 
during « conflict and at what level of conflict current 
return of remains program, will, be impractical. 

¢5) Personal effects. The study will investigate possible 
means of reducing the volume of personal effects which, 
must be disposed of, 

(6) New and improved equipment, The study will determi.Be 
If any new or improved items of equipment, will be re¬ 
quired, to support: GRS operations of the future Army 
in the field. 

d. The following areas, although related to GRS operations, are 
considered to be beyond the scope of this study and will not: be ... 
in detail, 

(1) The application of A.BPS to GRS operations, It: is con¬ 
sidered that this subject, has been given adequate 
coverage in study referenced under paragraph 3c, 

¢2) Return of remains programs 'which may be established 
following a. major conflict, 

(3) Legal and f inancial imp11cat Ions of individuals carried 
as miss tug in act; ion.» 

XV 



QMGPO-C . 

SUBJECT,. Combat Developaant Study Dlrectivt: "Crav«» Registration 
Operations Under Concepts of Future Warfare, QMCCD 56-9*' 

5, Administration, 

®" Coordination: Draft studies will be coordinated with, 
agencies as reflected in Inclosure Nr 1, 

b. Suspense Dates, 

(1) Draft to ÖQMG and CD agencies for coordination, 
30 September 1961, 

(2) Presentation of coordinated study to OQMG, 30 November 
1961, 

(3) Final coordinated study to USCONARC, 28 February 1962, 

c. Distribution: Distribution of final studies will be made to 
those agencies listed in Inclosure Nr 1, 

in 
d. This project la assigned Project Nr QMCCD 56-9 and 

paragraph 16201 of the Combat Development Objectives Guide, 
appears 

FOR THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL: 

I Inc I 

Distribution 
List 

/5/ 
/1/ R. T, EVANS, JR, 

Major General,, USA 
Deputy The Quartermaster General 



DISTRIBUTION 

Fot CoordInatiom. Final 

Commanding General, USCOMRC x 

The Quartermaster General,: DA X X 
Commandant, US Army Air Defense School ,X x 
Commandant, US Army Armor School x x 
Commandant, US Army War College x x 
Commandant, US Army Artillery & Missile School X X 
Commandant, US Army Aviation School x X 
Commanding General, US Army CDEC X 
Commandant, US Army CGSC X x 
Commandant, US Army Special Warfare School x 

Commandant, US Amy Infantry School x X 
Director of Special Weapons Developments, USCOMRC x 
President, The Adjutant General's Board, US Army X X 
President, US Army Chaplain Board x X 
Chief Chemical Officer, DA X X 
Commanding Officer, US Army Transportation CD Group X X 
Commandant, US Army Engineer School x X 
President, Finance Corps Board x x 
Commanding General, US Army Intelligence Center x 
President, US Army Ordnance Board x X 
The Provost Marshal General, DA X X 
Chief Signal Officer, DA X ■ X 
Commanding Officer, US Army Medical Service, CD Group X X 
Commandant, US Army Logistics Management Center X X 
Deputy President, US Army Security Agency Board x 
Commanding General, US Array, Alaska X 
Commanding General, US Army Air Defense Command, x 

Ent Air Force Base 
Commanding General, US Army Caribbean x 
Commander-in-Chief, US Army Europe x 
Director, Research Analysis Corporation X 
Commandant, US Civil Affairs School x 

INCLOSURE NR I to Study Directive 

XV 1:1 



GRAVES REGISTRATION 
OPERATIONS UNDER CONCEPTS OP FUTURE WARFARE 

1. Purpose, To develop a concept of grave» registration support 
for the future army in the field, 

2, Scope. To develop policies and guidelines for organization, 
procedure«, and material, with regard to recovery, identification evacua¬ 
tion, and burial of deceased troops under concepts of future warfare in 
the army in the field in the 1966-1971 period. The study will consider 
implications of mass casualties, effects of cant«minâtIon, handling of 
personal ■(IiffttCt ® ¡¡t reporting procedures, and return program. 

3, Combat Development Objectives (CDOG para I4I0b) 

"(4) Development and Maintenance of Morale, Many of the 
services such as the Army exchange, special service, welfare, troop in¬ 
formation and food service may be severely restricted or eliminated on 
the future battlefield; however, individual performance of duty and contri¬ 
bution to unit effectiveness may be enhanced by 'improvement in method» and 
techniques in activities that directly affect morale and individual well¬ 
being, Continuing study is required to: 

(d) Provide for graves registration procedures in. mass 
casualty situations, Residual contamination, sanitation requirements, 
increase in the ratio of casualties to recovery personnel, and lack of 
transportation may require the use of mass burials. Unit dispersion may 
require the use of unit cemeteries and/or Isolated burials."1 

4. Application, 

a. The study is developed on the basis of the GRS support which 
will be required by a field army in future operations. It is primarily 
concerned with policies and concepts which are applicable from the forward 
area of the combat zone to the field army cemetery. Handling of remains 
in rear areas, in, both conventional and. CBR warfare, which may be received 
from hospitals or as the result of non-battle accidents, are not considered 
to be a major problem. Current procedures are applicable and have proven 
to be satisfactory, ln CBR warfare, where mass destruction weapons are 
likely to be used In the CÖMMZ as well as in. the field army area, the 
technical, considerations of annex. B will apply equally to both areas. The 
COM! may have some special large-scale disaster type problems if large 
logistical complexes, ports, and cities are destroyed by nuclear weapons. 
In such cases, the additional GRS support required should be provided by 
the rear area damage control plan and the civil affairs channel., 

b. A recent study prepared by the Office of The Quartermaster 
General (reference para, 3c of study directive) develops an excellent 



reporting •yate» which can be implemented on a uuimuil or ADPS btaia. As 
the system proposed in referenced study i* considered to be fully adequate» 
this study has not: further considered the area of records and reports. 

c. Return programs are considered only In connection with con» 
current return of remain«, as an alternative to temporary burial within 
t;e,t:fater of operations. Post-war return programs which may be establish¬ 
ed following a 'major conflict: are not considered to be within the scope of 
this study. r 

d„ Graves registration «tipport by the Army In * theater of 
operations to the Air force and: Navy, allies, civilian populace, and 
enemy Is established and described In current publications. This study has 
determined no requirement for change in these regulations and procedures 
in providing CHS support in, future warfare,. 

e. GBR warfare Is defined by AR 220-58 as the offensive or 
defensive employment of chemical or biological agents or radioactive 
materials (including the radiological, effects of atomic warfare) to 
facilitate the accomplishment of a specific mission,. For convenience, 
where the term GBR is used in this study, it will also include the thermal 
and blast effects of nuclear weapons. 

f* The terms "mass grave" and "trench grave'1,, where used In 
this report, employ the definitions given in FM 10-63,''Handling of Deceased 
Personnel in Theaters of Operations, DA, July 1959. In substance,, a mass 
grave is defined as a row that is 3% feet deep and of any length. It may 
be excavated with mechanical, excavating equipment. The bodies are laid in 
it shoulder to shoulder without any intervening spaces or earth separations. 
It is generally used in the vicinity of the battlefield where mass deaths 
have occurred. The trench grave is a row in a cemetery plot at a temporary 
army cemetery, ^ It may be excavated with mechanical excavating equipment to 
a depth of 2¾ feet:,, However, individual graves are then dug in it one 
foot deeper with a, distan,ce of 2 feet between graves. 

5,, Research Methods. In developing the, concepts proposed in 
this study, a variety of research methods and procedures was employed. 
This included study and evaluation of historical reports, after action 
reports, future strategic and tactical concepts, effects of mass destruct¬ 
ion weapons , and various technical publications. In addition frequent 
conferences and Interviews were held with representatives of interested 
agencies, including per««win,el of the Office, of The Quartermaster General, 
HQ USCONARC» Army Medí,cal Service, Chemical Corps,, and, Chaplains Branch. 
A research technique which had a major influence on the development of 
this study was the employment of a questionnaire* This questionnaire s$ 
developed by the Quartermaster Board and was filled out by more than two 
hundred senior, combat experienced, arms officers. These officers were 
«elected on the basis of their extensive combat experience during World 
War II and/or the Korean conflict and represent: the "user" viewpoint,'in 
GRS support:»' 



6, Discussion. 

s* ' êSSS&l» T**« »tudy takas into consldaration that future 
warfare may be conventional» employing tactics and weapons similar to 
those used In past confllcti» or It may be nonconventlona1 Involving the 
use of mass“destruction .weapons. As- graves registration support required 
under these two conditions will vary greatly, they are considered in 
detail in separate annexes of this study. GRS support of conventional 
warfare ta discussed in annex A. and GRS support for nonconventional war¬ 
fare is discussed in annex B* Annex C of the study considers new and/or 
improved GIB equipment which will be required in future operations. 
Annex D treats "personal effects, while annex E presents an advanced 
concept of GSS support that is somewhat beyond the projected state of 
technological development anticipated in the next ten years. 

b• Initial Search and Recovery., 

(1) Initial search of the battlefield for the dead and 
recovery of remains is the first step in graves registration operations. 
Procedures to be followed in this phase of GRS will be dictated by the 
type of warfare being fought. In future conventional warfares,, search, 
recovery, identification, and evacuation of remains to a collecting 
point will normally be done by tactical troop' unit«', In warfare in¬ 
volving the use of mass destruction weapons, however, tactical require¬ 
ments and safety of the unit will in most instances prevent troop unit« 
from recovering and evacuating their dead. Under these conditions»' re¬ 
covery and evacuation must be accomplished by GRS support unit«, In 
either case, recovery of rewins should be accomplished aa soon as the 
tactical situation will permit and recovery personnel will not be unduly 
exposed to danger In carrying out their task. A long standing policy, 
which should be continued, is never to endanger the living in recovery 
of the dead. A consideration of these factors leads to the obvious 
conclusion that remains may be recovered almost immediately (conventional 
warfare) or recovery may be delayed up to several months if the area is 
dangerously contaminated by fallout from nuclear weapons. 

(2) Assuming mass casualty weapons are not being employed 
(and the threat of employment is not great), the company sustaining the 
Loss will normally search for, recover, and Identify remains as soon as 
feasible, Quick recovery by members of the same unit is important 
because of the greater probability of Immediate identification as well as 
mótale and esprit considerations. The company commander, however, must 
not let recovery action interfere with the accomplishment of his tactical 
mission or unduly endanger his unit. This is a decision, which can only 
be made by the company commander at the time. If his unit is in a static 
position or movement is limited, he will have little difficulty in recover 
ing his dead. On the other hand, if hi« unit is engaged in the exploita¬ 
tion phase of the battle, and he must continue the emphasis of the attack, 
he normally will, have little or no opportunity for search and recovery 
action. 
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(3) If, in conventional warfare, recovery of remains cannot 
be done by the unit sustaining the loss, the task must be assumed, by the 
next higher command echelon,, normally the battalion. The company commander 
will report his losses to battalion along with known location of remains, 
and the service element of the battalion will recover and evacuate as soon 
as the tactical situation will permit this action, 

(4) In warfare involving the use of mass casualty weapons, 
remains will normally be recovered by GRS support units as tactical units 
will have moved from the battle area before recovery is possible, There 
appears to be no practical solution to the problem of recovery of remains 
fro« a contaminated area except to wait, until the area is safe for recovery 
personnel to enter,. The possibility of using remote controlled or shielded 
equipment was Investigated and discarded as being, impractical. Even if 
the anticipated great cost and, logistical support factors are disregarded, 
it is doubtful, that a device can be developed In the next ten years which, 
will be capable of doing the job. Remains will be in tanks and armored 
personnel, carriers, under rubble, in bunkers, and other in,accessible 
places where the soldier sought cover, The practicality of any machine 
capable of searching for and recovering, remains under these conditions is 
highly questionable. Another concept which is often ment toned is recovery 
of remains from a contaminated area, by the use of helicopters and grappling 
hooks. The same factors which defeat the use of remote controlled reccwery 
machines are applicable to the use of helicopters,, Remains are usually 
difficult to locate even by recovery personnel searching the area on foot. 
Because of this difficulty In location, a hovering helicopter would be 
successful in recovering only a very small percentage of remains in a 
given area. Further, from a standpoint of cold realism, it is doubtful 
that recovery of remains will ever have a high enough priority to divert 
helicopter from tactical or supply missions to this type of work. 

(5) The length of time required before recovery personnel, 
can safely enter a contaminated, area will vary greatly depending upon the 
type of weapon employed, terrain, climatic conditions and many other 
factors. In general, an area which has been, attacked by a chemical agent 
in nonpersistent form can usually be entered almost Immediately If normal 
precautionary measures are taken. This is not true of an area, contaminat¬ 
ed as the result of a nuclear strike as this area may remain highly radio- 
activei.for a period of from, several days to several weeks or longer. Once 
the area has been, determined to be safe for recovery personnel to enter, 
however, remains and personal, effects will generally be safe to handle,, 
This may not be true in all, instances as it; is possible for remains to 
contain fragments of metal or other material which still, constitute a. 
dangerous radiation hazard. While remains in. this category are expected, 
to be rare, recovery personnel, should monitor all contaminated remains 
with appropriate inst,ripent;s to determine the radiation count, This area 
is treated in detail, in annex; B of this study. 
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(6) In both cornentlonal and CB1 warfar*, location of 
remain« would be greatly facilitated if all troop* wer« equipped with an 
individual signal emitter which would automatically go into action when the 
soldier became a casualty. Such a device would also be of great assistance 
to Army Medical Service personnel in locating wounded. It has been estab¬ 
lished as a requirement in the Army Medical Service Problems Guide, 1961 
Edition, and several prototypes have been field tested at CDEC. However, 
such a device will complicate the already serious 'problem of saturation of 
communications bands and may also have security connotations. Therefore, 
development of such a device should., of necessity, be a joint project of 
the Medical, Signal, and Quartermaster'Services and the Army Security 
Agency. 

c. Identification. 

(1) Identification of remains is perhaps the most Important 
function of graves registration operations, Not only is identification 
essential because of legal implications and monetary cost to the govern¬ 
ment but it is in keeping with our way of life and basic philosophy that 
the Individual is the most important element of our society. Even after 
death the importance of the individual is not diminished and the establish¬ 
ment of identity of remains is our way of manifesting this philosophy. 
Certain foreign governments do not plan to attempt individual identifica¬ 
tion of remains and will dispose of their dead, in common graves keeping 
a record only of the number buried. This method 'may be satisfactory to 
a society which 1« not based on the Importance of the individual but it 
will never be acceptable to the American people, 

(2) The legal implications of cases where individuals are 
carried as missing in action for considerable periods of time are very 
Involved. It is true that the Secretary of the Army may find an individual 
who has been missing for a period of one year to be dead as far as the 
army and Federal. Government are concerned. It has been determined during 
the development of this study, however, that this finding is not binding 
on the courts of the individual states. Normally state courts require 
that an individual, be missing for seven years before a finding of death 
is made. During this period estates cannot, be settled, civilian in¬ 
surance is not paid, and the wife of the person missing cannot, of course, 
remarry. From a financial, standpoint the cost: to the government; of per¬ 
sons missing in action, was considerable during past wars and it: may well, 
be staggering in future conflicts. All pay and allowances continue as 
long as a. person is in a missing status. 

(3) Identification has not been a problem, to unit commanders 
in past conflicts if the remains are recovered Immediately by members of 
the same unit sustaining the loss. Experienced combat: commandera reported 
that identification, of their own dead, when, recovered in a reasonable time, 
was a problem, only in exceptional cases. It follows then that: every effort 
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should be made by personnel of « unit to recover and identify the bodies 
of their comrades who fell in battle. Unfortunately this is not: always 
possible, as discussed earlier in this report, because of tactical consid¬ 
erations or tbe denial of an area;by nuclear agents or persistent chemical 
agents. Under these conditions It may be impossible to recover remain! 
for several days or, in some instances, even several months. In the 
meantime, the unit sustaining the loss haa moved on and personal recogni¬ 
tion statements are not possible; personal effects have disappeared,, and 
It is no longer possible to obtain fingerprints when the remains are 
recovered. 'Now the long, laborious process of establishing identity 
begins. In past conflicts a remarkable record ha® been achieved in 
establishing positive identity of temporary unknowns. The process how¬ 
ever, requires highly akilied technicians, rather extensive facilities 
and a great deal of tim«. It is doubtful that in any conflict involving 
the use of mass hSasuiifty weapon®, resulting in a large number of un¬ 
known dead, the processing of unknowns as presently done could be 
continued. 

(4) There is an urgent requirement; for a simple¡, quick, 
positive means of identification of remains upon recovery, whether they 
be flesh covered or only skeletal. Two possible solutions to the prob¬ 
lem, if technically feasible, would be to place permanent identifying 
symbols or serial numbers on l) a major body bone(s); and 2) the buccal 
surfaces of one or more posterior teeth. The procedure would have to 
be simple, relatively painless, leave no external mark on the body, and 
take no longer to administer than it now takes to fingerprint. In con¬ 
junction with both of these method.», it would also be necessary to 
develop some sort of simple, lightweight, portable, device that could 
read the number instantly, even through flesh, and automatically record 
it. Under these concepts, all remains could be positively identified 
immediately upon locating or recovery regardless of how long this was 
done after time of death. Research, projects should be initiated 
simultaneously on both of these projects to provide "more than one 
string to our bow", 

(5) The large majority of experienced combat, commanders 
who were questioned regarding the bone marking procedure, as discussed 
above, were highly in favor of the concept and believed service personnel 
as well as the general public would accept such a means of identification. 
There was a snail number, however, who were of the opinion that: such a 
procedure would have an adverse effect: on. troop morale, that: it might 
be considered to be an invasion of personal, right® er that: it might: be 
objected to on religious grounds. In consideration of these possible 
objections, it has been determined, that there is no major religious: 
group which, would object, to such a procedure on religious grounds so 
long as there is no external marking of the body. Regarding possible: 
adverse effect on troop morale and Invasion of personal, rights, it is 
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not considered that the proposed procedure would have any greater im- 
pact on morale than the requirement that identification tags be worn at 
"t’ xL iS any ttl0r? Qf an inva9ion of Personal rights than finger¬ 
printing. While no opinion is available on the acceptability of the 
tooth marking procedure, it is likely that this would meet with less 
H?:e!ïnT' individuals felt strongly enough about it, once out of 

, " jfi"y 8ervlc® they could have the marked tooth removed. However, 
the possible greater acceptability of the tooth marking procedure is off¬ 
set to soma extent by advice from experienced GRS personnel that, skulls 
appear much more susceptible to damage than certain major body bones, 

thehtÜ\£he CÍÍ;í b0nS8t ThÍS My rMult in less identifications with the tooth marking method. 

(6) As an interim, measure, pending the development of a 
boa« marking procedure, conventional identification measures as set 

iri FM I0“63» Handling of Deceased Personnel in Theaters of Operation, 
should be continued, improved, and perfected. In all Instances when re- 
mains are recovered with fingerprints intact, the hands should be sprayed 

ÍC c0lutÍOn !hlCh W1U Preserve the fingerprint impression 
indefinitely. Such a solution Is presently under development and type 
classification of the material should be expedited. Another means of im- 
r £ n .,. T:!1* 1, le?ï1 f icat i011 ®®tHods would be to emboss or chemi- 
cally etch the individual s name and service number on the buckle of his 
ll°rZtT:e,a ?elt is WOrn' Experienced GRS operating personnel 
_ pO'^t that the belt is usually found with the remains even when identi- 
fication tags and personal effects are missing. If the regular issue 
belt is mace from some rot-resistant material, and the individual's name 
and service number is stamped or etched on the buckle in a permanent 
manner, it will materially increase the probability of early identifica- 
tion ever, if recovery of the remains is delayed for a considerable period 
of time As an alternate method, and in case the trouser belt should be 
discontinued as an item of the uniform (the trouser belt is not a com- 
poiient of present cold-weather clothing) consideration might be given to 
inbedding permanent metal identification discs or tags in the heels of 

tht. soldiers shoes including direct molded-sole boots and insulated 
footwear. Here again experience shows that shoes are usually found with 
the body and last for a long time, particularly the shoe heels. Another 
measure that would help in identification would be a durable, long» 
lasting wallet or container to be Issued to each, man in which to keep 
his identification documents. This would be particularly useful in 
cases where nuclear tal,lout contaminated an area .and prevented recovery 
of remains for several, months. Such a, wallet: or container would safe- 
Suarö identification papers from weather and deterioration. 



d* -Evacuation of Remains, 

ooerat ion«: .’ÍW, EvacuatIon* as It pertain® to gravee reg tat; rat Ion 
!mv ííü íe of Tm&ins iTOm Poitit of recovery to the 
hTl îî T*® Where di«Positlon takes place. If remain® are recovered 
they“w'líî‘à‘ "hlch l» noraelly the c«.e ln conventional warfare, 
Sat tr^ir î , !“1”'* t0 'ï* n*aTW tm"a collecting point by 
Ifrêcoverv^l o h“Î ““î "£ th' “*** unlt ”“^"8 the recovery. 
faetnr* 7 Í? d b<!Cause of contamination of the area or other 
in ïïl L ri1?!/11! ÜOTmlly be recovered and evacuated by GRS personnel 
In the post-battle phase of GRS operation*. F 

,,. There ha® been some spéculât ion that futur*»' warfare 

índ/or ÏLut!5 TLti f8peIiî0n ”ay requlre th® uaa unie cemeteries 
almLt- «n1 C d Thta C0DcePt is contrary to the belief of 
the ÍnhweXPTrÍríeí conoîand<r8 wh0 expressed an opinion on 
the. subject. Isolated burials or burial® In temporary unit cemeteries 

:/ridTd 0!ÎLflS ? last re3ort aolution t0 the problem. They are 
consuming g difficult to accomplish under most: conditions, and" have 

a very bad effect on troop morale. As long as tactical units must de- 
pend upon rear areas for logistical support, there appears to be no 
valid reason why evacuation of remains cannot be done by returning 
supply vehicles except where mass casualties preclude evacuation. 

(3) Assuming that the company commander has recovered, his 
fchfremirrL^f d€teraínC ^ether hls unit 13 capable of evacuating 

ri id! Ä, attaUOn 8WlCe area‘ ^ decision will be Lied on 
?S 09 thB tacticel ßli3»ion of the unit, distance to 

Fuar.lL1! ?fiPwin^ trfnsportatlon available, and other factors. 
Evacuation will be done by the company where feasible but, the decision 
is the company commander's. If he determines that evacuation, to a 

Wh«r!CnL?,M nt 18 berd hlS capablllt:>'' he viil identify the remains, 
. re possible, move them to the axis of advance, and notify his next 

C°®fa"d echelon of his action. When the company is actively engaged 
with the enemy this will probably be the normal procedure. 

(4) The service company of the battalion will, under moat 
conditions, evacuate the remains to the forward collecting point in the 

ar®a’ ra'cfcical étalions, proposed for future divisional 
S i1! '!? are organiKed with a »Q and Service Company to provide 

administrative support to the units of the battalion.' Supply vehicles 

LtfLLoiSriTi1?? suppUe® t0 i:h6 c«P»ny,ftom Ä dlutrl- 
t.. n point established in the brigade train® area. Evacuation of 

mains to the collecting point, established in the brigade trains area 
can he accomplished in these same supply vehicles. In past conflicts 
specific vehicles were designated for GRS operations because they,-: 
«came contaminated by body fluids and odors and were unusable for any 
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other purpose. This uneconomictl use of transportation can be avoided 
If remains are properly shrouded prior to evacuation so that the 
evacuating vehicle will not become contaminated. There is a require¬ 
ment for a lightweight» self-sealing» plastic (or other suitable 
material) sheet which can be used to seal the remains and- prevent the 
escape of any fluid or odor during evacuation, (See annex C). 

¢5) Evacuation of remains from forward collecting points 
in the brigade trains area to the army cemetery is the responsibility 
of the army GRS organization. Supply vehicles, both land and air, which 
are returning after delivery of supplies should be utilized for this 
purpose. Again» a self-sealing, disposable sheet is required to wrap 
and seal the remains to prevent contamination of the evacuating vehicles. 
Evacuation will normally be made direct to the army cemetery » bypassing’ 
intermediate collecting pointa» whenever rearward-bound, line-haul supply 
vehicles are available. pp y 

(6) The employment of mass casualty weapons and the 
resulting Increased number of remains may over-burden the evacuation 
system to the extent that evacuation will not be possible. If mass 
casualties are sustained, the sheer volume of remains and military 
necessity may make it necessary to employ mechanical earth moving equip 
ment and bury on the spot. While this procedure is not desirable, it 
may at times be the only solution. Little or no attempt at identifica¬ 
tion could be made unless a quick and simple identification method, as 
previously discussed in this report, Is available. 

^ ^ coniaander is unable to evacuate remains, 
and whether he is able to move them to the axis of advance or not, he 
® ow “J0®*0* every effort that the tactical situation will permit to 
identify remains and report the location of them to the next higher 
echelon. This is one of the most Important aspects of graves registra 
tion operations. 

** Dispos it ion of Remains. 

(1) After recovery, identification and evacuation to a 
rear area, remains are normally disposed of by evacuation from the 
theater of operations or temporary burial in an army cemetery. There 
Is also a third possibility which is permanent disposal of the remains 
within the theater. These methods of disposal art treated in detail 
In the annexes of this study and are discussed only briefly in the 
following paragraphs. 
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(2) Immediate evacuation of remain» from a theater of 
operation is, In general, the most desirable method of disposition and 
, s Procedure ^ich Is followed during peacetime. In the event of 
hostilities this practice should be followed as long as it is practical 
!ílr^Ímie8tÍ0i_be in the be8C lnter«@t of the war effort. Some .con¬ 
siderations which may make it necessary to discontinue-« current return 
program include non-availability of appropriate transportation, refrlger 
f ^ *tMl fo5 caskets, and trained personnel. Another consideration 
is the impact that a large volume of returning remains may have on the 
general public. If this becomes an adverse morale factor it may be 
necessary to discontinue the current return program, Bn any event 
continuation of a current return program will only he possible in 
small brush-fire wars or police action®. In large scale operation« the 
volume of remains will undoubtedly be such that temporary disposition 
within the theater is essential. 

-,., _ i ^ Temporary disposition of remains within the theater 
will normally be done by burial in army cemeteries. At time» it may be 
necessary to establish division cemeteries but this practice, a® well as 
hasty or isolated burial, should be avoided if possible. With the 
exception of mass casualty situations, evacuation of remains from a for¬ 
ward collecting point to an army cemetery should not be an insurmountable 
problem so long as logistical support is furnished from rear areas. It 
follows that establishment of division cemeteries will not normally be 
required. Three army cemeteries will usually be established in the •«“' 
rear area which will provide a cemetery for each corps slice of the 
army * field 

i Disposition of remain» which have been contaminated 
by chemical, biological or nuclear agents will, in general, be by burial 
in army cemeteries in the same manner as uncontaminated remains. This 
ie possible because by the time a body can be safely recovered from a 
contaminated area, the amount and intensity of contamination will be so 
small that the body is no longer dangerous to handle. There may be some 
exceptions to this generalization, and monitoring of all remains which 
have been exposed to contamination is essential. Remains which cannot 
be decontaminated because of the type of agent employed (anthrax) or 
because of radioactive fragments imbedded In the body, nay require 
special processing and disposition (see annex B). If POW labor should 
be used at the army cemeteries ln GRS burial operation.», the use should 
be tempered by Article 5.2 of the Geneva Convention Relative to the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War, 27 July 1929, which prohibit* use of 
POW son dangerous labor unless it be voluntary. Although It is not 
considered that any danger will generally be involved at the «my 
cemetery level in handling remain» of personnel who- had been contam¬ 
inated previously by CBt agent®, the exceptional cases noted above 
may be ,so construed in .iome cuartera. 
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(2) As stated previously in this report, personal effects 
recovered from a contaminated atea will normally M safe to handle when 
it 1# 'Hifiirfor recovery personnel; to enter the area, lowever, rings',* 
watches and other metal objects my have been wade radioactive by in¬ 
duced radiation and may not be safe to wear next to the skin for ex¬ 
tended priods. Such article» may,have a radiation count which will 
not be high enough to be dangerous to recovery, handlers, but a local 
burn might develop if they are worn by the next of kin soon after re¬ 
covery, To provide for this possibility, it is-proposed that 'all 
personal effects which have been exposed to radiation be monitored at 
the effects depot in the theater prior to return to next of kin to 
determine the radiation count if any. If the article is free of con¬ 
tamination, or if contaminated and It can be safely decontaminated, it 
will be returned to the next of kin. If satisfactory decontamination 
cannot' be achieved, or if the item, is radioactive (due to neutron irradia¬ 
tion), it should be retained at the depot for about 90 days. This period 
will, with few exceptions, cause the contamination or radioactivity to 
decay to a safe level and enable return of the item, to next of kin at 
the end of that time. Exceptional item» which show evidence of very 
long radioactivity due to presence'of long; half-life element«, or which 
may have unflssioned'ifluelear frapents imbedded in the», should be dis¬ 
posed of permanently in the theater in accordance with radiological 
safety requirements and the next of kin so notified. The key to safe 
handling of personal effects which have been exposed to radiation is, 
monitoring, at each step in the evacuation chain. 

g* Oraanixation and Trainlnu.. 

(1) Organisation for graves regleftratIon support of con¬ 
ventional warfare, as developed in two world war« and the Korean con¬ 
flict is 'basically sound and workable. Almost without exception, ex¬ 
perienced combat commanders reported that they considered the system 
good and suggested only minor changes in procedures. In general, they 
believe that some basic training in recovery and identification proce¬ 
dures and handling of personal effects is necessary for all. combat 
troops and should be given during the unit training period. Extensive 
training in this subject, however, is not necessary or desirable for 
the combat moldiet, 

(2) Employment of mass destruction chemical, biological, 
or nuclear weapons will have an impact: on GRS training requirements of 
both the combat soldier and GRS specialist♦ Emphasis on proper handling 
of remain« and personal effect* which may be contaminated and on protective 
and decontamination measure:« is essential. An indoctrination program also 
1« necessary to explain the necessity for deferring recovery of remain® from, 
a contaminated area. Protective clothing for CM contamination will genfrally 
be found adequate with the ordinary field uniform that provides full body 
«overage, rubber or canvas glove®, gas mask or respirator, and possibly 
cloth or plastic "booties" to be worn over the abo««. The glove« and mask 



Or respirator will be depeodent on the type of contaminant encountered, 
Decontamination and protective measures are adequately covered in current 
appropriate military publications, (TM’s 3-215* 3-216, 3-225 and PM 10-63) 
An additional new requirement for the GRS specialist is an ability to 
utilize CBR monitoring equipment and recognize levels of contamination 
which are hazardous. Such monitoring duvlea# are a requiriBent at-1,11 
level* of GIS operations. 

(3) A* discuaaed in detail in annex B of ttiif '«port, in¬ 
duced and fallout radiation resulting from a nuclear strike may contamí¬ 
nate an area for a considerable 'period, of time* After radiation in the 
area 'has decayed to a dose rate of about 3 rads per hour, it nay be possi¬ 
ble to enter the area for a. limited time for emergency recovery purposes 
if considered essential, At this rate of exposure, however, it ia not 
feasible for recovery personnel to work In, the area on a continuing bail,#. 
If a doee rate of 30 rads per day is received, moderate disability will 
result after 10 day» and continual exposure at this rate will result in a 
high percentage of death, A total accumulated dose of as little as 150 
rads will probably result in significant Late effect;#, A residual dose 
rate of 500 tinilliridi per hour (¾ rad) would be a comparatively safer 
level for GRS personnel to enter and work in a fallout area. However, 
It must be realizad, that any ionizing radiation, !• harmful and should 

.önly whin absolutely necessary. Baaed on these considerations,, 
it will be necessary to relieve GW personnel aaiigntd to search and ti- 
covary operations whenever their accumuiated. radiation dose reach«' the 
limit which has been established as acceptable by the field army commander. 
The abO'itmulftC'd radiation dose of personnel working'at: the ;field army 
cemetery will, in all probability» be less than that of recovery personnel. 
An, exchange of individuals so assigned will be desirable,. This will re¬ 
quire a nor« comprehensive training of GAS specialists so that they can 
function at any level of operations. A# a. standing policy, however, mo 
personnel, including GRS personnel, should be exposed to any hazardous 
radiation in order to recover remains, unless it is considered «sentlui 
by competent authority for tactical, sanitary, morale, or other weighty 
purpose, 

(4) Since the end of the Korean conflict, there has been 
considerable change and reorganization of all, types' of army division*. 
In regard to GRS support, the present organizational concept is to 
authorize the division a GIS platoon on an augmentation basis; rather than 
a* an organic element of the division,,. This Is considered, to be a fais* 
economy of manpower and can only result in confusion and unsatisfactory 
GES support in the event of hostilities,, It is assumed that the division, 
will be augmented by a GRS platoon when hostilities begin, but this Is 
not realistic a* all element® of the division should work, and train to¬ 
gether to fora an efficient, team long bafore they are committed to an 
active theater. It is a* important for the GRS unit of the division to 



be an organic part of! the organization as 
support element of the division, Only in 
that th« itc«8«ary trained fill tinlfct will be 
during the early stages of a conflict 
§4. Authorization of an organic CIS 
require only a comparative handful of men 
in the event of a -«hooting wax. 

any other combat or logistical 
” '•» way ran assurance be given 

âvaliable to the division 
»y are so desperately meed- 
to- all division* would, 
would return big dividends 

¢5-) Ho change in organizational structure for grave* 
registration operations at the direct: support and general support, echelon 

, Imposed. In the event of a conflict involving nass cas ma ¿tv weanor-i. 
tim personnel authorization at; each level, of operations will probably " 
have Io be increased, but this will not effect: the command and control 

n® rfur! Ci/:'b,e incr®a#td «pport that, will be required 
in, CM warfare lacking development of advanced equlpiaent, and method« as 
noted in annex 1) Is not, expected to differ from, currant CIS support, It 
will simp y be more of the same. The workload! will be much greater but 
the nature of it, aside from some requirement for decontamination and 
»«»•burial technique«, remains pretty nuch the same as at.présent. It 
is likely that the identification processing will be considerably reduced 
beeause of mass burials which will, preclude Identification under present 

C; erSS? efí*ct:* ^l1 aU° b# »«hstanuany reduced in, 
these cases, While mass burial, will reduce the evacuation workload» 

hïrÜJ VT.í1“ 0Îfî®t by volume for CP units, beca«,ae of 
Mt-and-run tactic,.* and because of the greater ■ of hoapitai deatlis 

warall h rff ñnJ ^iatíon «ffects of nuclear weapons. The 
l?f? Wl!! bC lncrea£ed“ However, while suss burials 

on the battlefield will relieve some of this workload at the army cemeter¬ 
ies, it will be offset at the cemeteries to some degree by an increased 
receipt of bodies from hospitals for the reasons noted ,above. In general. 

Îm Cîere , b<1 a hi8httr proportion of deaths behind the division,® In 
-til warfare than, there has been in. convent:!on»!, «arf«ré,, The use of 
mechanical equipment at the cemetery (as recommended in anndx C) will, 
riduce the requirement for labor but; not for- regular GIS personnel. 

th® Board*« beet estimate of the increased. (6) All in all, 
support, requirement: is on the order of twofold to threefold. It must, be 
noted that this is a. bald judgment an.fi cannot be supported with factual, 
dita atnee there simply 1,® no CBS experience to go by. Such. CM. casualty 
factors a,a have been developed are based on specific model :111.»atton.» and 
they vary widely in their results, They are not: considered by them,*.«Ives 
M a reliable ba.i* but are useful, along with Judgment and other factors, 
in arriving at the eut innate noted above. 
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(1) Equipaient required by GRS operation® in future flonflicts 
will be isimilar to that used in World War Tt and the Korean conflict With 
a few important additions. No attempt has been made in this study to 
justify standard equipment presently authorized GRS units. The following 
paragraphs pertain only to new or improved items which will be required. 
A more detailed consideration of these items is presented in annex C of 
tlii« ■ report. 

¢2) There is an urgent requirement for a lightweight,, «elf- 
sealing,, disposable wrap to be used to shroud and »aal remains during the 
period of evacuation. 'The wrap should be made of a single sheet of 
plastic, or other suitable material; be opaque, moiltureproof, puncture 
resistant* and capable of forming m air-tight package 'When wrapped about 
a remains. As discussed previously in this report, the purpose of this 
item, is to prevent body fluids,and odors from contaminating supply vehicles 
which are used to evacuate remains. 

¢3) There 1» a requirement, at field army cemeteries for a 
mechanical earth moving device which can be attached to organic CIS 
vehicle* and which is capable of digging a trench, two feet wide and a, 
minimum of 2¾ feet deep in moderately »oft ground. The device should be 
lightweight, require minimum maintenance, and be powered, by TGI vehlcl«« 
presently authorized pi SRJS unit«. CoBnerciai devices^of this., type, : 
.known as back hoes, are readily available' in quantity "off-the-shelf” and': 
have been well proven by extensive use, ' There is no need to develop a - 
new military Item foe this purpose. In the past, graves were usually dug 
by hand which, requires a considerable labor force aa well, a* a great deal 
of time. Both of these may be at a premiun in future warfare particularly 
CM warfare. The proposed device would compensate for these factors and 
greatly increase efficiency at the cemetery. Heavy engineer equipment will 
not be suitable for this purpose because of cost, maintenance, and logistical 
support considérât tons. 

(4) There is a requirement for a device to facilitate move¬ 
ment, of ron,alna frota point of recovery to evacuating vehicles and within 
collecting pointa and the army cemetery. At present, this task is done 
by means of a litter which often require« four men to carry. QMR 1439d(l8) 
CMC, "Lightweight Rollagon-Type Litter Carrier", appears to meet this re¬ 
quirement and when developed, the item, should be .authorized GRS units at 
all levels. 

(5) There is a requirement for an. individual signal emitter 
to aid in locating wounded and dead personnel, The development of this 
item should be done in, conjunction, with the Army Medical Service, which 
also has a requirement for this Item,. Also, coordination should be 
effected with the Signal Corpa and Army Security Agency, 
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(1) Conventional weapons. Casualty rates which can be 
expected in warfare fought with conventional weapon« are avllable in 
PM iOl-lO, These rates are based on experience in World War It and the 
Korean conflict and are the basis of personnel authorization Ifojr current 
QM GRS units. Improved conventional weapons which are developed during 
the next ten years will probably have a higher kill rate than those used 
in past conflicts But this capability is compensated for by improved 
tactics such as wide dispersion and high mobility. Actual experience 
data 'pertiinlng'to1' the Ml fate of these mew weapon* Is, of courte# not 
ivailable but the overall killed-im-action rate for future conventional 
warfare is not expected to increase by any large percentage», «ven if 
improved weapons are «ployed, Thu«», GES rtfuireminti to support .future 
conventional warfare should not be materially different from past con¬ 
flicts. 

(2) .Higa casualty weapons. Although, a good deal of work 
has been done on intimating casual,tie« when chemical,, biological and 
nuclear weapons are employed» there 1« no good overa11 ««tímate of killed 
in-action rates except for specific models or «ituations. Generally high 
er overall casualty rat«« can he expected in this type of warfare but how 
much higher is problematical. The casualty rate for nuclear weapons 
given in Part HI of PM 101-10 1« the beat that 1« available but it '«««t 
be .recognized that it 1.» only an estimate. There appears to be little 
doubt that the employment of mass casualty weaponta will require more 
personnel ln GRS «upport unit«. Until experience ha« determined what 
the. workload will be, however, ,augmentâtiott, of prefiní TOI »mit«,, a« 
required», will be the best solution to the problem. 



7. Conclusions, 

, ., *“• cwrettt r*g;i,»cr*i:ion syitptt of thê P»it®d Sttti* 
àtmy Is bisiceily tiiifté ,1¾¾. tfffctiv« ind it attaquate to suppose futura 

farfaro, • Minor changas in procedures and improved 
m«nt will Ittcrea»«' 'tha »fiieltney of tha jystta, 

b. For CBR warfare, the present basic GRS ortanisatiou Is 
suitable if the units ara equipped with appropriate CBR detection and 
attsuring davicts, and the parsonnel axe properly trained ih'ispieta 
of contamination and mate burial techniques«, However„ ¡substaottally 
tncreaaad over-all fits support will be nece««ary. 

c. Identification of remains is a difficult problem, in fils 
operations unless Identity is established, immediately following, death, 
An Improved mean« of identification Is desirable to reduce the time and 
skill now required. It is imperative in handling mss casualties. 

d. Under CBR warfare, significant changes in GRS policy and; 
procedures will be required: " 

,, , Í1) »«cause of the tactical conditions and contamination 
involved» combat units; generally will be unable to recover, identify, and 
evacuate their dead. It will have to be done by GIS units. 

(2) Bodies will have to be left lying in contaminated areas 
ap to teverai months, depending upon agent employed and intensity of 
contamination, until, it becomes safe for recovery personnel to enter the 
area. This applies mainly to nuclear contamination Isee annex B>, 

J11 Ma,a deaths can be expected to be a frequent occurrence. 
This will necessitate burial on the battlefield in ms$ grave«,,, 

e„ When, it becomes safe to enter an area contaminated with CBR 
agents,, it will generally be safe to handle bodies, provided proper pro¬ 
tective measures are observed. 

f. Adequate protection is afforded GRS personnel in handling 
and processing CBR contaminated bodies by the regular field uniform,, 
rubber gloves, and, under certain, conditions, the, gas «flak or respirator, 

g. In «Mill brush-fire wars and police actions, disposition 
of remain« will be made by immediate evacuation to CORKS, In larger 
conflicts, when, immediate evacuation is no longer practical, remain* 
will be buried, in temporary field army cemeteries, The trench method 
of interment should, be the norm! mean« of burla,1* Where raasg casual¬ 
ties result from the unrestricted use of mass casualty weapons,, it: will 
probably b® necesaary to dispose of remains, in mass graves «unloving 
mechanical, earth moving equipment. 
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, , ^ome Person«l affects, such as gold rings and other iewelry. 
may become irradiated in nuclear warfare and be a potential source of 
harm to next-of-kin if forwarded to them too soon. 

morí» T.A* r?Íiab:le ftstia,fite overall CBR casualty rates can be 

"r th*y W1U be 8UbStaMUUy h‘8h" th« th0G* 

^ concePt °'f furnishing necessary CRg personnel 
to the division on an augmentation basis Is unsound and should be dis* 
continued. The GRS platoon should be an organic dement of the division 
^ tue same status as any other essential logistical or combat support 
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a. The commanding officer of the Loveat organisational 
element (company) be re$ponsibi* for initial recovery, identification, 
and evacuation of remains to the extent permitted by tactical requirements 
of his mission. 

b. If recovery and/or evacuation is not done by the company, 
the next higher tactical element be charged with this responsibility to 
the degree that its tactical mission permits. 

c. Disposition of remain»: be made by: 

(1) Continuation of the current return program as long as 
practical and in the best interest of the war effort. 

(2) Temporary burial at a temporary army cemetery within 
the theater, as a general policy, when current return 1» discontinued. 

d. All troop unit« receive, as part of their unit training, 
instruction in search and recovery procedure# and the Importance of 
safeguarding personal effect«. 

e. Training of all GES specialists include Imtttructlon in 
operation oí radiation and other CM detection and taca« nr log equipment 
and proper procedures In handling of contaminated remain# and personal 
effects. 

f. GRS elements oí current and future division» be authorised 
as an organic unit of the division rather than on an augmentation 
basis, 

8* Provision be made for adequate GRS support for CM war¬ 
fare by organizing technically trained GRS teams to be held on a stand-by 
basis, perhaps in the Army Reserve, to be mo'bllixed and augmented with 
local labor,, civilian or military, to augment the regular GRS units 'in 
event of GBR warfare, 

h. Doctrine be established for provision of adequate Engineer 
assistance to GRS units to support mas* burials, 

i. Personal effect# continue to be returned to next of kin but 
that all Items which have been exposed tO' GBR contamination be monitored 
and held until safe to return. Where 'peculiar contamination condition« 
preclude this, the item, should be permanently disposed of in the theater 
per approved safety requirement«. 
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a ¡3* *ítlÍUl7 ^«cognize that mafia d*aths will tend t<s be 
ment for11! andkno[mf1 OCCwr™nce in CBR warfare and will force a require- 
S ^ceá^lbUrU 0tl th* battl*fi*ld «¿th a of conventional 

positive ï««!*Sî*^h «stabltshed to develop a quick aid 
delth ILnrr ^ ^ decaaaed Personnel, particularly in «aas 
njeane nF T*8* should but not be limited to, a 
body or Notifying symbols on a major bone in the 
uitl th? buccal surfacts of aotn« posterior teeth; ' In conjuactien 
and recorder shífld al,nPle» durable» han:i x'vay (or similar type) reader 

h^ld U developed to provide for instant reading and 
automatic recording of the symbol through clothing and flesh, 

Se(rw. Il A1ra ,earch P^i«ct be coordinated with the Amy Medical 
!H^^4alir1,C0T’ TiAmy 8ecurity A^acy for the development of 

ua «litter to aid in locating wounded and dead personnel, 

m. Until the bon* or tooth marking method it developed, a 
variety of additional eowentional-type methods be adopted in addition 
to existing practices to aid In identifying remain®. This could include: 

(i) Embossing or chemically etching the individual's name 
and serial number on his trouser belt when issued, where a belt is worn. 

(2) Making tie belt of a rot-reiistant 'material. 

(3} Imbedding identification tags in shoe heels. 

, , Providing each man with a durable wallet or other con¬ 
tainer in which to keep his identification documents. 

n. ^ A policy be established of using regular «upply vehicles 
for evacuation of remains when the vehicle» are on the return cycle, 
upon development of the shroud to seal remains as proposed and recommend¬ 
ed in the study. 

o. The military departments 'determine what constitutes per¬ 
missible personal effects and publish a policy that only authorized 
items (whenever possible) will be recovered and returned to next of kin, 

p. The following items of equipment be developed and furnished 
am units as required: 

(1) A lightweight, disposable, wrap or sheet to shroud and 
seal remain® during evacuation, 

(2) A mechanical earth moving attachment for organic 
vehicles of CIS unit®, capable of digging a trench 2 feet wide and 2¾ 
feet deep. 



A device to facilitate movement of remains from point 
of recovery to evacuation vehicles» and within the army cemetery, such 
as the Army Medical Servicei's proposed lightweight rollagon-type litter 
carrier. 

q, Appropriate portable AW and CW detection and measuring 
equipment now available or under development be provided to GRS units 
for monitoring contaminated remains, personal effects, and GRS personnel, 



ANNEX A, 

CONVENT IONA] , WARFARE 

SECTION I 

GENERAI 

L From the beginn lag of hi g tory », it ha« ht«» the cantom oí ram fco 
honor and care lor the bodie» of his coaridts who fell, on the field of 
battle, Many different procedure» have been followed through the age» 
and a§ warfare has become »ore complicated «0 have the organisations and 
methad» ««ployed to care for the dead. There has been little' changt» 
however, in the purpose of the operation which has continued to be 1) 
recovery of the body, 2) identification., and 3) proper disposition of 
the body. 

" 2, There Is no doubt that man will continue to deaire to care for 
hl» dead and there appears to be no reason why he will not be capable of 
doing »0 in future wars If they are fought with conventional weapons. If 
mai» destruction weapons are employed, the situation »ay be such that 
immediate recovery of the dead will be virtually impoasible. The impact 
of CBR warfare on graves registration operations is discussed in annex B 
of this study, 

3,' Even if mas» casualty weapons are not uaed» thé threat of (shelf 
use may require the employment of tactics which may make It more difficult 
to carry out GRS operations than in the past. The modification of present 
Methods and procedure», as well as the Introduction of new or improved 
item» of equipment, may be required,, These considerations will be dis- 
cussed in the following »actions of this annex. 



SECTION II 

INITIAL SEARCH .AND RECOVERY 

4. The initial March of the battlefield for the dead and the 
recovery of bodies » 1» the first step in graves registration procedures 
This operation should be ««ducted as soon as the tactical situât ion 
will permit and is the responsibility of the commanding officer of the 
l°w.*t organisational .!«.«, Th. «.t*.«* of m.*J..ÍTu«W 

n^fhC<r“,í*r,r,r,b*,,,"!*Uon*d on th8 bMl* th« It tMdi to totee- 
hepoen end if it doí« J?1'1 oi courM* h<! t«onot peralt to 
3“ Si. L íhf îî'hïî 1-.. felted to properly «.lóete the ettuetlon. 
«ft*!! ^J1 1 th fi8htln8. howeverp or after the completion of local 
wÍnZi 2d ^3anyTicaM,Älder4<h«^d «« t*he action to care for his 
wounded and dt»ad„ The necessity for this action is evident when two 
important factors are considered. 

», Prompt ««arch of the battlefield and recovery of all aonaronf 

2t:xrL2i2: ::z:ii:£ ame mriomiy wh° 

identify than the officers and men of an individual's own unit 
experrmced coswandera who were queried on this point indicated that 

e22«24l2â2rtlfiCÂtiOIÏ °f 11560 °f their 0Wn mit devel°Ped only In 

5. The recovery of the body by a front line company does not anoear 

«ite \ iLhic Trï inMí™° «tb th' “«'-i »i»ii ofpr 
insLnrZ 2! • *** m’ at ttmm* be di«icult but in most 
instances the mer. in a, company know about where their comrades fell A 
device which the Army Medical Service has proposed he built into he 2o 

ec ed thermelibrium ensemble will also assis? in, loLtZg bZLs Th s 
device consists of an electronic ultma'i »i«»« ..uj »u (n ® whpTu>i/#»r - i. electronic signal alarm which will send out a signal 
ítml „T ÍJ.TTff- ®kvioueIy, the elge.l „m saU!ld lf tlK ^ 

“tX ’tír:^:í'? tt“ ivei“to *eaút^ 
narM ^Li / î i SBÍW! °f che unít be jeopardized,, This Is 
222! y I11" * T attack or raPid »«emens of the unit. The 
company commander cannot further reduce the size of his already under- 

ZIZ? C!Tnd2y de’;ailinB in'divldual* t0 ^acuate bodies tl a col- 
Th! ilf/í! A â!: e S"e tim€ contlM® the «pkMis Of his attack 

o! r TJ® rC0Ver îhe b0dy' idmtlî* £t* ra<we it to a 
: Tn™ 222h! ? “dI"?e Vhftr® iC c“ b® «»üy found, and notify M# neit command echelon, of hi® action. 7 



6. Futwrt tactical concept* which preacrlht great diapetalon, high 
mobility, and independent operation» of small units, will lacrea»« the 
difficulties of the company ««mander in the recovery of his dead, If 
hia unit is employing "hit-and-run" tactics which demand that the company 
quickly disperse and move out of the battle area after an action, he will 
have little opportunity to search the area. In conventional warfare, 
however, tactic* of thi* type will probably be the exception rather than 
the rule. This-is especially true when operation* are conducted in 
jungle or mountain terrain where mechanical mobility is limited. In 
future, limited wars, or police actions, where man* casualty weapons are 
not employed, it appears that the company commander under most circumstance»' 
will have an opportunity to search for and recover hi* dead after a battle. 
He will, at. the same time, have the capability of rapid dliperslon of hi* 
unit after an action and, at time», he may be forced to employ such 
tactic*. When this is true he will, have no alternative but to defer 
recovery of the dead and will only report location of remain» to higher 
headquarter*, iecovery, identification and evacuation under these condi¬ 
tion* will be don,« by the higher tactical command or CIS unit* on an 
area search basi*. 

7, A survey of opinion of 200 experienced combat commander* revealed 
that a. considerable number believed it desirable to have special GES unit* 
or teams recover the dead in ail instances. There are several good 
argument» for such a procedure. 

a. It would permit the company commander to concentrate more 
fully on hi» tactical mission. 

b. It: would relieve the combat soldier from an unpleasant task, 
of which he has too many, 

c. It would provide specially trained personnel to perform a. 
specific task, 

While the above consideration» are worthy of careful, evaluation 
there are several argument» which can be advanced against the employment’ 
of GES personnel in this manner, 

d. Population of the battlefield with additional support 
personnel, will result, 

e. Remains would be recovered by individuals who are not 
permanent members of the unit sustaining the loss and identification 
would be more difficult, 

f. Providing CIS personnel in support of each company sice unit 
would be prohibitive in manpower cost, 

,. . i . 
, 1 i . 
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8. Th« final factor coMidered above. that i» aanpower coatí appears i*« kn ».i». ' j' »«»Mpwwe.A KU#s.i «ppe« 
to b« the overriding consideration and defeat« the concept of providing 

of rüIfT i0 per,f?f" 1,lll:ial "8*r<:b oi 1:118 »«tlkleld a„<l recovery 
01 Maaiiii, There win, 0f coursa, be inatance# when initial search and 
recovery operations cannot be accomplished by tactical troops and under 
thetM condition« GRS personnel will be employed, This will be the 
exception rather than the rule as the present policy of charging the 
u,llt commander with initial ««arch for and recovery of his own dead 1« 
sound and should be continued. The psychological impact ofTSe píe««« 
policy on the esprit and morale of a unit «hould not.be under-evaluated, 

f ' ‘fh^n?,unit can make no Prouder statement than, "'When we left the 
battlefield we carried our wounded and our dead with us," 

9, in summary, it is proposed that in future conventional warfare 
the company commander win, « in the past, be charged with the responsi- 
^}ityufor the lnitial recovery and Identification of his dead. While 
™ #;°uld to be the policy and desirable practice, the company 
commander must be given the prerogative of determining when it is not' 
feasible for him to accomplish this action. If his tactical mission or 
the safety of his command will be unduly jeopardized by attempting search 
and recovery procedures, then he must be relieved of this responsibility 
by his own determination, y 



SECTION III 

EVACUATION OF REMAINS 

10. Evacuation 1# the aoveaent oí remains from place of death 
through evacuation channel# to a cemetery. The procesa «aually involve'# 
piising the remain» through one or more collecting point* depending 
upon the distance involved between the place oí recovery aiHMle 
cemetery. As discuased in the previous section of this annex, remain* 
may be recovered by tactical troops during or iamediately following 
an engagement or they may be recovered as a result of the organised 
area search by GIS units in the post-combat phase of GRS operations, 
The objective in either case i# the same, but the responsibility for 
the operation as well as procedures employed varies. The following 
paragraph» of this section will develop and discuss what is considered 
to be the most efficient method of operation in. each case, 

11. During the combat phase of GRS operations, recovery of the dead 
will normally be done by troop» of the tactical compsny sustaining the 
los». After recovery of the body and Identification, if possible, the 
unit will either evacuate it to a collecting point or merely move the 
remains to a position on the axis of advance where it can be easily 
found and continue pursuit of its tactical objective. The action to be 
taken will be determined by the unit commander based on such considera¬ 
tions as the tactical situation, distance to the collecting point, 
availability of transportation, fatigue of his unit, number of bodies to 
be evacuated and other factors. It la considered that in future conflicts 
involving wide dispersion and high mobility, the ability of the company 
commander to evacuate his dead to a collecting point will be very limited. 

12. The location of collecting points established in a division will 
depend upon deployment of the combat elements, dispersion,, tactical plans, 
terrain, and other factors. Ás a general guide, at least one collecting 
point, should normally be established in support of each command echelon 
Immediately above the battalion, Assuming the battalions of.the division 
are grouped into three tactical organizations (whether regiments, combat 
commands or brigade*) there will usually be three collecting points in 
the- division area, Wille there is no «et frontage to which the tactical 
element subordinate to división (hereafter called brigade) is limited, it 
appears that control of a zoo,« up to 10-15 kilometers in width and depth 
is reasonable, Under this Assumption, a collecting point will be located 
about 5-10 kilt.1 tars from; any point on. the FEBÄ where most bodies will 
be recovered,, 

13. Evacuation of bodies to the collecting point, after recovery .and 
movement to the axis of advance by the company sustaining the lose, will 
normally be done by service element» of the battalion. This Is a proposed 
change to the policy which prescribes that the company, as the lowest 
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orgtntaa'fciöMl element, will perform this function, ■ It. Is not â change, 
however, to what ha* been normal operating procedure« in past conflicts, 
Etperienced combat commander» 'have indicated that almost without exception 
cht evacuation, of bodies was done by battalion or higher command echelon, 
This was particularly true during the attack or other rapid movement, of 
the company, The company commander simply cannot carry out a GRS func¬ 
tion and at the same time achieve his tactical objective. Nothing in 
this paragraph, however should be interpreted to mean that the company 
commander should not evacuate his dead to a. collecting point when the 
situation will permit this action. Tactical battalions proposed for 
future operations are organised to provide administrative support to all 
elements of the battalion. As the HQ and Service Company of the battalion, 
is provided vehicles to furnish unit distribution of supplies to companies 
of the battalion, there will be returning transportation, available to 
evacuate the dead. A division distribution point will probably be 
established in support of each brigade where battalion supply vehicles 
will pick up supplies for their companies. Establishment of a collecting 
point at this same location will facilitate delivery of bodies being 
returned on battalion supply trucks. The establishment of a 'separate 
pool of vehicles and driver* to perform this function 1* a luxury we can 
ill afford, While the delivery of rations .and the evacuation of bodies 
in the same vehicle is not a desirable operation, there is certainly 
nothing physically, morally, or religiously wrong in such a procedure. 
It is true that in past conflicts the vehicles used to evacuate bodies 
became contaminated and in some instances the odor became so strong that 
it eventually was necessary to destroy the vehicle. It appears that 
this could be avoided if bodies, prior to evacuation in vehicles, were 
wrapped in a lightweight, self-sealing, disposable, plastic or paper 
sheet which, when sealed would, prevent the escape of any body fluid or 
odor. (See annex C on equipment), Remains are frequently.evacuated to 
the vicinity of the battalion aid station on litters. At this point 
they will be wrapped in the proposed shroud, prior to being loaded, into 
battalion supply vehicles for further evacuation, to the rear, 

14. The collecting; point established at the division distribution, 
point in support of each "brigade of the division is operated, by QM.C GRS 
personnel. Up to this point, evacuation of the body has been the 
responsibility of the tactical units of the division. Ft«* this 
collecting point to the army cemetery, evacuation, is the responsibility 
of the Quartermaster Corps, The division collecting points (normally 
one in support of each brigade) axe manned by QM personnel from the 
division support command. 

15. After processing at the division collecting point, remains will 
be evacuated rearward under the direction of division GRS personnel and 
GRS personnel at the direct support echelon until they reach the temporary 
army cemetery. Desirably, remains should be evacuated, directly from the 
division collecting points at brigade level straight to the army cemetery. 
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Dttténinâtloti of routittg will dopend upon t;r«aiportttl« tvalldbl«' and 
workload of the variou® collecting points. To the greateat'extent 
poMihle, returning empty awpply vehicles should bt used for this work 
to avoid asslgpmeat of special full-time vehicle« for the CRS evacuation 
operation. It imwt be recognised, howvef» that since many aupply 
vehiclti will operate only from one supply tchelo» to the next level, 
(e.g.,, from GS to DS point, or from-DS point to divitlon) they will be 
unable to make the entire trip from brigade collecting point to the 
army cemetery, This will necessitate transfer of the bodies^from one 
carrier to another at the various -supply echelon«,' The use of the wrapping 
sheet, recommended for development above, will facilitate this, How¬ 
ever, in support of the concept of through shipment of supplies- to the 
user from the farthest rearward point to the greatest extent practical, 
many supply vehicles will probably operate directly between GS point and 
division and between AMEC depot and. division,. In such cases,, these 
vehicles, when returning rearward to their base, could evacuate remains 
frcw brigade collecting point direct to the army -cemetery. Evacuation 
by logistical aircraft used to deliver supplies to the division distri¬ 
bution point should be planned for and used to the extent practical and 
available, although it is recognised GRS operations will rate a low 
priority in this respect when compared to evacuation of wounded, 

16, The discussion in above paragraphs pertains to evacuation during 
the combat phase of GIS operations. As indicated in Section II of this 
annex, however, there will be circumstance« when combat troops cannot, 
recover their own dead. Under these conditions, recovery as well as 
evacuation must be done by GRS personnel, in the ■ organ tied area search 
phase of GIB operations, The organised area search is conducted, after 
hostilities have ceased, In, a specific area and the division, has moved, to 
another location. As division, GRS personnel, will move with the support 
command of the division, recovery and evacuation, of bodies left in the 
area will be accomplished by GRS personnel of the direct support, or 
general support; element» of the field array. Collecting point« will be 
established, as required, where remains will, be processed and then 
evacuated direct to the army cemetery by designated army transport vehicles 
including aircraft, when available. Remains recovered in, this phase of the 
operation nay be partially decomposed and should be wrapped in a self- 
sealing, plastic or paper, disposable sheet to prevent contamination, of 
the evacuation vehicle and, eliminate odors, A «elf««eating sheet: rather 
than a bag, or pouch is nor« desirable for this purpose as the condition 
O'f the remains may make it difficult to use a bag or pouch. 



SECTION IV 

IDENTIFICATION 

17, Prompt, positive identification of the dead is perhaps the most 
vital aspect of graves registration operations, and at the same time it 
la often the most difficult to accomplish. Identification is essential 
btcanat of many considerations, in addition, to the continued bereavement 
of the family when an Individual is listed as; missing in action for an 
extended period the legal implications become extremely involved, Insurance 
Claims cannot be paid, estates cannot be settled, and the widow cannot 
remarry, to mention but a few considerations. Another factor which should 
be noted is the expense to the government which accrues when military dead 
are not promptly identified, The pay and allowances of an individual 
continue as long as he i# carried as «lasing and this «tatua may continue 
for year«, If a large number of Individual» are in a missing »tatua the 
cost to the government may be staggering. Although the Secretary of the 
Amy may, after review of all evidence, find an individual who has been 
mianittg for one year to be dead, this finding, is not binding on the courts 
of the individual atates. The resulta of a «ample survey, which was made 
of the lawa of 18 states, indicates that a finding of death by the military 
services under the Missing Persona Act is not acceptable as conclusive 
evidence of death in settling estâtes and other legal matter« of the 
deceased. 

18, In past conflict* it has been determined that the probability 
of identification of the dead lessens as time lapses after death due to 
deterioration of remains, (resulting in the loss; of fingerprints or 
identifying scars) the evacuation or loss of other identifying media, and 
the fact that their own organiratlon whose members are best able to make 
recogniatlon has moved on. In view of this, it appear», that the problem, 
can. be attacked on two front»: 

a. Emphasis on immediate recovery and identification at, place 
and time of death. 

b. The provision of some means of quickly and positively 
identifying even after deterioration, of remains and loss of other 
identifying media, 

19». As discussed in Section II, of this, annex, prompt recovery and 
identification of bodies by combat troops should be continued is in the 
past, 'When the tactical situation will permit completion of this task, 
the problem of identification is reduced tO' the point where it is virtually 
nonexistent, Even if the regulation, identification taKs are not found on ’ 
the body (ID tags do not furnish positive identification but are strong 
supporting evidence) a personal recogniition la usually possible, by other 
members of the »ame unit. In the event the body is damaged to the extent 



that recognition is not possible, identification can still be established 
through a combination of personal effects, location of the body, known 
losses to the unit and personal knowledge of other members of the unit who 
were present when the action took place. Of the more than 200 combat 
experienced commanders who replied to a question concerning identification, 
the large majority indicated that this was not a problem when members of 
their own unit were killed and recovery of the remains was made iomediately 
because recognition is passible. 

20. If recovery and identil'icatia« of remains could be accomplished 
in all instances by combat troops immediately, there would be little 
problem la identification. It must be recognised,, however, that there 
will be times when the tactical situât loci will not permit combat troop® to 
recover their dead. Under the»« conditions search and recovery operations 
are conducted by teams of graves registration personnel In the post-combat 
phase of GIS activities and identification of bodies recovered is often 
an extremely difficult problem. It l® true that in most instances recovered 
remain# are eventually identified. It is also true, however, that identi¬ 
fication of remain» which are recovered after some considerable lapse of 
time is a laborious, tine consuming task requiring trained technician® and 
special facilities, If regulation identification tags are found with the 
body, along with other personal effects, the problem of establishing 
identity is greatly reduced. Too often, however, these supporting it«*® 
are not found, and other evidence must be discovered, evaluated:1"and 
painstakingly compiled until there is no doubt as to identity. 

21. A possible solution, to the proble» of Identification, if 
technically feasible, would be to permanently mark a major bone In the 
body with some identifying symbol. The procedure would have to be simple, 
relatively painless, leave no external mark on the body and' take no 
longer to administer than it now takes to .fingerprint. Admittedly there 

. Is considérable doubt a# to the feasibility of such a process and. one 
authoritative source has advised that, at the present time, "there is no 
known, way to mirk the skeleton of a man. in this maimer without,., aurgery, 
'Nevertheless, the concept 'has considerable merit and a feasibility study 
to determine if such a process is practical might well be warranted., An, 
even more urgent need will, be required, for an identification method of 
this nature in the event of CBS warfare, Under CM conditions, a* dis¬ 
cussed in. detail in annex B, recovery of bodies will be difficult and 
delayed, which will further complicate identification. The bone marking 
method of identification, if proven practical, was heartily' indorsed by 
the majority of a group of wartime leaders in, an opinion survey conducted 
in, connection with this study, The big advantage of such a procedure 
would 'be that identification would, be immediate and positive. If a, bone 
In the body, such as. the thigh bone (which is usually recovered even if 
ao»e parts of the body art missing), is marked and then only this one bone 
is recovered the identity of the individual, as well m the fact that he 
Is dead, can, be positively established. Identification by this means 
would, be equally effective when, remains are recovered by combat troops 



during an engagement, No attempt at identification would be required by 
the combat troops recovering the body. When the remains reached the 
division collecting point, the thigh bone symbol (perhaps ASN) would be 
read and Identity established. It would, of course, be necessary to 
devele» some sort of simple, lightweight, X-ray type reading device which 
would be capable of reading and automatically recording the symbol even 
though the skeleton was flesh covered. Such a device should be developed 
concurrently with the marking process. To determine the feasibility of 
the identification method discussed in this paragraph a QMDO coverine 
the procedure should be established without delay. (See annex C) 

22.. Not all individuals surveyed on this question of identification 
agreed that marking of the skeleton, even if proven, feasible, was a 
desirable solution to' the problem, Some replies indicated that It 
would have an adverse effect on troop morale, that the public would not 
accept, such a practice, that it was an invasion of personal rights and 
smacked of slave state concentration camp tactics, and that it might be 
objected to on. religious grounds, On the other hand, it was generally 
agreed that identification of remains is essential and that every 
reasonable effort should be isade to effect prompt identification. 

23. Favorable impact on troop morale and general acceptance by the 
public are considered primarily to be questions of an adequate information 
and training program, .Everyone agrees that Identification of remains is 
essential and this is just a more efficient mean! of insuring that identi¬ 
fication can. be accomplished, It is no »ore an invasion of personal 
rights than the requirement that all, service personnel be fingerprinted 
or be given »hot«, From a religious standpoint, information obtained 
indicated no major religio»« group would object to such a procedure so 
long as there ia no external »arklng of the body, 

24. One medical source suggested that while there was no known way 
to mark a bone in the body, primarily because there has never been a 
study of the problem!, it is possible to make injections of certain elements 
into the flesh which will remain where injected indefinitely. If an 
«lenient, such as bismuth, (used as a medical, injection for years.), is 
injected, in a pattern, to form an identifying symbol, it could be read at 
any later date by mean« of X-ray. Such a, system of identification would 
be useful,, but it has definite limitations. If decomposition of the body 
has not taken place prior to recovery, fingerprints can be taken and 
identity established by that means, If decomposition has progressed to 
the point where only the skeleton remain,»,. the injected »yabol would, of 
course, be lost, lecause of the»« consideration», pattern injection into 
a. muscle of the body 1« not considered to be an acceptable substitute for 
a bone marking system of identification, 

2,5. .Another method proposed for permanently identifying remains 
involve# marking permanent, identifying symbol# or ferial, number» on. the 
buccal aiitfaces of one or' more posterior teeth. Current nlniaturitation 
techniques should make it technically feasible to place the required 



amount o£ Identifying information on th« amall surfaces 
the simplest method of making the markings would be to use a dye and 
imprint the identification oo the tooth surface, if a suitable permanent 
dye is available or can be developed, Evidence shows that teeth normally 
remain in the jaw bone and do not decompose for many years after death, 
In this respect, they would provide a good basts for permanent identi¬ 
fication. Current identification procedures employ dental recognition 
extensively in identifying skeletal remains and verifying identification 
in conjunction with other identifying media. However; this method is 
time-consuming and requires skilled personnel. The method proposed 
above would overcome these shortcomings. Generally, the tooth'marking 
method may be easier and Less costly to develop and be more acceptable 
than the bone marking method. However, it is susceptible' to alteration 
through carelessness by possible subsequent dental filling woft and 
extractions. Also, experienced GIS personnel advise that.the ¿toll is 
«wcfa more susceptible to damage and crushing m the battlefield than are 
the major body bones, such as thigh bones. These features may result 
in less identifications with the tooth marking method as compared with 
the bone marking method. Nevertheless, since the need Is so urgent, 
halb methods should be researched and developed simultaneously in the 
hope that one of then may become available booh. It would be will to 
carry both through to a successful conclusion In the event one of them 
does not prove entirely acceptable or satisfaatory it use, 

26, As the methods proposed above may not be at present. technically 
feasible, it is essential that conventional means of identification be 
improved and perfected as an interim measure. One procedure which holds 
great promise' is a system for preserving fingerprints by spraying the 
hand® of the deceased with a plastic solution. The solution hardens 
in a very short time and retains the fingerprint impression in the 
plastic. Even after extended burial, the material, upon exhumation, 
provides a clear fingerprint impression. Continued research to perfect 
a system whereby fingerprint imp res« ions, could be retained"'indefinitelv 
is highly desirable, J 

27, Application of the solution, to the hands should normally be done at 
the army cemetery after fingerprints have been taken in the "conventional 
manner. There may be times, however, when the condition of the body up* 
arrival at the collecting point ia such that the fingerprints will be lost 
if ithe hands are not sprayed immediately, GRS personnel at the collecting 
point will make this déterminât Ion and will spray the hands; if the condi¬ 
tion of the body indicates this is. necessary, Aa SOP, the plastic 
solution should be applied prior to burial to the hands of all remains which 
are recovered with fingerprints intact. 

28, ^ While the above described system of preserving fingerprints will 
be very helpful in. identifying the dead, in «ame inst,anees, it'will, have 
little application unies» the body Is recovered and evacuated, without 
delay. In delayed recovery where the fingerprints have deteriorated, the 
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SECTION ¥ 

DISPOSITION 

"'30'* Dinpoultloo of reiMliii,, tfttr recovery» evtcwatioo "toi. ident if i* 
cation, It the next §tep in gravea regtitratlon, operation.«. There are 
•»any possible mean* of accomplishing this task but they can be reduced 
to three categories, 

a. Immediate evacuation of the body fr«n the theater of 
operation* (know a« concurrent return), 

b. Temporary burial, in the theater, 

c. Disposition of the body in the theater by cremation or other 
means of pemsanent disposal. 

These methods of disposition of remain* will be dtacwssed, in 
the following paragraphs of this section. It should be noted that the 
subject under consideration is the immediate disposal bf'IOTIes within 
an. active theater, teturn. programs which may be established after 
cessation of hostilities are beyond the scope of this study and are not 
considered, 

31, Present policy Is to tuned.lately evacuate current dead, from 
overseas theaters. This is a practice which Is in keeping with oirr 
traditions, and way of life and is generally favored, by the public, In. 
the event of hostilities., it, is believed that this practice should be 
continued, as long as possible. Small limited wars and local, police 
actions will probably not reniilt in more death# than, can, be handled In, 
this manner. After the body has been recovered and evacuated' to the 
collecting point operated by the general support echelon in, the army 
rear, « final, check on identity is nade and them it 1* evacuated from 
the combat zone. There are many factors which may limit thii operation 
or make it infeasible, Buch, aa the number of bodies recovered, availability 
of refrigeration, availability of tranaportation., availability of trained 
personnel and adequate facilities, availability of steel for casket» and, 
the distances involved. The advantage», however', are many: 

a. Bereavement of the family of the deceased, i* "kept to a 
»inlBurn as the body of their loved one is immediately returned'to them,., 

fa. When this procedure was followed during the later stages of 
the Korean conflict,, 100% identification wa* «chieved, 

c. It eliminates the personnel, equipment, supplie» and, effort 
that would otherwise be required at temporary cemeteries. 
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32, Continuation of the current dead return program will depend to 
some extent upon the location of the combat zone with respect to its 
logistical support base. Bodies must be embalmed and prepared for return 
to next of kin and this can be most efficiently accomplished at a 
mortuary located outside the combat zone. During the Korean War* 
mortuaries were established in Japan for this purpose. The bodies were 
•facwated from Corea under refrigeration and wire held in tMr state "" 'i. 
until prepared' for return home by trained technicians in Japan. Mam 
to establish similar «actuaries to support areas where combat: ...* 
place In the future should be developed. 

33* While continuation of the current dead return program in. the 
•vent of hostilities ii desirable, the sheer volume of dead in. laree- 
•cale wars is likely to make thl» practice impracticable. In the event 
of a aajo-r conflict it will undoubtedly b* necessary to disipa®« of 
bodies, either temporarily or permanently, within the theater of opera¬ 
tions. Temporary disposition of remains can be accomplished by hasty 
burial or Interment in an array cemetery. 

34» Hasty burial as a means of temporary disposition of remain« 1« 
recognized, as necessary under certain conditions. During ffae"campaign 
in the Solomons in. World War II, the 25th Infantry Division m» forced 
by a combination of Inexperienced personnel, difficult terrain and a 
shortage of motor transport to practice hasty burial a« a standard 
procedure. As a rule,, however, this practice is resorted' to by combat 
units only when evacuation is not possible. Of the 200 combat commanders 
questioned on this point only a small percentage approved of hasty burial 
when, It i# possible- to «va,coate, Comments pointed out that hasty burial, 
1ms a very bad effect on troop morale and that usually there ia'no 
advantage in time a® it take,* as long to bury a body as it does to 
evacuate it, except under conditions encountered by the 25th División, 
Even under conditions of wide dispersion, and high mobility, combat 
canmanders consider that hasty burial of their dead will be the exception 
rather than the rule. If a unit can be supported loglatically frost the 
rear, then it should be feasible for the logistical «ait in support, to 
evacuate the dead, under mont condition». 

35, Evacuation of bodies to the aruiy cemetery,, which if operated 
by the cemetery platoon, of the QM general support battalion, la the most 
desirable practice if burial is to take place within the theater. There 
may be, time* When it will be necessary to establish cemeteries at division 
level, as was done in past, conflicts,, but this is, mot, desirable and should 
be- avoided if possible. The division -must maintain, it» mobility which 1« 
hardly possible if it engage» in, cemetery operation,,* 
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36. iltcl« change is anticipated in operations at army cemeteries 
from procedure« presently prescribed. Because of the dispersion and wide 
frontage controlled by the field army, It probably will be necessary to 
operate one army cemetery in support of each dorps slice. Current and 
proposed field army administrative support organisations provide fbr this 
capability. 

37. At the army cemetery the workload will vary considerably depend¬ 
ing upon the level of combat which is taking place at any particular time 
in the theater. Graves registration units can adjust to tÎ10 increased 
workload during period of intense combat with the exception of being able 
to cope with the prebl«« of opening and clofing large »uaèera of indlvi* 
dual graves, The conventional method of digging gravti by■hand is to# 
•low an operation even if the large labor fore» regiired'Is'available. 
There 1» a reguirement for a lightweight, earth having device.to It 
authorlred as TGI equipment to CIS cemetery units. The dévié*" Bhoilld be 
capable of digging a trench 2 feet wide and ;2| feet deep 1» moderately 
•oft ground at a rate of about 3 feet per minute, It should require 
■Ittimiini maintenance, operate a« an attachment to, and be powered by TOE 
wehielts which are presently authorired quartermaster 6RS cemetery unit», 
TM» device In co'iwerctally available ,,loff-th«-»helfllt and doe« not require 
development of a new military Item. Authorisation of a large piece of 
engineer earth moving equipment to a GiS unit a« a TO® item is not 
desirable because of coat and. maintenance coMidtraticiw, If authori- 
«atioa of a lightweight earth moving attachment ii mot considered.to be 
feasible, then the commander of a GRS unit operating, a cemetery„«hould 
be autborieed to call upon a local engineer unit for support when 
required. The Amy Engineer •hould plan to maki thia equipmaat'available 
as required and »hould designate the engineer unit at the general support 
level which will furnish the equipment and operator when requested, 

38. In the past the last foot of earth at the bottom of a mechanically 
excavated trench grave was dug by hand to form individual "pocket«H for 
placement of the body. This waa done so that bodies would not move and 
become Intermingled when, the grme was closed mechanically. The same 
result could be achieved if the bodies were placed In the trench grave 
without hand-digging the last foot of earth to form a pocket and then 
two »take» were driven on each side of the body to hold It In. place during 
the back-fill operation. Thia procedure would be much faster and equally 
effective, 

39. The third ■®an* of disposition, to be considered ia that of 
cremation or other ptmaneiit ■ethod of disposal of the body, pexhap* by 
disintegration. This concept la often mentioned a« a possible solution 
to the problem and ■¡ay I« technically practical in the very long range 
time period. At the prêtent tine, however, .«ad quite asld«^ fr«n any 
morale or religious coiwid trat ion», the logistical iipp#it'!:Ä,,"'h policy 
of cremation on the battlefield would he greater than that required to 
maintain army cemeteries. Mobile crematories may be feasible but they 



would add additional administrative petroleum consuming equipment to the 
field army increase maintenance support required, and the characteristic 
stench would probably be devastating to troop morale. Crematories which 
are not mobile might be established in the army rear area in lieu of 
cemeteries but there seems to be little advantage in cremation at this 
location. Once the body is recovered, identified, and evacuated to the 
rear, it is simpler and requires less logistical support to bury it. 

40., Permanent disposition of remain® in the theater ■ may become 
essential in the event of CBK warfare. This topic i«, treated more fully 
in annex B. For conventional warfare, however, cremation Is"not eon- 
nidered to be the •olution. to the problem. In «dd.itl.0n to the greater 
logistical support required by such a practice, it Í» contrary to'the 
beliefs of several major religious faiths and is generally not acceptable 
to the public at large. Only a small percentage of the combat commanders 
who expressed an opinion on the acceptability of cremation believed such 
a practice would be acceptable to the military forces of the limited States 
or the general public, 

41. In. limited and conventional warfare, bodiea should be immediately 
evacuated, from, the theater and returned to the CCWJS as long as feasible. 
If the conflict expands, to the point where concurrent return of the dead 
can no longer be accomplished, then temporary interment should be made 
in field, army cemeterlei. 
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SECTION VI 

ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING 

42. As ladicstsd ia previous sections of this annex, GRS support of 
future conventional warfare will not change materially from support 
furnished In past conflicts. It, therefore, follows that little change 
in organization to support future conventional warfare will he required. 
Organizations required to' furnish GRS support In GBR warfare aré dit- 
cussed in annex B. ■ ■ 

43. One important change in current organization at division level 
appears to be highly desirable. Present and proposed future divisional 
organizations authorize a GIS platoon on an augmentâtion. batía•rather 
than as an organic element; of the division support eomsand, ’ itiit policy 
is based on the assumption that there is no requirement for a GRS capa- 
blllty in a division until hostilities occur. The danger in the policy 
is that when hostilities occur, it is too late to organize, train, and 
assign the required GRS unit to each division, It would be equally valid 
to asstwt that the division recoonaiaaance or artillery units''’•¡hauId also 
be provided as an augmentation as they too will be required only in the 
event of hostilities. The simple fact is that the division is not a 
completely self-contained organization without all of its required 
coaponenti, including the CIS unit. It it as important for this element 
to be a part of the division during its period of organization and 
training as any other combat or support element. Only in this way can 
there be any assurance that a trained GRS unit will be available when 
required, The history of GIS support; in two world wars and Korea 
clearly indicates the necessity for trained units during the early 
stage*^of the conflict. Without trained GRS units, many division' 
««anders were forced to form provisional units made up of chaplains, 
raedles, and badly needed infantrymen1 in an attempt to care for their dead. 
The results were in most instances lesa than satisfactory. 

44. ^ fhe number of personnel required tO' provide an organic GIS 
capability to all presently organized divisions is negligible. Division« 
which are presently stationed overseas are augmented with a CIS platoon 
«o no increase in personnel would be required,.. It is assumed fh^t if 
additional divisions are activated, hostilities will have begun, or be 
imminent, and the Gtl augmentation would be authorized. This" leave» only 
the handful, of GRS personnel required by the ST1AC force» stationed in 
CONUS, Assignment of GRS personnel to STRAC forces ia essential If 
these force* are to be truly capable of immediate deployment as a, self- 
contained organization, 

4,5. Training of personnel, to. perform GRS functions can be divided, 
into two categories! 
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â. Ttcteisui training of apaciâlicl in identiftcitlon proctdnroa 
and' c^eietary op#ritlons, 

t», Gsnerai training of all troops in ««arch and recovery 
procedure•. ^ safe-guarding of personal effect». ' 

46, Training of the specialist 1» the responsibility of the Quarter- 
»aster Corps and la conducted at the Quartermaster School, This'training 
la adequate and has produced highly skilled GRS personnel, Training of " 
other troops should be done during the unit training period, 'Intensive 
training in GIS procedure» is not necessary or desirable, but training 
In basic search and recovery techniques and preservation'of personal 
effect* is essential, ^ Too often in past conflicts soldiers have removed 
the personal effect» from the bodies of their comrades in an honest and 
sincere desire to Insure that they are returned to the next of kin. This 
not only reduces the probability of immediate identification, but there 
is also the possibility that the personal effect» will be delivered to 
the deceased's home before official notification of death. The undesirable 
implications are obviou®. As the combat soldier I» rtsponaiblt for the 
initial search,, recovery, and identification actions in GRS operations, 
he »howId be given minim«« adequate training in this area. 



;SlCn«M VII 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It 1» wcoiwtadel that* 

47. As a general policy the commanding officer of the lowest organ! 
rational element continue to he responsible for the Initial search for 
and recovery of the dead in his area of operation«. 

48. The commanding officer of the lowest organisational element be 
given the authority to make a déterminâtIon a« to the practicality of 
performing, initial search und recovery and defer this action if he con- 
alders that it will jeopardlte his tactical mission or unduly endanger 
his unit. 

49. Remains be evacuated from 'point of recovery to the forward 
collecting point,, established In the brigade service area, by tactical 
units. The company commander will evacuate to battalion if such action 
is within his capability, however, evacuation fro« company area to 
brigade collecting point will normally be done by the aervice element of 
the battalion. 

50. Regular supply treck« (and aircraft to the «tent available) be 
utilised In the evacuation of remains rather Chan establishing a pool of 
special vehicles for this purpose. (This recommendation is contingent 
upon approval and implementation of the recommendation which follows.) 

51. A lightweight, self-aeallng, disposable sheet be developed to 
be used to wrap and seal all remains prior to evacuation from point of 
recovery. 

52. A lightweight earth moving attachment for organic vehicles be 
authorised as TOE equipment to Quartermaster ¢318 ceraeterjr’tidies. 

53. ^ The feasibility of providing a quick and positive means of 
identifying deceased personnel be determined. Research should include, 
but not be limited to,, the possibility of placing a permanent identifying 
symbol on a major bone in the body and on buccal surface# of posterior 
teeth as discussed in this study. 

54. Type classification, of the plastic spray to preserve finger¬ 
prints, which is presently under development, be expedited and the item 
b® ®«de available tot' 6RS units as soon as possible, Further, when the 
plastic spray become« available, the hands of all remains recovered, with 
fingerprintb intact be sprayed prior to temporary burial. 
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';5Î*.. Ia tfe« «veat «I t siail. of .»'brwih-fiíe"; w«*, the present potifif'' 
ef iuiinedittte evacuation of cttrrent-dtad froi, an .over««*« thtiter he con* 
tinned a« long'«» feâslble and'la the beet tatereet of national policy, 

5b, When, a policy of limedlite évacuation fr« the theater I« no 
longer feasible, renain» be;interred In, teapotary aray ceneterle» tstabllahed 
la the theater, Manty and Isolated burial* will be avoided'if. possible, 

57. Pending authorization of a Lightweight earth moving device as 
TOE equipment to cemetery units, the CM officer In charge of an aruy 
cemetery be authorized to call upon a designated engineer unit for 
assistance when it is necessary to open and close a large number of graves. 
The engineer unit to furnish the necessary œêchaaical equipment will be 
designated by the appropriate engineer commander. 

58. When burial is made by the trench-burial method, the practice 
of digging by hand individual gravea one foot deeper than the trench be 
discontinued and that in lieu thereof two »take* be driven on each side 
of the body to hold It in place during the closing of the grave, 

59. GRS elements of cur MOt and future divisions be authorized as 
an organic unit of the division rather than on an augmentation, basis, 

60, All troop* receive, as part of their unit training, instruction 
in search and recovery procedures and the importance of safeguarding of 
personal effects, 
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AM1EX B 

CBR WARFARE 

1, ßtwral, Annex il point* owt that, with certain «ûdarate 
modifications and improvement a, the present system of graves registration 
support Is adequate for conventional type warfare* To the’ extent possible, 
In the Interest* of mintam types of organizations and simplification of 
training, a single basic graves registration, •uppott system is desirable 
for all types of warfare, hut: with the capability of being augmented to 
meet varying •Itmtiona. In line with this policy, the pwrpoie of this 
annex is to determine if the conventional system is adequate for CBR war¬ 
fare, If not, what change* or augmentation may be required,. 

2, Major Effect» of CM Warfare, With relation, to CIS support, 
the main differences between, CBR and conventional, warfare,, or the principal 
new factor« to be contended with, are 1) the contamination of bod les, 
personal effects, and areas; 2) the effect of the "'hit-and-run" tactics 
that the use or threat of use of CBR weapons will produce, and 3) the 
large number* of bodies resulting from frequent masa casualty situations. 
These factor# will be examined, below as they apply to the 'main area* of 
GRS support, 

3, Hit,-and-Run, Warfare, 

This type of warfare is expected to result: from 
the use of CBR weapon*. It may also be caused by the threat of use of 
C1R weapons. However, in, view of the tactical, problems involved in hit- 
and-run warfare, it is considered that the threat of use will have to be 
very firm. This type of warfare is defined as dispersion of forces in, 
small unit» when not engaged, rapid assembly into larger units for 
engagements, and subsequent rapid disengagement and diJpersion again into 
small hidden units. Under such conditions, It is doubtful that there will 
be a well-defined FEBA or a secured division rear area. It is more likely 
that the entire forward combat area to a depth of perhaps 23-50 kilometer® 
will be fluid and constantly Interningled with friendly and enemy forcea, 

b- Cpnifntional CRS Methods and tttstv Burial*. The conventional 
GRS system of recovery, identification and, evacuation, by combat units can¬ 
not cope with this situation. Combat units will be hard pressed to handle 
(their wounded,, let alone their dead. If, after an action., they linger 
in position sufficiently long to gather their dead and either evacuate 
them, or give them hasty burill, they invite destruction from nuclear 
weapons, The use of explosives, perhaps a small shaped, charge, has been 
considered for expediting hasty burials under the above conditions. Even 
though this would speed up digging the grave, the time required to gather 
u.p personal effects and place them in the grave, perform initial identi¬ 
fication, and cover the grave and nark: it would be too much to be permitted 
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by the ri«k involved. If the area i» cnotaMinited by €11»: rteovary will . 
ba delayed until it beeones eafa to enter tie area' (««« paragrapifl. 5 "to 8). 
ttis''imild preclude tie troop unit« from, recovering their dead,, 

c. Recovery and Evacuation, of lodlea iv Trooo 'Onita. Of «ven 
greater significance than the risk, factor will be the fact that, under hit» 
and-run tactics, conabat units will move about a. great deal and must alwaye.'be. 
ready to move Instantly. This, It Is believed will simply prohibit copbat 
CoauMBdera from, either lingering on, the field tO' perfora GRS operation» or 
fro« leaving, squads behind to do it. It will probably be quite safe for 
«mall squads to operate on the battlefield, after the action has ceased -- 
they will be much too »»all a target to invite nuclear weapons, But'their 
absence would prohibit their parent combat unit from, being able to move 
rapidly with, full complement as the situation may necessitate,. Therefore,, 
the conclusion emerges that combat units will generally not be able to recover 
and evacuate their dead under the hit-and-run, tactics of CB1 warfare, 

d. Responaihilltles of Quartermaster CM Units,. However,, the dead 
cannot simply be abandoned permanently on the battlefield. It will be Just 
as essential to recover, identify, and dispose of the dead in future warfare 
under CRR or any conditions as. it now is,,. As was shown in annei A, this 1», 
essential for many cogent reasons: civilised regard for the dead, troop 
Morale, public opinion, Geneva, Convention requirement*, cost of pay and 
allowance« to the Army for mi«,«log-in-action cases (this ran a* high as 
$47,008,000 in Korea) and positive knowledge of death for surviving relatives 
for sent imantai and psychological reasons, also for purposes, of remarriage 
and settlement of estates, The answer to the problem may not be the most 
desirable but it is certainly simple and brooks little, if any, argument: 
If the combat elements cannot perform initial, recovery, identification, and 
disposition and we do not dispute the fact that, we cannot abandon our dead, 
then we must, do the job with support personnel from, the direct support 
echelon (8SU) at Army supply point level. Unquestionably, this will require 
an increase in GIS personnel at the DSU. Since it is anticipated that the 
combat elements will be unable to do this job as a, rule rather than as an 
exception, It is not believed that the HSU can provide personnel for this 
GRS function from its other organic elements as a tegular procedure,., TM« 
would prevent these elements from performing their normal mission tasks, 
'Therefore, the GIS capability at the DSU must be increased organically to 
handle this job. Since not all future warfare is expected to be of the CB1, 
type and involve hit-and-run tactics, the strength increase should be an. 
augmentation, type to the conventional GIB platoon. This will provide 
flexibility and permit the same basic type of CIS platoon to function for 
virtually all types and scopes of warfare. 

e. Relation to CBR Contamination. Some clarification of the 
above is necessary at. this point with respect to the paragraphs that 
follow. It is pointed out In paragraphs 7 and 8 that nuclear residual, 
contamination will prohibit entry into contaminated area* to recover 
bodies until several days: to several month« after explosion. Thi# is 



contasinatiott but to a much leaaer 
tha order of a few day« for persistent gases 
uonpersistent gases). This might seem to imply that the discussion 
hit-and-run is superfluous since ground contamination and delayed 
recovery of bodies will be the order of the day. This is not true. It 
is not anpected that CBR warfare will Involve 100¾ use of CM agents nor 
that all battles, skirmishes, patrol actions, etc., will result in 
contamination. It is expected that a good deal of the actions will be 
aomtiietad with or Involve conventloial typrapits, I« suéb «»«•«,. 
rteiVity ' of1 hoitl lea ««Il ha dont immidiattly thaotttieally, ipwv«* 
this Is when the hit-and-run factor and. the threat '■•f Oil weapons emm$ 
inti play, If unit* remain concentrated in an ares long enough to present 
« tultáhle target, there is the probability of inviting « mss doatruction 
•trite* Therefore, It is eon« Mered that'it will 'noth« 'militarily 
feasible for troop units to attempt to recover their dead. TMa will 
apply mol* only to companies, but to battalions., .and probably «ven to 
divisions,, Therefor*,, under hit-and-run conditions where CII agents 
and residual contanlaation are not involved, it is considered that the 
bul k of GUS' support will have to be provided, by CM 'finite at the MU 
level or ..farther to, the rear. As Is pointed out in paragraph 8, where 
residual nuclear contamination occurs and. a reeovery delay of weeks..is 
involved, the division# and iW's will probably hive moved on and ORS 
operations will 'have to be conducted by CIS units from either the army 
service area or the CCWB2, 

4, CBS, Warfare - general. What kinds of wars will be fought 
in the next ten, years? Will Clt weapons be employed1? "TP wfeat "legre#?1 
'The answers to theae questions have a profound laflutsce on the typ# of 
logistical support required, However, debate « these points Is beyond 
the scop# of this paper. What is presented herein is a praposed system 
for providing GIS support in case CM warfare oecnrs*. Any ..or all types 
of CII agents may be employed,, in future wars, for '08 purposes, the 
concern Is with the effects the««" weapons will have 'On, bodies -and their 
personal effect#, and on the impact on recovery, identification, 
evacuation, and disposition, 

5., Chemical Weapons., 

Ä* 'Effects. The chemical weapons of interest are the lethal 
war ga«®8j •«■oke and phospfcittw and other non-lethal gases are not 
significant from, a Gif standpoint. The war gasea do not cause 
destruction or mutilation of bodies and will not aggravate the Identi¬ 
fication of bodies In thi» respect. 'They will contaminâte bodies aid 
areas residually to varying degrees depending «a agent volatility and 
other factors, Generally this residual ■contaminant,, Le.,, the liquid 
fer», will not he a significant deterrent to CIS ,operation* as explained 
below., The majority of gases are nonpersistent and will «ot prisent, a 
significant residual contamination lawird. For persistent gas#!, vapor 
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«„cu tracions follMriag a gas atCack will he dangerous and racoaory 
operations should be held in abeyance until the concentrations have 
deteriorated to a safe level, which may be on the order of a few days. 
The principal hasard in handling bodies ia from contact with residual 
contaminant, that is, with clothing and equipment that has been splashed 
with liquid agent. The evidence developed during the study indicates 
that, under field conditions, the liquid form would usually consist 
only of tiny droplets of the aerosol type. Large splashes of liquid 
contaminant would be quite unusual and would be encountered infrequently. 
Therefore, generally in handling CW contaminated bodies, ordinary 
protective precautions and procedures.will be adequate. This consista 
of combat boots, ordinary uniform, rubber gloves, and gas 
Imps ««able suits are not: required, Ga» Msks, of course, are essential 
in these operation« btciuM of the inhalttion hagard that will #xi«t in 
the prwence of residual €i cootamlnant. 

; : 

,Sg£.ffll.WA,»afia. The known CW agents deteriorate in the 
preseice of sunlight and water. Chlorine compoundsuch ai supertropical 
bleach, are generally efftctiv« dtcontaninating agents,, Burning or 
buriil of clothing 1« completely tffectlve,, and laundering: with established 
laundry formula® and procedures 1» also effective if reclamation is desired. 
Bodies can be diffused of by burial and will offer no baaard! upon exhumation 
at a later date, empecía!,iy in. iktletal font. If proctnilng of bodies, 1», 
necessary, they become completely ®af« to hand!«' when stripped of all 
clothing and bathed thoroughly to remove any possible nurface contaminant 
on the skin. Once the CW agent Is abmorbed into the deceased,’'a body and 
produces its reaction, it lose» its toxicity, 

b. Biological, Weapon», 

«* MÎÊÊÎt* Biological agent», like CW agents, will not, 
destroy or mutilate bodiem and will not cause any special identification 
problem*, ^ ieither do they'«tune íimaediata death; they have incubation, 
periods of several, day», followed by «ictoaas and, in many cases, death. 
Generally, pernonnal afflicted with dliaas® could be expected to be. 
evacuated to hospitals. If deaths resulted after thi#,' the effect on 
GIS, would be mitigated mince recovery, evacuation, and Identification 
would already have been done, lowever,, BW attacks could! be expected to 
result in epidemic condition». This might r«*wlt in deaths outside of 
hospital» due to overburdening of medical, facilities and could Involve 
®P' recovery, identification, and evacuation. The Maard In handling 
SW contaminated bodies, would, «rinse froa inhalation of feh« BW agent, 
A properly fitted /protective aask affords adequate protection again,« 
fhi». Contaminated area» could he lafely entered lamed lately following; 
an attack by observing prescribed precautions. This consist* of the 
ordinary uniform which, afford» full body coverage, combat boots, cotton 
glove»,, and an appropriate «task. 



t -- Chlorine, formalin, phenol, end/or hot 
o boiling water are^fectiire BW decontaminating agent» as described in 
rrent military literature and decontamination procedures. In GRS 

operationsthe handla« tili« «wst enter th«'"co»ta*lMttd are« or lánál« 
contaminated bodies can decontaminate themselvea by having tlwir clothing 
fumigated or laundered, mask disinfected, and by bathing themselves 
thoroughly after each exposure, For disposition of bodies, burial is 
effective with the possible exception of bodies infected by anthrax which 
may riltlrt burning. Burning or burial of clothing provide» oomplitt 
dec.i-r.fcamtnation, although If reclamation 1» desired, laundering or 
fumigation will suffice, 

7. iuclear Weapons, 

a- .ëëlilll.If lies». Nuclear weapons, unlike Cf and. !W, will 
cauae considerable destruction, and mutilation of bodies due to direct 
and secondary thermal and blast effects. Blast will cause bodies to be 
dlsm.emb'tred and «mashod both by direct translation of the bodies the»** 
selves and by the secondary effect» of other translated: objects, thermal 
effect» will incinerate and sear bodies directly and many will be burned 
secondarily as a result of fire» ignited by the thermal radiation, 'This 
will greatly aggravate the Identification problem. In addition, residual 
radioactive contamination produced by nuclear weapon* will be a aeriou* 
complication in GES operations. Hit» occurs both in the case of fallout 
and as a result of induced radioactivity caused by the neutron flux of 
the exploding boi*. 

b* Mkat- _ Thi® 1» in e»»ence a radioactive duet that i# 
produced by »urftee and sub*surface bursts and also by low air burst» 
where the fireball touch,e».the ground. It i,i much more prevalent with 
larger bombs than with small, sub-kiloton weapons. It settle« to earth 
in the vicinity of the burst and can drift to some distance downwind. 
It ia deposited on the surfaces of bodies, clothing, equipment, and 
area». It does not irradiate objectives on which it settles, i.e,, it 
does not cause them to become radioactive in themselves. One© the fallout 
is removed, the object»', such as bodies and clothing, become safe. 
Generally, fallout decays at a prescribed rate with approximately 991 
of the radioactive intensity (dose rate) decaying in the first 48 hours 
but with the balance decaying over a much longer period in a 1ogarît teñíc 
progression, (Figure 1). às a rough rule of thumb, fallout will decay 
tenfold for each sevenfold increase in the time after H + 1. This «eau» 
that a fallout area that had a dose rate of 11)00 rad a/hour at i + 1 would 
have decayed to 10 rad/hr at 1 + 49,, but it would take two weeks to get 
down to one rad. As a broad generallxatIon, for the small atomic weapons 
that are visuali«ed for the forward combat areas, it will probably not 
be safe to enter fallout area* to conduct ŒS operations fro» one' week 
to several awnthe after the burst, depending on, weapon yield and dintauce 
from ground tero (see paragraph 8a), The length, of’stay in such an, area 
will depend on the Effective Accumulated Dose (EAD) of the recovery 
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personnel <see paragraph 7h). A number of successive bursts in the same 
area will cause a degree of build-up of the radiation dose and will 
compound the problem. Careful monitoring with survey instruments 1$ the 
best weans of determining the residual close rate. If thermonuclear 
«•ifptiii o:r Mfh yield Atomic bombs ifb' employed, a a may occur in the 
COMME or in defensive or retrograde actions in the combat area, fallout 
may dewy area« for'.long period.» of time. 

BlÆtlMfW.from Fallout Area«, Evidence obtained 
during tM* 'study indícate» flat once a body 1« removed from; the fallout 
«rea, it will probably have a low dose rate, perhaps on the order of on«, 
rad or les»., Most of thí» will be on the clothing. If the clothing is 
•tripped off, the remaining contaminât ion will be insignificant and will 
constitute no appreciable haxard to handier« and laboratory prace»»ors. 
Contaminat«d: clothing; will be disponed of in accordance with directives 
pertaining to disposal of radioactive waste materials., 

Induced; Radiation, Exploding nuclear weapon« emit neutron 
discharge# in, the vicinity of ground zero and exceeding the fireball 
radius. This neutron discharge or flux is relatively more intense in the 
smaller bomb», particularly in the »ub-klloton, range. Unlike fallout, 
the neutron flux effect is manifested by induced, radioactivity in. certain, 
chemical element:» present in. soil, bodies and some metal#,. This cause» 
these objects to become radioactive Internally. It is quite different 
fro* fallout in that it cannot be brushed- or washed off the surface of 
the objects irradiated. Such radioactivity or irradiation, must decay 
before the objects can be coni id «red «afe., The decay rat# is directly 
related to the half-life of the particular Chemical element that has 
been Irradiated,. As a, broad generalization, irradiation, will have 
subsided to a relatively safe level (outside of the immediate ground zero 
area) at the time that any fallout present has decayed to a. safe level. 
To relate this more specifically to GRS consideration#, it will generally 
be found that irradiation in bodies, tooth fillings, personal effects, 
and metal equipage has decayed, to a relatively safe level when it is, 
found safe to enter the area. 

*' iHljiatM &f Bodies and Personal Effect«, The neutron 
flux, causas some degree of irradiation in bodies and personal effects. 
This ia particularly true of blood, sodium; and, of gold in tooth, fillings, 
watches.,, and rings. To a lesser degree, it may be applicable to bone" 
calcium,, tin and copper in the silver amalgam of tooth fillings,,, and. 
certain metal component# of equipage such .as identification tags and 
belt* buckles. In all caaes, however, the actual dose rate, particularly 
that, which existi in these items when It becomes safe to recover the 
bodies, is so small as to constitute no appreciable hazard to handlers 
and processing personnel in the recovery, evacuation, laboratory identifi¬ 
cation and processing, or burial stage#. In addition, the half-lives of 
the chemical elements that, are irradiated In the above objects are short 
(«odium is about 15 hours and gold is 2.7 days for the Isotopes concerned) 
and decay is relatively rapid., 
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0LtimiUrt g0ld p€rsonal effect&» authoritative lowccea 
cmtactea ««ring this study advised certain precautions with these 
objects, (It was estimated by one source that a ring or watch might 
have an initial dose rate from, neutron irradiation on the order of a 
low'»umber of micro curie®, perhaps something, like 100.) This applies 
to the matter of returning such Items to next of kin while they «my 
still be Irradiated, It was considered that If such irradiated items 
were returned to next of kin while they were still radioactive, and 
auch Items as rings or watches were worn by the next of kin as mementoes 
they might .possibly receive local radiation burns over a period of time, 
if such an item were held in the theater effects depot for several 
month,« before returning it: to next of kin, its dose rate and radio¬ 
activity would have decayed to a safe level. To be entirely safe and, 
certain, a policy should be adopted of arbitrarily retaining personal 
effects, which have been exposed to radiation and which cannot be 
satisfactorily decontaminated, in the theater until three months have 
passed. Even then, personal effects that contain chemical elements that 
are susceptible to irradiation should be monitored with adequate survey 
Instruments' before being returned to next of kin.. Occasionally, a 
case might occur where a personal effect® object contains seme very 
long 'half-life element that was irradiated. Or it might possibly 
contain fragments of irradiated material, or unfismloned bomb material 
(see below). In these ca«e$, monitoring would disclose euch a con- 
•i it ion and the Item .should be permanently dispoeed of in, accordance 
with radiological safety regulations. In, storing irradiated personal 
effects in theater effect# depots temporarily, precautions will have 
to be taken to avoid creating a radiological hazard to operating per- 
aonnel. Despite the fact that the very small dose rate given off by 
a,n, individual ring or watch i* not hazardous to1 operating personnel, 
when, many oí these objects are piled up together, as In a storage bin, 
an appreciable dose rate could be generated that: may prove hazardous 
to operating personnel, Thu®, it may be necessary to place such 
Item,* in ,shielded containers (see Table 4) while awaiting their decay 
to safe radiological level# before returning them, to next: of kin,, 
Or perhaps it may only be necessary to distribute then, throughout the 
depot in small enough lots so that no hazard is created. Monitoring 
with survey instruments will provide a check on this problem. 

M a a nd On f 1 a s ion ed Ma t erj a ! - The possibility 
of irradiated or radioactiva fragments from nuclear bombs or destroyed 
equipment becoming Imbedded, in bodies was considered. Information 
obtained, indicated, generally that, all bomb component® and casing would 
be vaporized in the explosion and resulting fireball. It is possible 
totic malfunctions of the bomba will occur occasionally and this might 
produce irradiated bomb fragments and perhaps, bit* of unfissioned 
radioactive material, It la also possible that, with high-neutron-flux 



8ub-ki lot on bombs, equipment (guna, tanks, trucks,,'etc.) outside, the ' 
fireball radius might be irradiated by the neutron flu* and'aliO'be 
blown to pieces by the blast effect. This could produce irradiated 
fragment# (manganese in steel is susceptible to irradiation) which 
might, bed«® imbedded in bodies, In this latter case where the 
irradiated fragments come from destroyed equipment,' it is probable 
that the chemical elements affected would have short; hal£*liv®s 
(manganese is 2,6 hours) and would offer no greater problem than 
that presented by irradiated blood sodium and gold in tooth fillings 
and jewelry. By the time it was safe to recover these bodies, the 
irradiated fragments they might contain would have subsided to a safe 
level. With unfissioned bits of bomb material, a serious problem may 
be presented. Some of these materials are highly radioactive and have 
extremely long half-lives on the order of tens, to thousands of years. 
Proper monitoring with survey Instruments would disclose whether 
bodies contained fragments of this nature. It is probable that a body 
containing such fragments would not. have a very high dose rate,, It 
could probably be handled and processed by GRS personnel with reasonable 
safety with proper radiological safety precautions, once it was safe 
enough to retrieve the body from the contaminated area. However, such 
bodies constitute a potential long-range hazard because of the long¬ 
life^ emitters they contain in the fragments. The risk involved lies 
ini the possibility of the burial ground being disturbed at some later 
date, perhaps many years in the future when the body had decomposed 
and the hazardous emitters thereby becoming exposed. Since it would 
be reasonably safe for GRS personnel, to handle such, bodies after 
recovery as was noted above, the most practical way to process these 
bodies in the field would be to remove the high radioactive fragments 
by surgical, debridement. Otherwise, it may be necessary to bury the 
body permanently in the theater in a case of concrete, lead, or other 
deMe shielding material to prevent harm in case of future disinterment. 
This^latter process may not be feasible at the army cemetery and the 
debridement, method appears more practical. The radioactive fragmente 
would have to be disposed of in. accordance with approved radiological 
safety regulations, perhaps by encasing in adequate shielding and burial. 
Since the fragments are likely to be quite small and not in great quantity, 
burial in shielded containers appears to be practical. Perhaps small 
lead ''’bottles” might be provided for this emergency purpose. 

.¿jLjJi'-tjf ojj GRS JjhsrB,wtoel, .Personnel, who continually come 
into contact with radiologically contaminated areas, bodies and equipment 
will be exposed to hazards, aven though the hazard from an. individual 
body or object may be almost nil. In general, it: is agreed that any’ 
nuclear radiation penetrating the bodies of human beings is undesirable. 
Radiation doses too small to have .any observable effect on an exposed 
individual during his lifetime may still produce genetic effects which 
My appear in, future generations.. At somewhat higher doses, direct 
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It may be well to emphasize at this point the urgent 
essentiality for maintaining continuous records of the cumulative 
ranration doses received by all GRS personnel in the theater. This, 
of cottrue» applies equally to all other personnel in the theater. It 
is that suitable Instruments for this purpose be Included u 
the GR$ unit TOE s and other Quartermaster T0E'$„ In addition, provision 
must be made to include in these GRS TQB's appropriate rad lac monitoring 
or survey instruments to determine dose rates in contaminated areas and 
fro«; eonta»inated bodiei, personal effect«, and equipment as discussed 
«trller 1» this tn««.. Appropriate radiée Instruments are standardized 
and available and improved ones are being developed,, 

Generally,, no requirement is seen for any unusual type of 
protective clothing; or equipment for GRS personnel in handling radio- 
logically contaminated bodies and personal effect« other than an approved 
respirator, toce a contaminated area is safe to enter, the required 
uniform may consist of ordinary field uniform, that affords full body 
coverage, with the addition of rubber glove# and the respirator. Some 
competent authorities consider that wearing of the respirator should be 
a, mandatory requirement when entering a nuclear contaminated area,, Even 
though the area may be safe enough to conduct GRS recovery operations, 
it is likely that some low level of contamination, will, still 'exist. This 
contamination will be composed of the longer-lived nuclides, some of them 
having extremely long half-live».. As a source oí external radiation, 

emAsiion. rate may be low and they may present no hazard; however, if 
taken, internally, such as by inhalation,, they may present a serious long- 
range hazard, It may also' be found advisable to wear some type of cloth 
or plastic cover over the boots which may be discarded or laundered after 
emerging from the contaminated area,, In handling contaminated bodies 
as was pointed out earlier, once the clothing is removed, the body itself 
Is safe to handle. ^ It will be necessary to wear a respirator in removing 
contaminated clothing to prevent inhalation of radioactive particles.. 
Appropriate radiological, safety information applicable to working in. 
contaminated areas and handling contaminated objects is given in atmendlx 
C, TM 3-225 Radiological Recovery of Fixed Military Installations Gloves 
will afford no protection against Irradiated, Items; however, as was noted 
earlier, the dose rate from irradiated items generally will not be a hazard. 

^ As a policy, personnel should, not be exposed 
to any hazardous radiation to recover bodies except: for emergencies and 
urgent military reasons, such as tactical, requirements, sanitation, and 
morale as determined by competent military authority. Entry into radio¬ 
active areas to recover bodies in GRS operations should, be guided by the 
data presented in Tablea 1 and 3 and the additional comments made below. 
In, isolated instances, personnel could conduct GRS operations in radioactive 
areas ^ for emergency purposes and not suffer adverse early effects or1 signifi¬ 
cant late effects 1.1: the total, dose received during their stay did not exceed 
7.5r. However, if this were repeated, several, times, It is likely that, adverse 
early and/or late effects would ensue as indicated in the referenced tables. 
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Further, DA Pamphlet 39-3, The Effects pf Nuclear Wealing. in commenting 
on genetic effects caused by radiation exposure, states in paragraph 
11.131 that "there is apparently no amount of radiation, however small, 
that does not cause some increase in the normal mutation frequency. The 
dose rate of the'radiation exposure or It*'duration have little influence; 
It is the total accumulated dose to the gonads that is the important 
quantity," AliOj"the^ Atomic Inergy Commision •fill il fest publication. Cll 
58,8 {see footnote 2) cites' the Genetics Committee of the national Academy 
of Sciences a* recotmandii^ that the total cumulative dose to the repro¬ 
ductive'organ« be limited for individuals to 50r up to age 10 and an 
additional 5Gt up to age 40, Since the majority of troop» are likely 
to be under age 30, this will be a critical factor. As a general 
operating procedure in conducting GES operations, hodíe» should not be 
recovered until radioactive area* become entirely safe, 

8, Recovery and .Evacuation. 

a* No serious 
problems are foreseen in this respect with IW and Ci agents. Safe entry 
times and protective measures for these agent« are discussed in paragraphs 
5 and 6 above. Unie»« mss casualties develop, which 1« diacussed sepa¬ 
rately below, it should be practical to handle anall-scale 1W and CW 
remains by regular OES procedures, observing the precaution« cited, in 
paragraph» 5 and 6 above. 

lesldual nuclear contamination is a different matter. In. 
order tO! avoid, exposing search and recovery personnel to dangerous 
radiation, the only practical solution «earns to be tO' wait until the 
contaminated areas become safe to^ enter. This can run from 3 days to 26 
weeks and. more depending on the dose rate in a. given area and time after 
explosion. Even then, personnel, will be able to stay in these areas for 
only limited periods, and this should be resorted to only under urgent, 
emergency conditions. As a general, policy,, personnel, should not be 
exposed to any radiation hazards to recover bodies unless required by 
urgent military necessity. Normally, bodies should not be recovered, 
until the area becomes entirely safe. Table .2 sham the estimated 
length of time it takes for certain fallout initial dose rates to decay 
to certain selected low levels for possible entry times. 



Table 2 

Decay Periods of Fallout Residual Activity for Certain Selected 
Entry Dose Rates 

'»here neutron-induced radiation occurs in the soil in con¬ 
junction with fallout, It will generally 'have decayed to safe level« 
when the fallout has done so. It has a auch «hortet contamina ting '''rang«" 
than fallout and will usually be cantered relatively in the vicinity of 
ground aero and usually in the high fallout isodose curves. Neutron- 
induced radiation in »oll (and bodies and equi|»eot) can also1 occur fron 
low air bursts of nuclear weapons where the fireball doe* not: touch the 
ground. In such cases, no fallout would be present and the induced 
contamination would be the only problem. Re amount of induced radiation 
in the soil is directly related to the type of soil and the proportion* 
of chemical elements it contains. Soil having a high sodium content, 
commonly referred to as Type II, remains radioactive from induced radiation 
longer than, most soils. In cases of neutron-induced radiation fr« these 
ait bursts, safe entry time should be determined by monitoring and by 
evaluation of the type of soil present. Decay rates can then be computed 
by reference to pertinent nomographs in appropriate radiological effects 
«anuais, {Dá Pamphlet 39-1 and others). 

fable 3 shows the injurious effects on »an of certain 
»elected dose* received over varying periods: of time. 



Table 3 

Some Estimated Doses fox Varying Degrees of Injury to ten* 

Dose Rate 
-Il/day.L. 

feriod of 
—XÍB&™ Jllaa, 

60 

50 

30 

10 

3 

0,5 

10 days 

15 days 

10 days 

365 days 

F'ew Months 

Many Months 

Morbidity and mortality high 
with crippling dIsabil!«!#* 

50¾ deaths in 30 days 

Disability moderate 

Some deaths 

Mo drop In efficiency 

Mo large-scale drop in life span 

*Based on material in Radiological Health Handbook. OTIS, Sep 60. 

It can be seen from the above tablea that if recovery 
personnel work three hours a day for thirty days In. an area with a dose 
rate of only 3 r/hr, there will be a substantial amowit of sickness and 
loss of efficiency. It should be noted: at this point that btckgrotaid 
radiation would have to be taken into consideration, frequent' use of 
nuclear weapons in an area will almost certainly result in a build-up 

Tr !niTra? ,ía '8r!T:i radlatlon lewl* To what levels is unpredictable- 
it will be influenced by the intensity of nuclear warfare and many other 
factors. It is obvious, though, that it: would be pointless to await 
entry into an area based on a predetermined safe entry dose rate that was 
lower than the prevailing background dose rate. 

c . , Note tha; Ta^1e 3, with the exception of the last item, 
takes into account only the early or tactical effects of radiation 
exposure. Since all the men who had worked three hours a day for thirty 
day» in & 3 r/hr dose: rate area would have been exposed to a total 'dose'" 
in excess of ISOr, they could suffer significant late effects. Such 
etiacts are manifested later in life by possible leukemia, shortening of 
the life span, and greater incidence of genetic mutations. There is no 
reasonable justification for deliberately exposing personnel to certain 
sickness; or death and serious late effects In order to recover dead bodies 
even though they be our own dead. In fact, military necessity prohibits ’ 
such a policy, »imply from a standpoint of the additional personnel 
replacements required and overburdening of medical facilities. Even 
though the policy of this country is and long has been to make every 
attempt to recover the dead as quickly as possible and quails from the 



nuclear variai ? 8 0n battlcnel<1 tor perloda, 
ît îrLr ?/ refent »o™ “ "o other fea.lbl« alternative, 
t ia not considered that any great amount of education of the public »111 

tLZltry ? thi" ‘““«ion- Fnblic opinion may co^n?™ance 
o'J i1*? ‘"“i':'* }* * t0' rf««r “ »«’meti buddy, but what wife 
dearbodv! ííw»P ,fîUCy “f rl,klne • »n«t "d or .on to recover a 
and forcet aW ÍLÍ VlU “f 'nooessa:- to «imply abandon cho bodies 
be delaved T'5' f11 «•"* ‘»»t fcovery most 

»Ith iStive sXr M< ^ ^ b* ' 

b- liaP»: Rocoverv Methods. Consideration »as given to 

rêci-ëîvtrf* fr T‘m/ vltbout Imperiling0 

Mt"«^f sn ÛZh.H a? , *üî T” reraote“controlled equipment In the 
M..ure of an unmanned vehicle which could be guided Into the contaminated 

th« vehlcler“;nd* “ 'f“! “‘«o- ^e» up, load them onto 
Ctt« vehicle „ and bring them out a Such a vehicle would he guided sane 

jr °Ir ° Wavea rdiU,C televi8iori t0 mablê ttl® remaite operator to 
f1®"3' Poetical problems involved make the feasibility of this 

KirvH^ hi8h!y qJJe8tiOTable- Whlle t:he achine night be able to recover 
bodies out in the open fairly well, it is unlikely that it could locate ... . -r-- --V mm* y 1.11BC 1C COU IO IOC 
and retrieve then, fron foxholes, under rubble, in wrecked equipment 

, r rKa:eas’,etc*Aiao’it pirobabiiy w°uid mt be ^hu u jungí« and rough terrain, J 8 

In 

helicopter was also considered. It is possible for 
helicopters to recover bodies from the ground with a grapple attached to 

effective and0orar.r/^ ®aip, "T hoV8r ln crder to «rapple and the moat 
riolf ÍI i-k d P Ï1 1 height for this 18 about ten feet. When hovering 
}. * lhe grourid» an filr cushion is created1 which helps sustain the ' 

fí« boveriri« height increases, ^there is less lift 
1 ■ nahion which requirei a greater use1 of engine power At 

heights in the 100-300 foot range, thc u.e of engine puí« U^o.e to 

ff’1*“"'- ,ThI'' bt'*es ™l"oa* to >»' ««Si»*, ""d 1. Impractical. Alsu, 
it »«cones more difficult and time-consuming to grapple aa the height 
increases. Battlefields, even in fairly open country, are frequently 
cluttered with wrecked equipment,, buildings, and broken-off trees. This 
tv sold impede the helicopter's operation and probably require it to hover 
at a, greater height than ten feet, reducing its efficiency. Bodies that 
were under rubble, equipment, trees, in foxholes and buildings, or 
partially covered by earth would be unrecoverable by the grappling method. 

The attenuation factor for residual gamma radiation at 20 

ÍTVu BfOÍiri<Í 18 ?' Applying thia factor '-ö « 1,000 r/hr dose 
rate in a fallout area, the pilot would receive something on the order 
of 2 r/hr if he started to work in the area four days after the explosion. 
IVo days after explosion, the dose rate would be about 5 r/hr. An 

!!“Ti!¡;aa fss °! ^,30 da>’3 will produce 157, sickness; a total 
MCWüiMted dose of ISOr will produce .significant late effects. This is 
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an unacceptable risk 
avoid tiaaard and 
fctielr working' pexiei« 
situfltiotia. the total 
considered infeasible 
composed to any extent 
impossible to grapple 
bodies would be beyond 

the recovery of dead bodies. Therefore, tv 
to the pilots, it would be necessary to limit 

in. the contaminated area. In mass casualty 
time eonsMied working under these conditions is 

Another factor Is that if the bodiw have da- 
; become» increasingly difficult if not 

than. After four day* in tha tropici,, a#M 
thi point of grappling. 

from a logistical standpoint, it ia hardly conceivable that 
sufficient helicopters will ever be available,, or even an appreciable 
mimber of them for this type of work. It is doubtful, from a standpoint, 
of cold realism and. military necessity, that, recovery of dead bodies could 
ever have a high enough priority to divert scarce helicopters to this work. 
«« ««ber that would be required to handle a, mass casualty situation, 
where the bodies could very well number several, thousand, Is out of the 
question. The POL consumption, always, critical, is imstipportahlt, as 
would be maintenance and repair parts support,, The use of helicopters to 
recover dead bodies from nuclear contaminated areas in mass casualty 
situations Is operationally and legisticall,y infeasible. 

The us© of manned shielded recovery vehicle® employing 
■anlpulatora for picking up and loading bodies onto the vehicle was also 
considered. The large logistical, burden this would create is considered 
unswpportable when compared to the resulting advantage,, that of recovering; 
contaminated bodies a few weeks or so sooner than by waiting until the 
area cooled off •ufficiently to permit safe entry for normal, operating 
procedures to be employed, 

t t c* tea flyuâli iteAsi itealiia» it 1» expected 
that both type* of situation» can and will occur in GBR warfare. Where 
target acquisition is good and troops are caught: In, the open in impro* 
tected positions or are poorly trained and the CEP is small, ma,«» 
casualties can be expected, The reverse of the above situations and 
conditions can result in considerably smaller numbers of casualties,. 
Wifeis; the number of bodies is not great, it should be practical to recover 
bodies (when the area, becomes safe to enter), and evacuate, identify, 
and bury them using fairly regular GRS procedures, but observing, the 
proper protective precautions and measures outlined earlier in this 
aanex. The succeeding paragrapha cm recovery, evacuation, identification, 
and disposition deal with this latter situation where the number of bodies 
Is not excessive and does not: constitute what is commonly termed "»as« 
casualties.^ 

, d* It is unlikely 
that combat units will be able to perlón® these functions in nuclear 
warfare. Two thing® tend ta» preclude them: hit:-and-run. tactics and 
residual contamination of areas where nuclear strikes occur, which Is 
likely to be an, entire battlefield. While «one bodies may be carried 



ríke^thi^win^Drobfthil tr00ps.when th^ are ^parting the area of 
* tUa W|11 constitute ,n insignificant percewtage 

• bodl«.. 4* «r'41’1' 1.« __Z..’ Í’ . ,..r 

out 
a strike 

...- » .    ™-m'.'. ^^.WW'W-W’.^J 

ha spooled t ¡ÍÍ1 bf nööe«'«y ^ wit'until the area 
support elements will^ndoubcedl C0£*aC unitB with their 
Tbîl rl!!! !r . :11 Ulad0ubcedly have moved on and be engaged elaewher# 
from Ar«v *«-thî b®'dona: hy ®s «««rch and recovery unit«,' probably 
riwL !ÍC® #l“!aMta or Perhaps from COM2 support elemeni. This 

not b« «bí"8to do sôbTf T" “nd rapt*d' nt '«*« »It» »ill 
by rear ‘1,'° ., .J ^ nMl«*r »Irf«n- It will bay« to bt dona 

and »îlltâîî nL!Í!?r ’ “ 1>l":l“l>‘ t0 th<“ d“Sr" t»“! *»P«at «iw «.uitary necessity may permit,. F 

pravant rontamína^rÜílní?“”1"^!“ car9 “»I be ta^an to lllJ I in1Cion of handlers, drivers, and vehicles. The wraonin* 
sheet recommended in annex C will minimize contact contamination ^L*8 
“•ï?“ 'f P‘»tnt. Will prevent inhalation of haz^S yl^'or 

“Î oac iv £cP^ IL°"Jhb*JfSnt- '*»«“<» *«• « truckload of 
d-rw! IÎ contaminated bodies- may present something: of a hazard to the 

protect ion^but'Ïr “ 'í* ?“Ck #f th* ““nk cab would provide 
f ” b“‘ “ yyj>n Imprantical. Some ahialding material. 
factor, are ahown in Table 4. A 4' a 4' shield of lead with an attenuatior 

Approximate Attenuation Factors for Gamma Raya from Flaalon 
Product, a. a Function of Shield Thickn... for lïdic.ud .LtÍn.1». 



and the fact that there nay be a down or mort bodlei in the vehicle, it 
1* considered that: an appreciable hasard could accrue to a driver who was 
engaged in this work for «one time, A metal truck cab would afford some 
shielding, but it may not be enough,. The loads should be monitored to 
determine if they are haiardou«. If so, aorne shielding of the cab would 
be desirable, although this would tend to make a special»purpose vehicle 
of the truck. An. alternate and, simpler method would be to strip the 
clothing from the bodies before placing them, on. the truck, and discard 
the clothing. An, examination would, have to be nade of the clothing to 
discover and keep or record any Identification data or Items {until, an 
improved identification method is developed),. Personal effects that were 
returned with the bodies would probably not present a sufficient problem, 
to be a hasard to the driver. If they were irradiated and had a. 
sufficient dose to be of some concern, they could be placed at the rear 
of the truck, under the bodies. This would provide sufficient shielding 
to minimize their possible hazard,, Care would, have to be taken, to cor¬ 
relate the items with the pertinent bodies before separating them from 
the bodies for the abovapurpose. In transporting bodies that have been, 
subjected to a nuclear contaminant, It would be best not to use ration 
supply vehicles, Even though, the bodies are encased 'in the plastic 
wrapping sheet, it; is improbable that; contamination control will be 
sufficiently exacting under field, operating condition« to prevent, some 
contamination of the vehicles. If some of this contamination, which would 
probably be composed of long half.life nuclides, were to be transferred 
to ration pa.cka.ges, it: is. possible that they might subsequently be 
ingested by personnel and create a serious long-range hazard, Therefore,, 
ration supply vehicles should not be used to transport nuclear contaminated 
remains. This problem would not be significant with other types of supply 
vehic 1 es., 

Id, recovering bodies from areas where nuclear ex.pl os Ions have 
occurred, the bodies, in many cases, may be buried beneath rubble, wrecked 
buildings and equipmentJ and perhaps in blowdowns (woods and forests 
leveled by blast forces),. This situation is quite certain to exist where 
nuclear warfare is conducted in developed and sophisticated areas, In 
aucli cases, nBovery units will require adequate equipment to be effective. 
This should consist of such equipment as cutting I: or che 8, Jacks, digging 
tool lit i demolition» and similar items. Thisi equipment « cm Id: be made up 
am special kits for CIS units .and held available to be :il ssued in case of 
nuclear warfaiffi. In addition, standing doctrine and proceduretsi 81:10111.1,(1 be 
developed to provide for adequate •ngineer support: with cranes, bulldozers,, 
etc. to assist A:every teams in. thin work.,- Perhaps special Engineer 3-50() 
tearns might be designed for this support purpose, 

<-• Ideiiil: 1:1:)1.,cat;lon^ As was pointed out: in 0.31:1-1:1,,1:):1: sections of 
this annex, when bodies have been recovered and are treated with proper 
** fe ty pr e cau t ion s, t hey c an 1» e sa fe I,)!’ p roc e s s ed, £01: Idem t :1, £ :1,, cm t ion, where 
necessary. Present identification methods can. lue employed„ It would be 
1:1»re d,es :!. 1::.11,1:11, e to have Eim a liiicis I: ins!::antaneous simp 1, e id ent if:1.cat: ion 
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method bo as to preclude any possibility of hward to handler« and pro¬ 
cessors. XhÍB i$ imperative where masa casualties are concerned as will 
be discussed below, luch a method ia auggeated and dlscuased in annex A 
or this »tody and in paragraph 9c below. 

Generally, when CIE weapons have been uaed, 
reiaaina that have been, recovered can be buried in. the normal fashion. 
Bodies containing radioactive fragments would require special, processing 
prior tO' disposIt Ion. This is discussed in paragraph 7g, 

1» the fluid and dispersed conditions that will prevail. In, 
Cal warfare, there will, likely he a number of army cemeteries rather than, 
only one. The number will, tend to be governed, by the siae of the field 
army area and distance from collecting, points. Division cemeteries may 
be necessary as conditions dictate. A specific pattern or policy laid, 
down, at this time for number and location, of cemeteries under CBR warfare 
ia not considered wise, 'Modern CBR warfare has not yet been fought and 
no experience data exists. In this particular matter, the situation must 
be net as it: develops. Broad guidelines to apply might be to keep the 
nuinber cemeteries to a minimum to simplify post-war recovery of bodies, 
Since it seems that: the bull of recovery of bodies will have to be done. 
by CHS support element:.» from. Army service or CCMMZ troops, there seems 
to1 be small likelihood of many division cemeteries. Once the above GIS 
units recover the bodies and wrap each in the wrapping mantle described 
in. annex. C, It would seem beat, to move them to the artsy cene ter les. 

9. Mass Burial, 

®» This is defined as a situation where hundreds 
and perhaps several thousand dead bodies result from use of mass casualty 
weapons, It is necessary to properly orient: one's thinking when evaluating 
this matter. The nuclear battlefield will hardly be one where an isolated 
and occasional atomic weapon is exploded: at: Infrequent. Intervals. 
Particularly with the advent: of usable small, yield and sub-kl,lot on weapons, 
it is more realistic to conceive the nuclear bat:tic:,field as one where 
atetille explosions axe occurrlng wi.itln soiaeBfrequiiiicy and in some quantity. 
Whether a war can lust any length of tine m 
problematical and Is beyoncl. the ability of t 
to forecast. Obviously,, if who lea a, le use: oi 
nuclear warfare to a close in a matter o:l 
It'ic!« iy AJ 1 iBtTiHÜ 

suspended uni: il after the termination of 
and processing of the dead could then hi 
witifai, ample time. However, ..il: tbls point, 

der ..¡se condition« is 
bit!! author« of this document 
nuclear weapons brought: 

: week«, the GRS problem, would 
relatcd GIIS activities cou'Jd be 
t h e a e t tv e wa r, and r e c ove r Í tig 
c onduc ted in gr e at er d «i ta i 1 and. 

in 'the absence of previous 
... with nuclear ... .Earn-! I we muiai: a«niiii,e! that it: wrould ba posaible 
tor nuclear warfare to continue ai: :11511111111:11. Under such, conditions, it :1.8 

tl 111tti .likely that mans ciisualtle® would be a coiinicm etc:(:1.11:1:18mee rather tliari 
an isolated Instance. 



^ iKÄSSfil*' M*®8' caiuiltiei, ia themaelv«*» are not new to 
modem warfare; they occurred In. the prevlwi war« within our lifetime. 
However, they were iuotated initances in those wars and radioactive con¬ 
tamination waa not involved. This la the critical and key feature of 
future CM warfare, particularly nuclear warfare; mass casualties can be 
expected to occur as a. normal thing and with «orne frequency. The biggest 
problem is not going to be the contamination of the areas involved. It 
Is going to be the sheer volume of bodies resulting from mass casualtv 
Incidents plu^the frequency of such Incidents coupled with the ld«¡ 
"actor..that all of thl# will probably occur in a relatively short til»«, 
i.e., probably over a matter of months rather than, years, as in previous 
conventional, war,»,, 

c* iEÄlsa* It does not seem, reasonable to believe that we 
will have or can afford the personnel, transportation, and time to recover 
all these bodies, evacuate them, process, them for identification, and bury 
them individually, Identification itself will, be a far greater problem 
than, it has been in the past. It must be remembered that bodies cannot 
be recovered from, radioactive areas until, several weeks or more have 
elapsed and the area has become safe to enter and work ini This virtually 
eliminates! recognition, aa a means of Identification, and this has been a"’ 
big assist in the...past .in. this, matter. -Also., many bodies may be, beyond 
'the point, of fingerprinting. Therefore, it is likely that the great 
majority of bodies would have tobe laboratory-processed to obtain 
identifie,at ion. This is time consumí rig and Is considered almost impossible 
with, frequent ma,SB! ca.uaIt:lea. Identification, nevertheless, :1b considered 
essential as is explained in «one detail in annex A. Hierefore, a method 
must be developed that will provide positive identification, very simply 
and quickly. Suggested concepts for such, rapid identification, are 
described, in annex A and consists briefly of imprint 1¾ a, code of some 
type, perhaps a man's aerial number,, on. a major bone of his body 0:1: on 
the buccal surfaces, of posterior teeth at the time of induction or POE 
processing, i way would have to baworked out to do this quickly, 
painlessly, and with,,mit surgery or harm to the imio. It inmai::. aim: 
done with some ... that will enable it: to 'be read and record* 
iiuickly and easily II.y means of a hand.... I.ray or .. 
device if: the man becomes a casualty. Hie mass casualty situation points 
up the urgent; necessity fot1 some method of this type. It is essential 
that it be developed, 

> be 
x! 
ype 

.JüüMlâá* !;n view of 'the foregoing evaluation, the procedure 
tor handling mass remains in nuclear warfare is ,3.13 follows:; After the 
contaminated lreaii! beamie safe for Intry and mirk, GES ..us, aided by 
suc:l:i'     a® «»Id be mustered, would gather bodies arid   ove them to'1 a 
central point or sei eral point 3 on the batí: le field. Ident ificat ion would 
... read fr,!M the body and recorded with a band devi.ee as described in the 
previous paragraph. Earth moving equipment would excavate large trenches 
in, which the bodies would be laid without .¡¡my separations.Again., because 



dLrM«T!¡1Ua4 it:' ía ««t considered po«8lble to dl« seoarar* 

nece8aaryV()r »»1, f °" '“"Î“1”"*' “ ^ h« f»“"« 
with a Lt of i,„ „tri: n :: ::1 t:ur,:to<'1'* 
«.Uld be done .. pre0.„Uy pJcXd af?* 

ntuatiLÍ':ti',I1:h b0dy a"d bur:e'i ”lth Ü- II the inaaa Mauaîty 
diirîiiïï bef0re the I^-tificaHon »thod proposed above tibe 

iiciîbt’h“.:: bodie,.<'111 b« - 
able becauae of the great impact it vUltwtrîi. T" 1S.V'ry und*“it- 
the aurvlvlng kin; alao the Let ary Ltto t f:f ‘ly °n 
mat be carried aa missing in action. Iheíefo:: Lir L ' 
necesaity for a ,„ick, positive identificatL:LZ a 

for each masa'teSï'sinir:::: b::îarÎrwinUi::baMMt" lev'' Wtowai 
frequency in cam warfare, it win becle neceas^ ^ de:::::,: :: 
authority to lower levels, Doctrin«» 7 J approval, 
authority with dlvlai::“omm«^:» B0d ” pl*C<! 

Mlfiffiffi. The nan/ner of deal ln» with «it 4 

=1":: :: r ntitr 
a» can be foreseen for the next ten vLr« C ï'8^ °f t®chn'olo8y lor cat next ten years, no better solution .1« «een, 

Thlii 
as far 

10, Casualty Rates, 

warfare *« Casualty rates for this tvoe of 

F of.n.rvi woriaoad. g an era ted by these rates, 

Cut 

s :: ä 
compensation for the higher potwtlal klU «tHÎ ita L:Lr>.l**r.?e 

any'rell'Miidlt^'uM^ií'í^h,"!T“ 18 avall‘ll,Ie nor win'ta« 
.1,l"!^ ^ave been tried in large-scale use, Xt :1b 



«•tiiMted that the Iwprovtd cowentlontl weapom* will can,«® a'ame i««.!! 
increaie in killed-in,»action (KM,) rate«, Thi# «hould have little affect 
cm OM 8'upport requiriaenit«. 

c- ,fi2ILHeiMH£* A good deal of work has been done on, casualty 
rates for all three types of agents here. However, the best that can be 
done, short of the experience of warfare, 1« to predict kill, rate# for 
specific »del# or oituation», A good deal, of thlß has been done, hut 
It is of little practical value in predicting overall casualty rates 
for GiS purposes. Authorities interviewed were uruanlisous In agreeing 
that, no reliable overall casualty rate# can be predicted for this area, 
until large-scale use experience has been, obtained I This means after 
they are used in warfare. It is generally agreed that their use will 
Temlt in higher casualty rates than for conventional weapon»,. How mch 
higher is problematical — probably quite a bit higher. The rate for 
nuclear weapon# given in Part III of W 101-10 is the best that is avail¬ 
able at present but *11,«: be recognized as only an. estimate. 'There la 
little doubt that: use of CBI agents will require sub «tant tally greater 
GRS support than, lias been, provided in the past, for conventional ‘warfare. 

11i Organisation. 

a' fill,* Whether future warfare will, be conventional or CM 
is unpredictable,. The ideal organisation ia a single type that 1« 
sufficiently flexible to meet a wide variety of conditions. This can be 
achieved reasonably well, in providing adequate GRS support for future 
warfare,. Basic GM support for all types of future warfare ioreoeeaM,« 
within the next ten year# should be built around! the present conventional 
GM organization,^ It should be improved by the addition of the equipment 
recommended in this study, by adequate CBI, and masa burial, training as 
described below, and by the development of an, improved identification, 
method as described elsewhere in this report. 

I** álfflli*' This In generally baaed on workload which, in titira,, 
la directly related to casualty rate#,, Since lack of experience data, on 
CBI, casual tie# preclude a predicting such, rates, the amount of GIS support: 
required ï   be predicted either. It: is considere'!! that the require- 
lient for í>M,í) support in CBR 'warfare will, be on, the order of three to four 
l::ijn,en, great:«:,. Till.,» is admittedly In, the nature of a guess and is based 
cully on the 1111:18:111,01:1:1:, o.t the authot".It is not practical, to organize and 
hold complete GIS units on a contImitng standby basis just in case CBS, 
warfare might break out. It is considered that 11 more realistic plan, ia: 
to continue to provide the normal amount of GIS support presently programed 
in, Quartermaster US and DS un,its. This should be backed up by providing 
trained technical teams (cadrS), perhaps in the Army Reserve"',, which caribe 
rapidly mobilized in. case of CBR warfare and be augmented to operating 
strength by local labor, including in 1,1:1,1:ary, fro» whatever sources possible 
and. practical, under the circumstances. 51111.1:18.1: GRS regular support from 



OM ««a to ftnothtr to meet peak «swrgeocy requir«*«iits wwld tond to 

mnlîlüî "equiremer,t8* In CM wat fa re, it 1« not 
con«Mtred that thi« device will meet the coitiiderahly increa«ed reomire- 
■wint» ftnd augiaeiitatlom will be required as dlticribed a'bwe» 

. c* fiJ-tfiAal C3ES will require «patlal tralnina 
/!Lrj0r area>: CBR and ««ft burial technique«. Officer« 

^«particularly, and perhap. some of the lower grad«« of enlisted 
Jh WlÍÍ«|h!1ire t0 be trained In tie Mae-of radlac Instruments and 

d tL !ffílteCtí0ínf:eVÍCeô' Ä®y ™at alao hiive « 8rod w®ng knowledge 
Lti™ IÍÍ SÎYf Cîî êgmtB m arma* bl0dllM» anid nuipmnt; of decont«*!- 
Mti« and, disinfecting »««sure«; of proper safety and preventive measures; 
ana, ot th« use of and necessity for adequate protective clothing., Trainlm* 

ÎÜJTTa !ri!lteC:1,Iïiq,We- Wl11 be e3sentlal £n CSR warfare and, must bn " ' 
per*0imeî mã wníti' *®c«w®nd!ed: procedures are described 

©artier in thi® annex and in current literature. 



12. Concltifllons. 

a. lit-md-run, ttctlc* and CBR warfare will gtmerally prevent 
troof» unit« from remaining baMnd t:o recover thiir ditd. In add it 1«, 
CTE agent®, particularly nuclear agent«, will contaminate area« and bodies 

für “í. îr”T* r*'<"'er3r u"(n ^ btcm“ *»f« t” «ter for QES< operar ionu. Under thea« coud it loi*,, racovery, Identification, 
and evacuation wm |,ave t0 bie d0îlie by Q^rtarMJt^r' GM; u;0it# probably 
from Army rear area or C«W„ F ' y 

b, BN and 'ON agent« will present no aevere problem;» to GRB 
operations., Bodies, can be recovered and handled safely by wearing proper 
protective clothing, and, observing the appropriate precautionary daconcaml- 
«ml» d 1» in tec t: Img niea»ure s, prescribed in, current doctrine'and technical 

f" ,,^ reBmml contamination {fallout, mid neutron induced 
radiation) will present serious problems.Area» will not be safe for 
entry of GRS personnel up to several months depending on weapon yield 
«id distance from ground sero. As a policy, personnel should not: be 
exposed to ha «a reloua radiation to recover remains unless considered 
«««ntliil by competent authority for tactical, sanitary, morale, or other 
weignty rea,sons, 

a. if it become',a necessary to renove remains from hasardous AN 
contaminated areas, once the remains are removed, the contamination hasard 
i» considerably reduced. If clothing is stripped from the remains, the 
contaminât ion huaeard becomes negligible and present» no obatacle to »«fe 
handling and processing of bodies, provided adequate protective clothing 
continues to be worn. This Is also applicable to 01 contamination. 

*; ^equate protective clothing for GtS personnel in handling 
LBR contaminated bodies and personal effect» consists of the regular field 
«rtltorm, gas msak or respirator under some condition», and rubber gloves/ 
Cloth or plastic, "booties“11 worn over the shoes are desirable but not 
essential.,, . 

M "I"'11-* except: limn, CM, contaminated bod les can be safely 
pur 16(1 ,1.,101, this gro'iiod In. rtgul^ir' iiiiiiirrao'i:,,. 

g, _ The greater »las of the field army area, in CUB. warfare, or 
war ta re involving high nobility and wide disposition, will require »ore 
than one amiy cemetery, 

fa. Certain personal effect«, auch as gold rings and lewelrv 
-y become Irradiated In a nuclear explosion and present ., hasírd ti 
next, of kin it returned to them soon, and worn by them. Holding such, 
articles for three months before returning to next of kin will, remove filie 
hasard. 



fain,« Per*ona^ «lio'uld ba cartfwlly dacoattiiinftttd ftom 
^fore1î,ieln8 to the theater effect! dtp« and 

Care f " ; C“rUy' Bh°Uld pLlem 
efflîil ïff°r!n8 :lth riadla,c i» with ail personal 
effect«,,,. „Effect* timt cannot bn ftuceeasfttlly ■ «wf h* 
buried or disposed of per radiological safety requ1rement«. 

1 i* Cttiuaity Incident» can be expected! to be a fairly 
r Jni CB*' w“rfarc; Becau.e of the large numbers of bodies 

reroitíng from such incident«» plu» the frequency of occurrence, it will 

Zdf!: f°ZihU °r ,.!i,rible Wlthin bmmdB of military neceiislty to evacuate 
hodtM They must be buried on the battlefield, but, ou,Luide the contanlmated 
area, In mass grave* using mechanical earth moving equipment, 

k, »île« a quick simple identification method can be developed 
will not be possible to Identify mass caeualtla« prior to nas» burial. * 

d«velopedntlftCftt l0n 1,0 ie,Mieil,:lal " it: ljl <,r8ent ,::hat; «uch a »ethod be.. 

L No reliable «ítimiice of overall CBI ciitnualty rate» am be 

TorfiâíníLtloxTl*¿«1^8that tl!ey ViU lîC B,“®t:a,:;iltiÄlly hl8hcr ^ Chose 

^ mi, G« unit officer« and NCO'« will, require training in 0f 
tadiac inatruiieiits and other CBI detection and IdentifIcatiom 'equiment " 
They mu«: *l«o powie*« a working knowledge of Clt agent», their^effortí' 

mLZã: PfcnÍOnrit,lj ,lnd eqUi,"CTt’ 0f <:t—camLtl« Id protectiw 

It: 

!Pt W‘riar0*1 PluB the hit-and »nm tactics that it will 
«r,'!!'' Í !t re;ui;e thf «reÄt bulk of recovery, evacuation,, and Identl- 
fleatlon of t,he dead to be done by Quarteriiia,»t«r GRS unit*,, Moat of thi* 
ír1!?6,1? conventl°««l warfare by troop unit«. Therefore, a very sub¬ 
stantial increase in GIS support will, be required in CBR warfare,,' 

o, The t;ype of GRS support and organisations required for CBR 
ná* k a it» 4 M M 1 Í <«M J „u.u.i, J1 "li..i ,., .., ■warfaiMï will lie ba»ical!y «.. to tin.. conventional GRi orga,bi,:1,za,t: ion 

anf Pro¡;.. It wil1 squire the addition of the opeclüTralüùm* 
,“î0,e' ‘O'1'‘"8. Mchanlual ,..|uip.ant for K.a burtals, 

am iili Improved identification method as described In 1::1:11,111, report::. 



13. tfleomaadâtlmts, 

£0r o.. “t*“" bœ r,taiati 
training r.cofiMndffd to c Lí«' ^ ^ 

.on»« t^tli':LôôtI™fbL^í«^toL^b^l>bîuñto“r<,^cT'mtíoM, 8M 
t. b. .üeMM,d by toc., OC “ÍÍLL L“r! toïniu L^L'Îrr”' 

Will r»8i»lt Ixm ««• Of catwilty 

- .IöCEI ÖT 
•tarittally ittcroa,«ed workloat! that 
weif o«,«, 

and nMif»r ntn ,1.,4.,.1 , '" nin9U tnt ma of radlac Imtruntata 
^11 

» «.«ou«, proteLLivffl iiaasiit««, and imbb burial tachoíciuieb. 

tul« „1; «» <ä.«cnb.d i. 
i» .z i „i: ? for utm ta m mtt- f«t u„. 

^ lcm 'ubl>1«. Howicwn, .te., la nuctonr vartote, 

.i .o.,..:; d:',!,.!::1:? nz tor 
do«, ,nd for preparing and cloning gml ^ lr0" ^ 

f. ÖIS unit TO!1 *; have inicluirinMi j. 
ami other CM detection equl^ent for moniZflZ hli r “ ^rmmnta 
and ŒS personnel, T P " bod„iie«,( per,««,! effects, 

MBldlv il«Hf!íiCkL ^l#ítive ld««t:lflcatlon method he developod for 
Ji«%identilyi"8 bodi.n in nmn, tn,u„ty .ituationn. (S„ wo to 

h« PorS'OIM,,! lütfiÎCtS ttlût 'b^áUfH jaurmMimrii' ♦«.» n 
b. hold three «onth» before being r.t„™L to nLtlf 1““ SLrL1“?:” 
contamination condition, preclude this, the ItHl . ^ P«“llar 
disponed of in the the,«tel per approved Mfety■""-»‘«“V 



«in e 

E'QOIPMliT 

1. Ceatral,, Inn**«« à amd !• have poimttd owt til* ntc.eiiiltj or 
dMlrabillty for certain equipneot to' .Improve GRít operatloE»,, lb« 
variou« It«« art consolidated in. this annti and described in detall I 
Where appropriate, .q«,'«. o:t are apptiidecl, 

2. Trench or Grave Digger. This item. 1» Intended for use mainly 
at army cemeteries, l»ai«t practice* of using hand labor are inefficient 
and depend heavily on use of' Indigenous labor which, awy not be aval lab le 
in fluid or CHI warfare. A piece of equipment capable .of making, a trench 
or grave 2 feet wide and a ... of 2| feet: deep would meet the require¬ 
ment. It 1# undesirable to burden, the GIS unit, with a, separate piece 
of self-propelled excavaiting equipment. An, Item that could be attached 
to and powered by one of the organic vehicles of the CIS unit would be 
■ore practical, ^ An example of this I# the back hoe type of attachment 
that la commercially used as an attachment for jeeps and other vehicles. 
This item U readily available "off-the-ahelF and there is no need to 
develop a new military item. A digging rate of about 3 feet per minute 
would provide trenches for about, 20(1 bodies in an 8-hour day. If one 
attachment cannot meet this rate, then, several attachments should be 
provided rather than, develop a, new piece of special equipment. This item 
is not intended for use with mass grive*; regular ta.gi.ieer earth, moving 
equipment, 1« more practical, for this purpose. As proposed elsewhere la 
this report, thl» »hould be obtained from the login,eer» on a service' 
basis as required. 

3. Wrapping; Sheet, In. past: conflict» the evacuation of remains 
fro« forward collecting points ha® been, made la, vehicles organic to tin.® 
CIS units, Gil war faire will probably Increase this requirement. It" 
wtwld be mu,eh more efficient and desirable to. evacuate'bodies in regular 
supply vehicles (and aircraft,, if available) and t:!«« reduce the number 
of organic 'vehicles in the CIS units. The principal objection to this in 
the peat has been (:,001:1111,111:1.1(::1.01:1 of vehicles by body fluids that tended 
to leave a permanent objectionable odor in the vehicles. To overcome 
this and periiit use (»I ireguliir vehicles, it is pro¡;Hi»;iMd fliat n simple 
wrapping sheet be dev*!iloped in which each recovered, body could: be wrapped 
and, sealed against the escape of body fluids and .od<:ií:r:s «dille being trans¬ 
portée! to the army cemetery. The .»heat should be inexpensive and'disposable 
h/ikI be used aa a. burial shroud. It should also be strong, lightweight, 
iiioifitiureprooi:, opaque, puncture resistant,. «¡.cid, self-sea,l,í„i:ig „ it: might 
perhaps be made of plastic or paper. Each wrap should be a single sheet 
and package about twelve to 01«: cubic .foot:. It would, replace the present, 
pouch,, human remains,, and also the blankets, shelter halves, mattress 
covers, and similar items that are now frequent,],.y used in, which to traiis- 
P°rt bodies and bury then. A QMR .for this item la attached as Appendix 1. 



, fclL** Wtf®lC* , T:,|l# ««#! ««thod of »owing remtiii» from, pin« of 
dMth» «t, coU«ct®d pointa,, *nd within ctwitcrie» I* by mean. 0£ a 
Utter, It frequently requires four men to « litter, A wheeled, men- 
propelled Utter would incr««»® efficiency and a«v* iwnpower. Tm «en 
would normally be «11«, to operate this litt« ini it would reduce fa,time 
and promote greater production. It should definitely 6« »«.propelled 
to avoid prob!,««* ot maintenance, repair parti, and fuel con*u»¡>tfon, 
A ÜjÎ,0f be ««^antageou* for rough ground, Soroe 

Alao, tht commercial models or types of chi* item at« available. 
Medical Corp# ha,« developed a prototype of such an, item (OMR 1439d(16)I 
CDOG', Lightweight Roi,11, agon-Type Litter Carrier). Such an ' i ten nhcmld 
be included, in, 6RS unit foi'» in, »uitaible quantttie». 

5, CBS 'Monitoring Instnimenta, Anne» B point» up the necewlty 
tm adequate in»truinent;■ of this nature to he used by GES unit,«! in 
monitoring, bodies, personal effect;», and CIS personnel for Oil contamtna- 
:lon; So"e in*l:ruiB*Ilt* mve *‘ow available, particularly rad lac ùtstrummcs 
for detecting ml iM«,i,Ur;l,#i|; AM contamination, and improved one® are under 
development, This la generally true also of CM equipment. No adequate 
Iw equipment is standardlued yet but developmental work is in process. 
,N© unusual or special requirement» for instrument* ire foreseen, for CIS 
operations. The equipment that la now available or wider development 
9 bou id 1111,117 the need® of CIS operation,«. V 

6. Automatic Body Locater, Location of bodies on the battlefield, 
«rHIÎM0fïr ï di£flci,lt <u,d ^»«-consuming talk. A device that would 

TT! rï y rf!? up0n a “n,l,i dMtl1 md “ke knwm' ch® location 
of hla body woud be highly desirable. See type of «;l,gnaJ, emit ter «ay 
be the thing,, A, requireaeot for' an item of thia nature fox locating 
wounded men has been indicated by the Array Medical Service and, a similar 
requirement has also been incorporated in the QMR for the thermalibritnm 
suit. An, item developed under either of these requirements should prove 
to be satisfactory for CIS purposes, F 

/. Identification, Method, Present: GiS identification methods 
Me quite positive and successful. However, they .re laborious and' 
require considerable time and akillj An, improved or new method la 
needed that is quick and simple and will afford positive identification 
instaulaneously. This is particularly essential £0:1:1 mass casualties. 
A desirable ... ijraio 1.tie oint ..£ Identification, would be 
something that; left « permanent murk cm, a portion of the body that would 
not echóse and that had a, very high percentage of recovery! Eximples 
oi this 111:* the thigh bone or the teeth, A tmark on, the exterior of the 
body is not acceptable because of loss by body decomposition and because 
at moral and religious objections. Also, this would offer little 
advantage over fiugerprlnting, A, mark on the skeleton, or posterior teeth 
waiLild be much more permanent and would not be visible. Such a method 
would have to be quick,, relatively painless, aod done without surgery. 



It Munt Also bt h««!,«« to the individual. The aark could he in the 
foxiii of * code or even a man1« serial number. It must be of such « 
aaturt or robatance that it can, be enally read and recorded through 
the fleah by CIS ptruomwl with the aid of a «mal,!, hind X-ray or siitillar 
reading and recording device. A QMDO i$ attached as Appendix 2. 

6. Damage Recovery Equipment. It i» anticipated 'that u#e of 
nticieur weapon! will can.»« Many bodiea to be 'buried beneath rubbl«, 
wrecked building.» and equipment, and blowdown. ®$ recovery per*onnel, 
will require equipment to assist in, recovering such bodies. This will, 
include auch, itena as cutting torches, jack», taws, axes, and, digging 
tool*,. The»« ittti» are presently in the military1 supply system and no 
developmental effort is required. Standby kit,« of such Items should be 
na.de and held for iseue to CRS unit:,» in, case of mud,«ar warfare. Where 
crane» and other heavy equipment are required, such assistance should be 
obtained fr ora the Engineer,3 on a, service bast* as needed. 



APFIIDII 1 

AMMEI C 

QM FQi mAP,( IIÜMAM1 lEMAlMS (U) 

Section I « Stntciiitfttt; of Rcylriafnt 

I» ' Stat'enent of requlrament. 

t. Wrap,, Muntan IfiiftiM (U) 

b, (U). to expandable wrap, lightweight pi,attic or other 
mat «rial, opaque, molutureproof,, puncture resdatant mad strong 1# 
required for the *ov«nii«o,t and burial of human remains. This aies 
shall be edequate to encaae a 250 pound body and will package 12 
or more to approximately l cubic foot. The item ah,«1,1 be capable 
of simple closure In, the field to Insure «a odorproof and molatureprúof 
barrier. Concepts of future warfare indicate the need to evacuate 
remains from forward areas via supply vehicles and aircraft. This Item 
will, prevent, contamination fron odors and body fluids. It will replace 
pouch,, human remains, a bulky item, and serve as a burial shroud, there¬ 
by sawing blankets, shelter halves and mattress covers« (LK) Tentative 
GDÛG subparagraph o,limber i« 1419_, 

Section II, - Materiel 

1. Performance requirements. This expendable wrap will be 
used to evacuate remains from the place of death, it will, be moisture- 
proof and will completely wrap a remains to prevent the leakage of body 
fluids and odors from the package. It: will be strong, opaque and will 
withstand handling and minor dragging when used as a wrap for a heavy 
remains. It will, be lightweight to package 12, to not more than approxi¬ 
mately 1 cubic foot:. It will be suitable as a burial shroud. 

2. Description of required equipment. The wrap will, be moisture. 
proof, lightweight, imcl will package 12 or mor« to j»,i)pi:ox:lituteI„y ! cubic 
foot. It: will completely wrap the body of a large man and will prevent 
the leakage of fluids and odors from the package. The Item will be strong 
and designed to permit handling of a remains of not Less than 2,50 pounds 
without tearing. It will, be puncture resistant from contact with brush, 
rocks, semi-sharp objects and will not be damaged by minor dragging of a 
packaged remains over the ground, gravel, sand or uneven surfaces. The 
wrap will be of a dull color that will, con forni, with estai» II,shed, camouflage 
practices. It will be capable of rapid, simple closure In the field 
without, the need of special, materials or devices. 

3. Qua, 1 ic„al::i,ve eta,aract,erist:ics, 



a* T!:e mtniêl Mf: harden, cr.ck or IbecMiie tackv at 
twp.raturt. of »inua 25 to ply. 120 deg«« fahrenheit ^ 

b. The waterltl will be impervio«« to^ bo# fluid» and odot®. 

ri«, iC." ühoöld 'be of much a nature ta to taertidr 
deiainpoaition of the body which it encase« after btln« In the «Ld 
f« a period of .ev«al .„outha or so,, Ideally it íílld llZ 
deconpoiUtion of the body withait di.integrati«, of th* matr"«I ao as 

■might and bulk, nor ahould It prevent proper decomponltlon of reantoe. 

Section in; fi££Ei!.ilig:§:l... *ndl Or|anlaattonal Concept» 

ï■ Operational concept«. 

Concepta of future warfare Indicate the need to evacuate remain« 
in rotwmlng empty wpply VehicI.e„ lind alTcri|lfï; t It la Mrmmrl 
the transport vehicles not be contaminared bv borfv ! î y L 
vran human T »mu* -i n a „.in wuAuati.u ^ Ooay ü»!« or odora, Tw 

£: r rrTl““- 
ÎL I íeP ÍÍ rlü r™™t°ï 7,""í ^ ^ »*" 

for bûrui 'XpÎd0rreIl:t:;nhbU" covera .. «rappea renaliw will be novtd «ai, a litter. 

2, örgamiMtional Concepts, 

forward oötle!ii!5v'1o<!?nf,8lrr*':i°", WlU « 
II “'t 1 8 pülnta» dom t<> battalion level, thrcuahout the 
.V cual,ion channels, and at cemeteries. 

b, This Item will be class H, 

achieved by Fiscal 'fear 1966^ * 0p®ratlun*1 »«1.1, »bi.lit y should be 

iection J,V - :Mjji::t„i,:i,t;,enmace Concept: s 

Neme required, 

Section V » Background.Informâtion 

1. Background Information. 

a. Reference si to CDOG Genera,], Objectives,; 

141,0b (4) (cl) 



b, Iffertnc«« to ptrtlnt«t fttidamc« «d itiiiitt«: 

(J-,) H,e|l»tmioa Optratloa« llmdtr Cmctpt® of 
Future Màríare" (QMCC® 56-9), The Quartermaster »nard., 

e, Feastbiltty of development. The «tate-of-the-art regarding 
ta« dtyeiopiient of pltitlc» and «.imiltr Bateriil,!* iudicate» that; it «optar* 
f«alible that * wap, huaita remaiii® with the dtairtd tharacter;l®tic« can, 
be dtireloped. 

d., Milateftanet and «apply laplicatioM, 

There i# no «.ainteiMiice problen,. Supply ptMma wl.Ill he 
improved by the u*e of thi« lightweight wrap rtplaciug a bulky, heavy 
pouch and blanket«,, «heiter halve»,«,rid, mattr«« cover* ««ed for burial,., 

«, Training lapllcatlon«. Nonti 

f. Fertoantl lapllentions. None. 

g„ Other llena or ayate«.« that nay be affected by this Item, 
"f •J111111®*1'® pouch, human rem,alna and the requirtment for the uae 
o!„ blanket«, »heiter halva« or nattrea* cover«, for burial. 

h„ Cover and daceptlon imp 11,cat,ion». 

The wrap, hum,an remain» will 
blend with the earth and earth covering,,. 

opaqut of a, color that, will 

i. Additional pertinent comment« 

It is believed the new item will gcaarate savings, of 
be mart efficient, and will be considerably Its* of a burden on the 
«y 11.0(11. 

funds, 
«upply 

Sect,ton VI » Recommandation. 

The QMS, is not sufficiently detailed to serve a« a 1C 



áPPIMDIX 2 

ANNEX C 

'QÔAilTATIÏI MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT ÖßJECTIVE 
FOR IDfMTin:CATION OP REMAINS 

1412J. (UNCLASSIFIED) Identification of RemalniJ There is a need 
for a me ene to s Imp If, quickly,,, tod, poaittvely Identify deceased personnel 
even, though remains, «hen recovered, are skeletal. 

Justification and Supporting Informâtion,„ 

^1. Prompt, positive Identification of the dead is perhaps the moat 
vitil a»pect; of graven registration ope rut; ions. At: the same time, it: 1« 
often the most difficult to accomplish,, Identifient ion is essential 
becauae of many considerations. In addition to the continued bereave¬ 
ment of the 14,011,7 when an individual la listed as missing in action, for 
an extended petlod, the legal, impilestions become extremely involved. 
Insurance claims cannot be paid, estate« cannot be settled and the 
widow cannot remarry, to mention but a few considerations. toother 
factor is the coat: to the government, as the pay and allowance» of ao, 
individual missing in action continues as long as he Is in this status. 

2. Prompt recovery of remain® by pernoiuiel of the unit: iustälnlng 
the loss ln mort inttance® rmulta in positive identification, It niuiat 
be recognized,, however, that in, CBR warfare of the future the tactical 
situation may not permit combat troops to recover their dead, "Hit-and- 
run," tactics and the employment of chemical, biological and nuclear 
weapons will prohibit combat troops from remaining in, an area to perform 
search and recovery operations, Under these conditions remains will be 
recovered by team« of graves registration personnel in the post combat 
phaae of GRS activities. If the buttle area, la contaminated with 
radiation from a nuclear weapon, recovery of remains may be delayed for 
« period of a few day» to several months. Identification of remains 
which have not been recovered for ¡soné considerable period of time is 
t laborious, time-consumiing task requiring trained technicians and 
special facilities, Identification by this laethocl will, he impossible 
If .mails casual,ties are sustained. Unless a quick and simple method of 
identification is provided, there can be no sttempt at identification of 
■as«, casualties prior to disposal of the remains. 

3. One possible solution to the problem, if technicalLy feasible, 
would be to permanently mark a, major bone in the body with some identifying 
symbol, Another possibility is to place an. identifying mark or serial 
number, perhaps in miniature, on the buccal surfaces of one or more 
posterior teeth. Either procedure would have to be simple, relatively 
painless, leave no unacceptable external mark on the body, and take no 
longer to administer than, it now take» to fingerprint:. 



• «qiir«ir?irr!r ^th^hTe ^ wm b# 
bt carried bv r»« du:rable* (»rtable hand devlc« Khat cm 
r!i.í ÍIÍ ! by ®\8ef!ch md recov<?ty “it* to «»ble them to automatically 
d»*.«*- a I,#*?iri11, th,e «ode on th* bone» oï teeth, of tl»e 

#,!il Slnî# t le b0,ï<f# ,MJ ®,til1 be cov«:ri*d with clothing and/or 
tí! flIÍ'Ífr®?!' Wt b® àhU t0 Pei*e,:rjtte th“« »«batanee» and liucrlbe 
rÜaí? 0!1 * r<lcor‘Jer whlch i» integral part of the 
mltrirl «¡r.!? lht íííncíple “Ployed ln equipnent. When GRS 
ríÜ-í'í rÄC0V#'ln* boúim trcm «'«as cont.aiiiiilBated by fallout or are 
conducting imu» burials in tuch area«,, «peed! will b* imperativ«,, Even 
'tí hi Jh® co“t**i“t«d »r** become» Bufficiently aafe for the»« operatiomo 
t,o be conducted, there will still probably be acme •■all lingering 
« ioactivity which could constitute a possible Internal haaard to 

:r': ¿it: i* boib thii ««d th« »«*« fOT 
iríííM/ » 'i? /Uih * “tUre tb4t thÄy c“ be Instantaneously, 
to indication should be incorporated into the device to show 'when recording * 
haa been satisfactorily completed, *«toruing 
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MUX » 

PEESöiAL EFFECTS 

i. General. Preaent policy, reguUticm*, and International 
agreeaenta require that personal effects of deceased personnel sublect 
to military Jurladlction, both friendly and enemy, be collected ’ ' 
Identified, and returned to next of kin through appropriate channele. 
This i# 8'upported by a long record of history and tradition having been, 
first Inaugurated by the U. S. Congress on 20 September 1776 in the 
Original Eu Lee and Articles of War.1 The practice has been continued 
through all major U, 8. wax*. The discussion In this annex pertain* to 
personal effects of both U. S. and enemy deceased personnel., Personal ' 
effects of enemy personnel will be recovered and evacuated in the »«me 
■iibmt as that prescribed in the handling of effects of 11, s, citIrens 
Alter processing at depots in the C0WM2, the effects of enemy peraonnel 
will be disposed of in accordance with the rule* of land warfare. 
Recomendations pertaining, to limitation on, personal, effect:» which an 
individual is authorized to have in a theater of operation» are of 
course,, applicable only to HI, s. and allied personnel,, 

2. 
claaseii: 
wallet, r 

Mature of Personal Effect«. Personal effect« etna1st of two gumeral 
1,) the items that a man UBually carries on, his person such as 
n iif* itM'Mü'l •».'•«Mid! .«.là» .Jl. .'L. . Ill 't ,.. ., 1 and wrist watch,; and 2: wa^tui miu f) other personal item,« that might 

»!ied aî ïffgt8e “f whldl are “«“'•lly carried in the nan'» «nit 
such m extra clothing, toilet, article», and other personal Items. 

_ K Very frequently, personal effect!« o,f elther 
or both, classes: have substantial Intrinsic value or else sígnlficiânt: 
sentimental, valu,e to next of kin. past experience, particularly in iw n 
a d f«ea> if* ®hawn‘ return of Persoiwl effects 1» usually desired 
aad frequently demanded by next: of kin,. The military department» have 
experienced many problems with these personal, effects, both directly 
with next, of kin, and as ii, reirult of CongresBÍoriiil intervention ciia.iwedl 
by complaints oil: their constituentis wiïen such effet:.I:.» have not: ..... 
recovered, and/or returned promptly. 

Frota a military standpoint, the personal effects carried by a 
!!“, ül :lrref,eni:1y of' »ignifleant value as aids in identifying the bon 
,Idea,tJ,li.ca,Lion, tags alone are not considered conclusive ¢1,11.. den ce oí 
identification of remains. However, when they ..mi be supported by 
peratmal identifying media, such as ID cards in, a man.11 a wallet. 
engraved rings and wa.tch.es 
a« much more positive. 

or 
Identification can generally be considered 

L The Quartermaster Corpa: Organisation, Supply, and Services 
LIS Array in WW II,, Val II, DA, 1955,, 



4, C«rrtm.it frocêâtttes,, Present GIS prtctlc« regirdlng ptr»o«)i«l 
erlftt« rtfulr«* timt thoM found on or near t'h« body be r*tovtr«d *od 
evaowted with tht lady. If tht body 1» buritd in l;h* t«m;poriry iriy 
ctnitttry, th® it«»» art car«fully InvtntO'ried anil recordlid, «s*d to 
aiiist; in, identifying th* body, and 'then removed fron th« body, They 
are then forwarded through channels to the theater effects depot for 
eventual return to next of kin, if it 1» necessary to bury th« body an 
the battlefield, i«eh as in a hasty or isolated burial, the ef'fetCJ are 
burled^with the body. Later, if the body 1« recovered, perioiaal effect« 
exhumed with It Sire returned to next of kin, after identification 
processing aw described above. The effects that a «an nay leave behind 
in his unit, when ht becomes killed or missing» are sent through channels 
to the effects depot by the man's unit connander and are eventually 
returned to next of kin, 

5, | Tonnage and Manpower Considerations, In terms of tonnage 
and, nan«power» handling of personal effects of deceased and missing 
personnel, doe* not constitute * significant burden on the theater when 
empired with other logistical functions. The total tonnage involved 
is sub a rant la i!, y 1ms than, the tonnage of one week's supply of rations 
to a conventional fiel..I army. During World War II, th« total number of 
peraonal effect» processed for deceased, missing, prisoners of war, 
«ici interned ... winti 370,000 units. This amounted to 4,301) long 
tons.*- The peak personnel strength of effect:» and baggage depots in. 
the European, Theater during, thin period wag, 355 Military, 1,186 civilian 
workers, awl. 41.2: prisoners of war,3 This includes personnel required 
to handle personal effects of wounded and hospitalised personaei a.« 
well, as, the unaccmpanied, unclaimed, and lost baggage not connected with 
GRS operation«. The following table1* shows the relation,: 

Category Units Cubic: Long 
Processed Peet Tons 

'S:ï*«»âï.Effects...... .370“ «íiÕ'. 4ÍÕ7ÕÕÕ 37500 
(Deceased, 0,3 8:1..1:18.,, prisoners 
of War, and IntSmed) 

Pereional Effec   3io,000 465,000 4,200 
( Moun d if d iiimd Hobp 11 a 1. :::1. z ed) 

Baggage 280,000 560,000' 5,040 
(Unacc ompanied, Une 1.aimed, 
and Lost) 

TOTAL 960,000 I, .505,000 13,540 

21 The Quartermaster Corps: 0:i:8aiid.z4it;J,oii, Supply, and Services, US 
Army in WW II, Vol II, DA, 1.955,, 

3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
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It i# tv|d«*t fxM® tl«' *lw« tie ptriio«*! effect» oí 
d»c:«ft««d «nd ni*8lui |tr«oiïiiMl ecmitttuttd I«»« thin « thirl, of ft,« 
toiMMtg« «nd »p*c« rtqwlreiiattt» O'f tll cIä»««» «f baggag« «ni ptraontl 
®ffact# duriag forld War II in ft« Inropean Äeater, In t«rw# of hart 
fifure« and logiatlcal ¢11016., they wart ralatilvely ineonflequentlal. 
Tlty ftmerally wert coni»ld«rtbl]r lea» of a problt» to the theater than 
the ptracmtl ¡baggage of the living. 

It doe* not appear that the transport it ion «d plyalcai lindllni; 
of pericmal. effect» will be a #lgn,if leant prob It«, eicept for pllfwragu. 
Only «all tonnages •« uswaLly Involved at my given time, and 
Incident*» and dennitliw art spread over both a. period of tiwe and » 
wide geographical area {casualties occur at. varying Intervals among 
different unit,» in a total field, anay). Therefore, these item» can 
gMtÉTálly tie evacuated on regular »upply vehicles that am returning 
rearward, Tht ««ne 1« true of «hipa returning to C0MÍ8 for return of 
effects to next of kli*,„ 

6. Conmand Attitude, Information obtained from a survey of more 
than 200 experienced combat commander® of Wf II and Korea indicate« that 
the hand,ling of peraonal effects by troop unit# did not represent « 
serloue problem and very few suggested that, the practice be discontinued. 
It was g:fne:rft.lly not; considered to be nor« than an aanpyanct by the 
■ajority of the ««pondent»,, but one that was c«i«l,dared neceasary, 

7, Personal Effect» in Future Warfare, It l„i not considerad 
that there will he «ay change in, military policy or public attitude 
regarding return of peraonal effects unlees military ntceasity and 
condition» of warfare force auch a change. This is eonfidtrid iikfly 
to occur to »Om« degrte in, CM warfare but not in, conventional-type 
warfare. Annex point» out that Cit warfare will, likely create frequent 
•it««tion,« requiring battlefield mass burial». It; is queationabl« if 
thert can, be much recovery of peraonal effect» under mich condition«, 
The« will probably be icme radiation haieard present to CIS peraonnel 
imcler these 1(:1)0,111,1,1::100,11, and i!»«c! in, making l:li,* ibiiim burial» will b» 
essential. Iherefore, very lit:tie time can be devoted to recovering 
peraonal effects in these cases., Such effects as can be picked up will 
be interred in the conumoii, grave with the bodies. This will, of cours*, 
prtolud.# early return to next of kin, Even upon liter exhumation of the 
bodies, it is doubtful that there will be much that: can. be iteitifled and 
returned to next of kin in the way of personal effect», Neutron Irradia¬ 
tion of certain items of gold, jewelry Is a special consideration lit 
nuclear warfare and la treated in annex B, Where mass burial» are not 
required in, CBX warfare, personal effects carried by deceased personnel 
can. probably be recovered and returned when it becomes safe (from con¬ 
tamination) to »cover bodies,. After decontamination of the peraonal 
effect« (see annex B), if found neceeaary, they can be processed in the 
Muai manner. In, both of the above situations, affecta left, in, the man's 
unit will be returned to next of kin. 



fl-. Main Proiiiti*» xi# prtíiclpâl pr0Í»l'i»i» with personi«! 
aüd« from tit «peeim iwpUcittoittiU of CM «fftcfi* diBcu»»ed in i»:n;o,«x 1, 
*e«Di» tO' It t;8«' following; 

4,, Idiot if lent ion of «ff'oct* to Initire correct owitrihip with 
relation to dectaied perncnm®!, 

b„ IiMurlag that til effect* are recovered *id returned to next 
of kin, or otherwine iatiefactorily accounted for,, 

c* Prevention of pilferage at the recovery level, and In, the 
vario«,a «ttgea of eyaciittl«» tnd return, 

d- Insuring that effect,a are returned promptly to wit. of 
kin and before arrival of the body («s la a concurrent; return program). 

Solution of the above problems would «»elst miter folly in 
improving the personal affecta function, particularly from a «taiidpoint 
ol: public relation:»,. Alio, any improvement in, procedure» that would, 
rairtiialie or reduce the logistical effort or permit greater application 
in CIE warfare would, con tribute to the effectivenea» of the overall 
function,, 
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9. CMiclwsloni* ^ 

». Militâiry' «d puMic oplttioi »111 «qttlre » contliBMamce 
'Of tfcte prictice of rtewtrl«,® »ad rttoralag p«*1®*,»! to the 
•«tent poiil'bl#1 in futwr« »»rfir«, 

b. teewfilag «I «v»cwi«ti:i»g p#r»oa»1, «fftctt i»«re not con- 
•idfwd » «ertott» bitdta to troop «tts ly combat commftndfr« ln, tti« 
p»»t. 

c. Loglatleillf,, ptrnonal affect* are not a relatively lerloun 
proMem to the thaatar, 

d. Ol warfare » with it« fflttmdftnt m*»8 bo;rlal «ituatioa», will 
»flri«i«ly impair the áhlllty to recover and retar« personal «fleet«, 

®. Improvemeat la personal effects control and discipline I«. 
required to »Id in, solvlag existing problems, 

f. CB* warfare will cauee ipecitl problem« in haadliag contamlnatfd 
irradiated peraonal, effect:», 

10, ■ Suggested Imprweiitnt«,, ■ Sont suggefti««» lor possible liprove- 
ment of exist ing, procedure« and partial ««>«1 lor at ion, of the above problema 
«re presented. 

a, Tht military department* dteemlnt what constitutes permissible 
personal effect# »md pwblijhi », policy th«t only authorlred Items (whenever 
possible) will, be recovered and returned. 

b. Permit only field uni,fora,s -- no dress or Cits# A, uniforms, 

e. Return authorised personal effect;» in locked COMIX, Con¬ 
tainer» to reduce pilferage, 

d„ Ob,serve the preoautlons prescribed In annex B for contaminated 
or Irradiated personal effects, 
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lUliiSlÄ 

rnvum COMOKFT FOR CM OtliATMi® 

1, Cttttril,» tt* e«ctpt propoifi i», tfcl» iwiii« I» for 
t'h« '»«ry lorn« tl»* period (1970-1975) »und beyond, It tend* Co to« 
lo, cto,* retí» of id««,Cl*«, «d the tcitel concept 1« mot within the bound« 
of technology, either pr»o«nt or projected for the next ten year». It 
i* intended to provide »«■« thought« tbit nay ponilMy nervt •» future 
goal,,* or provide a, bMia for toa,ule re*ea:rch„ 

2,. Setting! The type of warfftr« to which thi,« concept would he 
Applicable would Involve hit-and-run tactic«, high »ability, wide dia¬ 
pe raient» end use of Cli »aae-dettructlon «niapoaa with reaulting »an« 
catualtlee and contanlaatloa ôf area« and bodies* 

3. Concept. A tiny capsule 1« Imbedded ia the body of each aoldier 
which la activated, by the ceaoation of hie body procese«« when he la killed. 
It aenda out, a contlnueus ««laalon notifying of the Location of falo body 
and also giving a code identifying the imiiwldtial„ 01,S ««axcih «id identi¬ 
fication li done by «ending a remote controlled Ground Effect» Machine 
(GM) into the area where the death» occurred, fha machine has a tracking 
devict which g:uid«# tit GÄ to the body toy Mlowtag the aigMl fro» the 
111(111 cttpaule •Bittex, The CUM tutomÄtlctlly record«, the ■en1!» identl- 
ficatimi «¡it picked up fron the code emitted toy the «uptul«. Two-way 
radio, and televisión ««atole a reitote operttor to dlrert and maneuver the 
CIM, then the body baa been located and the identification recorded, 
the mote operator cauaea the CBM: to destroy the body with a dlaInté¬ 
grât or tube ntcaiated on the GSM, The fact that bodies may be In bunker a 
or tanka, or buried under rubble, will present no obstacle to thla method. 
The capsule emitter will give the location and identity of the hidden 
body and disposition can be made «imply by disintegrating th« tank or 
rubble along with the body. By reason of the CIM being remote controlled, 
it, can. enter • CM, ,ii:cei» almost :llI!llw[^^ii,at,«îly, after explosion. 

4, Advantages, Thla concept would provide for Location and 
positive Identification c».!:: all bod le» and reduce nl.aaing-in-action (MIA) 
cases to a minimum. It would eliminate the tremendous logistical 
problems of search, recovery, identification, and evacuation otherwise 
required; reduce1 6KS peraonnel to a handful of machine operators; 
eliminate sanitation problems; eliminate a lot: of equipment and trans¬ 
portât loa; and save very considerable suma and effort that would, other¬ 
wise lie expended on repatriation activities, 

5„. Acceptability, It: is believed that this method would be more 
acceptable to the aoldier and public than the alternate of leaving bodies 
to decompose on the contaminated battlefield until it was safe to make 
entry and then perhaps being forced to inter theini in a coni»», grave, 
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MilDwa AppiiancM 

L. Purpoi'«. Tb« pixpO'i« of thin tnn** t» t© ipeciif tbO'»« 
portion« of the greves registration ayntem proposed ia this study which, 
can I» imp leimt,«d in th« futur#. 

2. DiJ'CUision,. ■ th« CBS «yit«« devtloped, in, thl« #tu,dy 
is designed to support milit try operations during the 1965-1970 time 
period! the majority of the procedures proposed are applicable to 
Immediate implementation. The only recommendation« which are not 
susceptible to immediate adoption are those which require the develop¬ 
ment of a new item of equipment. ln thie conmettloi,, the recommendation 
that regular supply vehicles be used to evacuate remains Is not; practical 
until the plastic sheet, recommended in the equipment annex, is developed 
and made available,, 

3. Recommendations for Current Application. 

a. That doctrinal guidance establish a policy that the commanding 
officer of the low«,at organisational element (company) be responsible for 
initial recovery and evacuation of remains only as permitted by tactical 
requlreaent® of hi* primary ■i**iou. 

b. That, all troops rtcelv*, a# part of thtlr unit traiaimg, 
Instruction in search and recovtry procfdur« «ad th« Importance of 
safeguarding personal effects. 

c. That training of all, GRS specialists include Instruction in, 
operation of radiation and other CUE detection and measuring equipment 
and proper procedures in handling of contaminated remains and personal 
effectm. 

d. That doctrine be established for provision of adequate 
Engineer assistance to CIS units when such assistance Is required. 

e. That appropriate “damage recovery" equipment, as described 
in this report, be made up in kits for issue to CIS units in GBR warfare 

, : i 
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Amu 0' 
COOIDIMTIO» 

SECT ION 1 * CBIEML 

1. Introduction* Copl« of th* ttport di'aft mt* a*nt: to 22 
igencl«« fox review and cotaaent and ri*pon«i# were xiturned by 1.11,, 
All, reipondenti concurr*«! in the conctpt and g;»n*rml «yate»» but ■o«« 
took exception to certain, upeeitfic item®, while other® »«ggegted certain 
iitiprov«menta and'Tefinementa of the propoaed ¡system, In thou« luitaitcM 
where the Board agreed with the eo'iamient»,, Chang;« to the report were nade 
accordingly, Tlhti la alao true of editorial co'iBieota In, general. Certain 
other comments were not considered, «igiiií leant or el#« deal,red inclua Ion 
of detail which the Board did not consider appropriate in a conceptual 
study auch as this, Significant specific comenta are discussed In. paru,“ 
graph 5 below. 

2.. , Special Review,, A copy of the draft was sent to the Atomic. 
Energy Courais»ion for review of the technical content: of the study, 
particularly annex B. With the addition of some minor refinements, the 
Commission concurred in, the .study und made the following; general comment: 
"Thi# office is particularly pleased to see efforts expended in this 

direction., Needless to say. It certainly is a .step in the direction of 
future preparedness. Generally, the document denote* good thinking." 

3.. General Coonents, A number of comment» pointed out, what; 
were considered to be 0::.,1,1,1 » ions in the proposed system,, such a» the 
exercising of proper reverence in handling the dead,, continuing the us®. 
of the current metal, identification tag*, using dentures for :1,dent if i. 
041.11011, and, similar features which are standard graves registration 
policies and procedures. A® the study points out in the very beginning 
on page ill.,, paragraph 2, the study examined the application" of present 
graves registration policie® and procedures to future tact Leal concepts 
and proposed changes only where such were found necessary. On this basis, 
It wh.» not considered tiece«,sary or desirable to Include in the study 
repo'tt all those standard grave* registration procedures and policies 
that are now in use and that can be continued in 'whola or part: in the 
future. The study almo at res sa ,9 the point, that as a ¡»licy, normal GIS 
practices will, be followed to the degree feasible under existing condi,*' 
tions. The new features contained, in the report are designed mainly for 
those conditions under which normal GIS practices are not practical or 
are impossible, It should continue to be the policy to recover and 
iMindle our dead with, this fullest reverence and In accordance with, our 
best traditions to the maximum extent permitted,, by circumtances and 
military necessity. Continuation of such. 11 policy 1» borne out by thé 
feeling of the responses to a queationnalre which had been sent out 
during the course of the study to senior combat-experienced arms officers. 



of ^8* officers returned Mwnpletid questionnaires and none 
o* them indicated any deviation from the above policies ae a GRS objective. 
One brigadier general stated that we should fight to recover our dead in 
retroftade action». 

Only one recomnendation in the draft received a large mount of 
gaaeral. coimaent„ Thi» wa# the on* daaiiig with making the difluí«® ®S 
eiiment organic to the divinion rather than an augmintation a* I« now 
the can«. Of the »even respóndeme:« eonmentíag on tM« point,, thrte 
wra pro and four con. Significant extract« of their couinent« «mear 
be low: ' ( 

Armor School:; The Armor School is of the opinion that the CIS 
platoon should be organic to the division pin;.. that the strength 
of the Supply and Service CoBipany, Armored Division Supply and Transport 
Battalion, TOE 10*7E (draft), la increased the required nuuber of •pace«," 

Amy- Mar College: "USAMC concurs that the GRS elements should 
be authorised a« an organic unit of the division rather than on an augmenta- 
tion bail,« but: feels that It» staffing during peacetime should be limited 
by a TOI reduction table to only key technic«! aneciallats in order to 
conserve personnel." 

US Army, Alaska; "It in agreed that: the CIS unit should be organic 
rather than, attached to the division. However, the size of the unit re¬ 
quired on. the future battlefield should be made « subject of further study. 
It is recommended that a CDEC experiment be conducted to determine the 
optimum size of a CIS unit at diviiion level, t*''* * ♦j" 

Artillery & Mlaulle School: "The present: concept of furnishing 
GES personnel on, an augmentation basis is believed, valid, and it is'not' 
considered necessary to make rueb. personne 1. organic to the division." 

Command & General Staff College : "There is no valid requirement 
lor an organic division GRS platoon. The present system oil: providing I 
the platoon as an augmentation is sound. Improvement cam lie made, how¬ 
ever, ::l.u the training program.. of' CIS per,.ormelJ It ia suggested that 
advanced individual (1ÖS) GRS training continue to be performed by the 
Quaxtemaijitei, School, ^ This training should be extended 'to include forma¬ 
tion und training, of division Cft.8 pMtoons at: the Quartermaster School! 
Basic CBS unit training can be clone nuort ¢:11::1.,(::16111:17 and economically at 
the Quartermaster School because of better supervluion, better facilities 
und instructors, and uniformity oil: instructions and procedures. Upon 
completion of Basic Unit Training ihese platoons should! he assigned to 
divisions when authorized by h ,,er headquarters. Whenever possible 
platoons of trained GHS par sonne .1. should join divisions ini time to 
pai.ti.I.i..ItpuLc in advanced unit training of: the division Quartermaster 
Company and larger sized exercises." 



Infantry Schoolt "The organizing and training of Grave® Registration 
Service «nltß can be accomplished regardless of whether they are organic, 
attached or in support of a division. In fact, the dlvlftion could offer 
little towkrd the realiatic training of these units. Additionally, the 
division authorized strength ceiling precludes the organic assignment of 
iM«y' ÍMetlofta r*qwiré«l>3r fclie division when tngagtd in ictive combat. 
$Mh Mtiviti«*. Inc lud« elvll affairs I prisoner of w*:r Interrogation, 
Amy Security Agency amd coaiaunlcatloii and electronic initelligenc«. 
United State» Amy Infantry School i» of the opinion that: Grave« Eegtatra“ 
ft ton activities «re 1« the above cittgory and no change in the current; 
«yute» of iugmeotatli» I« 

Army Medical Service: .Nonconcur. CM personnel on un aupumtA. 
tient basis can accomplish their mission. Required troop training (i.e., 
reporting, identification, etc.) can be incorporated and emphasised in 
unit training,," 

Board DlaeuMiom: It: 1« significant to oot* that: all the arms 
combat development agencies commented on ft hi» point,!: Armor and AWC pro 
tiad Inf, Arty, and CGSC con. Although the nonconcurring comment a tot,a! 
only four out of ;i, total of 22, nine* three of fh«« «re from «rus agencies 
they merit considerable attention. Nevertheless, after consideration of 
all factors involved, the Board continue» to believe that: the division GIS 
element »hould be organic to the division. The record» of the early days 
of World War II ahow « »erlaus paucity of trained GES elenents aft dlvliion 
level. Inis resulted directly in, loa» of many Identifications of remain,» 
and In a general, lack of adequate GftS procedure» I due mainly to a lack, 
of knowledge on, the part of the combat personnel. Another very undesirable 
feature was the necessity for diverting combat troop« to perform this Job 
when G8S personnel were oot provided. Inter, when trained Gt,S elements 
were assigned to divisions, the situation improved greatly,, Th* significant 
fact here is that In past warn, and undoubtedly this will be true In fut ore'' 
wan, when the GIS element 1.« not organic to 'fh« division, it; simply does 
not mm to be available at: the beginning of hostillHe :, and this is a 
ti»! whien GR.S personnel are needed critically. It: Is to eliminate «tin 
deficiency that the Board makes its :1:6(:::0011118:1-11(:111:Ion, for an, 01:10111,:1,,(: GBS 
element in the division. 



SECT WW II * SPICIFIC 

Th« great intjwlty «f th« «feicific countentii 
proBoaed ÎIT ^7 C? af*Ilciaii mCím«««* to^ Inprav« tta 
propuaed iiyau«,» to clarify certain point«» uni to lawrav» accwxac? In 

“mo tirrMoït" Î0M"T' "r" 71111 “d h*l|l’1',1 a"^””r‘ into the repon, Exanpl,«» ot $uch cDrainent s that wer« acctpttdl follows 

(a) Adjutant Genera l'a Board: "Ab in InUitiii iiaaauir« it it 
recomiimded that con»[deration be given to th# develop«»« of a, suitable 
.Jdlvldual container for Identification documenta 'which would guard 

«'gain (it their deterlorttiom while the rema Inn «:• expoaed awaiting the 
line when a contaminated area may be entered or irtien military necfaalty 
aftaolutely dictates masa burial, with litt la or no identification #11014,,1111 

0>) Command & General Stuff Col,lege: “Recommend th# atudv 
use approved .. in reference to nuclear radiation found in M 

airiAu® Circular 10,1-,3, fue,j!:e„a.r liadiation Teralnoloiy, 16 Jan 61,"" 

'"roentgen, (Nota: Xhls provides for the use oi: the termer ad" Instead of 
or rem"*,,} 

J'C^ Ordnance Board: "The marking of « major bone of the body 
tOT positive identification 1» considered practical,. However, it would 

„«.pp-ear , that, at laast two major bones of the body should be marked." 

^(d) Transportation CD Group: "Would not the last 4 numbers of 
a person, s serial number plus hin laut name chemically etched into the 
belt buckle serve this purpoae?" (Mote: This had, to do with the Board 
proposal to stamp an, individual'« Identification on hi» belt,) 

(e) CmlC Field Requirement® Agency: "'CB.R Is not: defined the 
sane in these two paragraph®. It is recommended that the definitions con- 
,1,,01,1111, with that in Aft 220-38," (Paras e on page ,3 und .4 cm, page B-,5) 

"Recoiacend changing sentence to show that or»!.y a few 
citMilciii a, gen, t: is produce a hasard that para late aa long; an a" few days, 
(Para 3a on page B-6.) ' ‘ 

5: ...."fic some of the specific comments took,, 
exception, ... certain parts of the study or, In on# or two cuses, suggested 
major iinproveuienta, The«! are discussed more fully below, 

(a) US Army, Alaska. 

Comment : "Do not: concur with the statement:!: "The unit 
sustaining the loss (company) will evacuate remains to the next higher 
echelon (battal.ton) if this action will, not interfere with it» primary 
mission. If it is not: feasible for the company to evacuate remain» the 
service element of the battalion will evacuate from point of re«X fo 
the QM collection point; at brigade level,' "J 



111111)110( fit* coitpiay do*« not; hav® tXMiifOTtattoB. lor 
evacttttion of riaain,*» ihl* la not a function, of th* comptny •ven whii 
It do-a* not iuttrlar« with tha primary ml a a Ion. Collactlon of r «mains 
within tha co*p*ay can be accauplighaé to a cartain digr*«, dtptndlng 
upon tha tactical •Ituatlon* and the {«mains could ba locatad at; a 
cintrai point within the company zone.. Removal to battalion or other 
higher ach«Lon must be accompUahed by tha higher «chalón, QíM Gravea 
Ragistration personnel or teams should operate from the company to 
higher «chiil*»/' 

QM Board Biacuaalon: Current doctrine, as set forth 
in piragriph# 5 and 38 of FM 10*63, Handll.nijt of Diceasecl Peraonnal in 
X^-SiSíiSiS.,5,1.fiRSIilSjggi« July 1959.1 places the Initial rea pom a ibl 1 i t y 
for recovery and ¢711:11111.011 of deceased personnel on the commanding 
oil leer of the lowest organisational element the company. However', 
the problem® that beset the 111n.it; commanders in et tempting to discharge 
thi« responsibility In^ combat situations are recognised by the Board 
In the study. The problems are pointed out; very strongly in the responses 
to * questiemnaire which, the Board «ent. to 'more than, 200 senior, combat* 
experienced arms officers, Over 951 of the responses indicated that the 
ciiïTMït GIS system wee considered practical, and workable under moat: 
. »«tance* (for conventional type warfare). Th« principal change re¬ 
commended was that company commanders be given more latitude in action 
they will take regarding GR.8 operations. In general, the comments pointed 
out that tha company commander should and can recover «id identify his 
dead, 'but that in many Instances, it 1« very difficult if not Impossible 
for him, to evacuate the bodies without Jeopardizing hie tactical, mission,, 
A large nuiabur of questionnaire: response a proposed that evacuation, of the 
dead be 11 responsibility of battalion or higher command echelon. They 
■mid that all the company commander can do in »me phase,» of active combat 
is to recover the body, identify it,, and move it; to the axis of advance 
'wt'Msre it; will be found by support elements of the next; higher organizational 
element. It; wan pointed out in, the responses, however, that this condition. 
:1,,8 true only for fcromt line troops (Infantry and armored) in attack. Sup¬ 
port troops,, including artillery, can usually evacuate their dead, and, 
intantr'y ,a,i:iii;:l ^iriiioríid I:rchopu, can, also evacuate in a stabilized or defensive 
situation, In spite of the above considérât Ions and problems, historical, 
experience shows that the great bulk of reimain® have 'been, evacuated to 
battalion, collecting point:si in 01,1,:1:: past wars by limits at the coarpany level. 
Another consideration is the additional number of GR3 or other service 
troops that would be required If units were to be relieved entirely of 
evacuation responsibility. Therefore, after considering all the factors 
Involved, the Board concluded that: a. compromise afforded the best solution 
under the circumstances. This resulted in the recommendation that: current 



t c,h,#r8®th*unit ^ ^mmnon 
Iïîï!ï if ll!îy !ïly Wh#n th* •ituâtlon ptruilUtd. Thi» wo«,« 
lt“l ïtib"ÎÎÏ h" r#qult:a «d ^b curcL doctrin» éom 
«k * )111 fls° rttqulra W'" t0 P^fotm th* evacuation 

* r/l0#8 i# !hiCh mnli rfl,duce t:h® mnô*r ^ supporting, 
If LhfrL^olJbn^ ÏK1^^" n^Lnd lf he w«» billed entirely 
with the oJnilíf1!!!!! T5'®»olut:ion appear» to be in consowme* 

i..t,n cite opinion,« expresaed in, the questionna Ir« reitnonaea «nd #■« 
be compati!» e with imMr "« **,--,*„ .ifc'L. ■'*'*'* '‘•»»fonaea and tend« to 
expressed by MASAI «though not quit, to th. degree 

Comment ï The atudy appear* to be incomplete insofar 
as it pertaliw to graves regia,trat,ion operations, evacuation of remaina 
and burial in, cold weather area,®, * * * it; ig rtcommand.d that tddítional 
,study be given to GES operations tO' establish procedures for handltna. 
remains In ■ northern areas in, winter,111 ' " ' 1 " 

, „ lli™ ,,0,i:nl usa ion: The Board racoinaizea thin 

Mi*erârtKtlfU1!y f 'r'T' f¥®i0lP*ent designed to" support 'th.* 
!Z ¿ir developed by the Deparfent of 
íiJÍ.iI ILÍ t 'I C<»mbat Development program, TM» study does not 
ie« « Z i;:!*’» ’T“1:1 conditions, The Board con- 
«»terau» rr 1 1 Î UtUr? Pr08rara “tUdt#8 for ^wlding Quarter- awsttr .suppart under special environmental condition»,, 

( b ) C h ap 1, a i, n, Bo a r d! „ 

j ni|mn , l^0,B®e,nt:! "Tn general methods, procedureg,, proponed QUE 
d Q,KDO of this intensive study appear to be sound, * * * It may be 

in, order to observe that nowhere in the study is any indication given 
that Graves Registration procedures pertaining to the recovery, Identifi¬ 
cation, and burial, of the dead will be conducted with traditional reverence 
and the respect, for the deceased.'11 'lonai reverence 

,j ,, ?M Boar<1 ?i8cu®®io,r s** paragraph 3 above. To avoid 

bèíí ïdded fi” hrpreU °f th< :Lnt<,,t 0f this 8tudy* a ‘Statement has btt t lidded lo the auBBttry, paragraph 2., page ill, „ foLlowr: "As a 

!La"'d“'? fiS 'PlWll«'ie« an<l procedures will, continue to bei applied 
anil tuna ns will b« recovered and handled with the lullest reverend and 

HríZí WÍÍÍh ‘ní be8t traditl0M t0 the maximum extent permitted by ci„rcutnat:,unces and mi lit: ary necessity. '' J Ll’u 0* 



Cownenf: "The recoi»,«adat leni in. the dirait thit *n 
identiljing .eynbol be placed cm the bone structure of ® perioo,, though 
it nay not have iwnediate tapHcation« that: would draw the ire of 'major 
religious faith#, yet is *0 »imüar to the marking of the Jew* in the 
lit,! regime and reminiscent of Dachau and Buchenwald as a totalitarliii, 
technique that It will continue to be remembered as such/' 

QH Board Discussion! The proposed method met with wide 
acceptance among the respondents to the questionnaire noted under para 
5a above. Also, only two of the twenty-two agencies commenting on the 
study took exception to this technique -- the Chaplain. Board and the 
Army Medical Servl.ce (see para ,54 below), Although the proposed method 
nay not be the most desirable or the best, it point.« up the widely 
accepted, recognition, of the necessity and urgency foi: a. quick, simple, 
positive identification method for CBR warfare. The alternate method 
proposed by AMDS may be equally effective and more acceptable. If no,, 
it: would be entirely acceptable to this Board and has been included in 
the recommendation» of the study. 

Comment : "This agency would question the suggestion of am. 
apparent: breakdown of combat: discipline which would tolerate nuclear 
strike® to kill severa.:!, thousand troop# in tactical area»,, It in contrary 
to the dictates of warfare in the middle and long-range periods which, do " 
not envisage heavy concentrations of troops," 

QM Board Discussion: Nonconcur with first sentence. See 
para 9, annex, B of ntudy. 

Comment: "The philosophy in existing regulations, 
specifically AB: 638-40, paragraph 30, A, "Utilize' every possible means 
to1 effect: recovery of deceased personnel." advoca ten avoidance when ever 
possible of burial, of unidentified dead. This is more in keeping with 
the belief and human values of our form of' society. Maas burial,'in 
the current régulât lona doee not deny or obviate the necessity of 
a 11: empt: í ng 1 d ent i £ 1,ca,l: ion and re 1 y 1 ng on e a t: ab 1 :f s lied pr0 c ed ur e 1=: t: 0 
obtain 1:61::::,1::18111.1::1.01::1, It: would seem preferable that the deceased be 
left "oil alte" for a longer period of time rather than that they be 
hurriedly engineered'.using heavy equipment-like so much waste material, 
into the annanymity of hasty .and mass: lute ruent m 

QM Board ..cus»ion: It: is fully agreed that identification 
of renuiins should be effectííci to the iiaxi.imii:ii extent, The study considers 
this to be one of the moat: important ... of GIS operations. Recom¬ 
mendations have been included in the study for improved, simple methods 
that:: will, make It: possible to accomplish identification quickly and posi¬ 
tively even under CBR .. mass burial conditions. It is true that bodies 
could be left: lying in (::(:11::1.1:1::1:111:1.11,1:11::1::(1 areas until it was safe to effect 
entry and recovery, arid identification of remains could then be establish.. 
if possible,. However, it is not believed tlial il: "will always be fea sib'It! 



tí* do tíii*. Iw »oi»« ca»e«j. pwrlwp» many it will btcoiiw iti.ec«*B'ary 
t« int«r'litt,* «»iilrii a« quitldy an poailljl« in th* Iwtarcata of health' 
»id litfral* nf tht liviwg troopi, aven though th« area «till provide« some 
t«diologic:il tiftiurtJ to the GIB peraoimel, tinder th«*e condltlowj, con- 
ventlontl ideiit;ifieati'«i and masa burial, procedure# become improbable, 
ievelopment of Identifying methods,. Buch a¡i those rtcoiwi,ended in the study, 
become more urgent in view of the above. 

c. Engineer School.,, 

CoBnemt: "Eecommend that the intrenching machine, combat, 
high speed, wheel mounted, (FSN 380S.542-3054) be evaluated for digging 
graves lei the Army area. * * * The machine ha.« basically the stme 
mobility .il# a 2| ton truck and requires only two operators for '9. two- 
■hlft operation. One of the operators could "be a. mechanic responsible 
for organisational maint enana!!. * ★ * If the intrenching machine meets 
the QK requirements, recommend than this 'machine be organic to the 
appropriate GIS unit;.«. This will reduce greatly the manpower requlre- 
memt; for digging grave# ami preclude the development of another excavating 
machine to join the already large family of construction equipment 

QM IkMird Discussion: Nonconcur that the intrenching machine 
be organic to GIS units. There is no doubt; that this machine can do the 
required job at the army cemetery efficiently and effectively. The draw¬ 
back in; that it is a large, complicated piece of machinery that will 
•require considerable maintenance, part#,, and attention. This Is considered 
lindei»icable, bbi wae pointed out in the study. The GRS etafí and operating 
people consulted during the study favor grave digging equipment that 1* 
«ímple, light require« a minimum of maintenance, and can be attached to 
ordinary organic vehicle«. The study reconiueoded auch, a piece of equipment 
in the form of a "baekhoe" attachment 'that is readily available commercially 
in quantIty. It: :1b used extensively for digging, loading, and back-filling 
by highway department trucks, farm tractors, and commercial jeeps. There 
Í.8 no necessity for development: of any new grave digging equipment, and the 
Board ham mod It led pertinent port ions of t: he study to emphasize and clarify 
this point. 

d. A ray Med :1. c a 1 S e rv i c e „ 

Comment : "Proper compliance with paragraph 101b(2)(a), 
AI. 40-400, which Squires 'that:: an Emergency Medical Tag (M Form 8.26) 
be Initiated and 81:101(:1:1,64 to the remains of Ill's should facilitate 
ea. r 1)'' pos Í f ive tdent i f :1. cat: ion. a (: un Í, t I eve 1,. " 

(JM Board Discussion: (:01:1(:111-,, 'whenever1 this Jut possible. 
However, it is doubtful that it: will be.so l..n mass burial 81:11:11111:,1.01119 and 
in «.::: over in,g bacila di.composed or ...1. 'remains from radiológica lly 
contaminai.dl areas aft.nr severa], weeks ...month« have ..'Lapsed. 



Coini*ntt , "Noiconcttr In «•« of 'return,Ing »ufply vihlclf,®" 
for ^ evacuation of rtnilEi, Timne ra^uited to «ove to « collect;!«■ $110, 
load, move to area of diapoiiitioiw, and unload, lefetltloo, of tlie*e 
action» will,occur prior to arrival at an inly cejirtery and con«u*«f too 
much tittie,1 

(JM Board iiacuMion: Sonconcur, It I« a,gre«cl timt the cycle 
will require more time than if th« »upply vehicl.«* •Imply returned empty. 
However, it ij considered that the tim« will not be exc«Mi« and that 'it 
will be available. The additional effort required by the »upply vehicles 
anti personnel will, be much less than would be required In providing: 
■separate special vehicles for this purpose,, " . 

s :1 

method 

Comment! "Concur a requlr«ent exist# for a quick, 
positive mean« of identifying the dead, It is felt that: no single 
ol: identification would aeeuxe positive Identification, further 
approach of marking a major bone in the body is not considered”practica,! 
necically, Reconmemlationsí Further coni id, erat lern in early identification 
oí the dead by use of dental means : 

(1) Denture 'markings,,, 

{,2,) Imprinting a dye on the buccal, mucosa. 

(3) Number markings on, buccal surface,» of posterior teeth. 

QM Board Discussion! The Board recommendation is intended 
to stress the great need for add it tonal practical me,asures to assure a 
higher percentage of success in, identifying remains. Although only one 
possible means, .Le,, 'bone marking, was suggested, it, in agreed that; the 
R&I elements responsible for developing Itiproved methods of i,c:len,tlf:icat!,on 
should! consider carefully dll, suggestions received, The Boards' recom- 
men,elation 1« not: meant to recommend one specific system to the exclusion 
oí any other. Method 3 suggested by AMS' appears to have considérai)Ip 
merit,, _ Addlti.mal research on the part of: the Board, tends to support: 
tidii. Therefore, thin method has been ... specifically in the 
recommendations of the study and in the proposed (PX), The Board doe« 
not consider It as a substitute for the proponed bon e-mar kin, g method, at 

thi9     Rather» llt:: ia recommended that research projects be in,if:   on, 
both met,bod,a ,iiiiniul,t:arieoii,aly to determine the fe.asibilicv of either or both"’ 
Motecngjrl the i|MIX) is written broadly to permit research, in other promis In p 
areas as well. " 1. lft 

(it. Office of the Chief Signal 1:)1:1:1,(:::6:1:. 

Comment I "General concurrence :1,8 ex,pressed in the study, 
although serious reservations are held regarding the feasibility and" 
piactieability of: using individual electronic emitters to locate 
casualties on. the battlefieldj There is no doubt that the placement 



Of J» «ddltiooil 0«# or two :iw»dr«d t'ho'iitaind dwifri» of thi* twmm 

la «zi » riltatiî° "lí:;« 
thi Ui« of\«cà ïf Ä lft,:8® ttf *0,,Äy* Acc«^faBly, 
i.«. c«i)n,arli,or» to th# com««! ^ n*Ctt«*;1fy l»1* ««»IgBfld â low priority 

coiMând control communication ¡«yat*« of t!. fltld 

««tùbl I nth «/i lQM R0!,rd »• Army Jfcdiail Seriric« ha* 

p~i -a sâriirriicLîiXt:;^:«8 iz - uT? ^ tmiTOnii#41«j| . * J,* 1 P ciir®* xm 1*1,81 loir®til# Btmir Iiâíi biuftm 
raodlfied to indicate that if the Army Medical Service s LccL«fuï In 
developing much a device for locating wounded neraonn.l' ,!k! !! i ^ i, 
be d#>l^d t0 ^le its u« for locating .Uo? 

™b* â- 

índ ivídual^slllial ^pinlt t pr'co **T,, 
8> ' '.. ' "r t0 aid 1,1 lt>catin8 wounded and dead per tonn« 1, "r 

QM Board Mscuaiiion: Concur, 
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Tht Qti«xteir*iafll:«r iwiri wish«» to »ctaowltdg« th,e »»»i.sttiic« 
»id cooptrttio« pfwidii lot tMi utility by rfprtsmtutlfM from org«ni*«- 
ttoitu liutt'd bilow, 
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